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Newsletter: New records in the Getty Vocabularies 
For the period January-March 2023 
 
Greetings from the Getty Vocabulary Program. In this quarter, processing of contributions included the following: 
In AAT, we continued processing of the CHIN contribution including French terms; added ATTCAT contribution for 
Chinese architecture terms; added contributions from AATA for GCI; made edits for the Dutch translation; added 
terms for the Dutch textile project; added Arabic contribution from the AlUla project. In ULAN we added 
contributions from Getty Conservation Institute (GCI); continued processing of the RKD artist contribution; 
checked information for LGBTQ artists in ULAN; added Indian artists from the O-Foundation; worked on 
processing of GRI Special Collections contributions for the Szeemann collection; worked extensively with 
correcting names and other data in ULAN for East Asian artists; processed artists from the BWR (Built Works 
Registry) contribution to CONA.  For TGN, we added records from NGA for the nation of Canada; completed the 
swap-out of place names in TGN that are derogatory and considered “avoid use” terms; processed place names 
from the BWR contribution to CONA. In CONA, we did extensive processing of the BWR contribution (from BWR 
members Avery, ARTstor, GRI, AIIS, Bryn Mawr, Princeton, Cornell, Harvard, Blair Bloom, HCAP, LoC CAS, 
SAHARA, UCSD, WMF, UTLong, ArtOnFile), notably for rock-cut structures, temples, university and other public 
buildings. For IA, terms were added from the BWR contribution to CONA, and others. 
 
In other news: We conducted several presentations, meetings, and papers on topics of diversity, including at the 
OCLC Cataloging Community Meeting. Making the Vocabularies more multilingual, multicultural, diverse, 
unbiased, and inclusive remains one of our primary goals. On other topics, presentations included training #2 for 
cataloging using CDWA and Getty Vocabularies for the Louvre Abu Dhabi, focused on prints, manuscripts, 
photographs, and drawings. We presented at the subject analysis committee (SAC) of ALA. We investigated 
working with contributors to update tribal names and other multicultural terminology. One of us (Jon) continued 
work as an officer in CIDOC and as a member of ISKO.  We drafted a mapping of AAT, ULAN and TGN to MARC 
authorities, with the hope to eventually provide a conversion from one of the regular Vocabulary releases to 
MARC format, to serve implementers and other users who require MARC. In the arena of metadata, with 
colleagues at GRI, we are undertaking a study to improve metadata communication; we hope to demonstrate that 
the multilingual terms and rich data of the Getty Vocabularies can function as the glue joining varied and separate 
resources, regardless of language or domain.  
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For developers: Note that the Vocab LOD site (vocab.getty.edu) now offers 2 modeling options for consumers of 
Getty Vocabularies URIs: the original Vocab LOD SKOS/Schema.org model and the new Linked.Art modeled 
Vocabularies data for JSON and JSON-LD. See this page for details: http://vocab.getty.edu/ChangestoVocabLOD  
 
For end users: Would you like to clean messy data and reconcile your terminology to the Getty Vocabularies’ 
records? Consider the helpful OpenRefine Reconciliation Service, which has received improvements some 
months ago: 1) The displays for matched results, particularly for TGN, have been improved to allow you to more 
easily disambiguate among results. 2) A new "data extend feature" was added, that allows users to grab 
additional fielded information from Vocabulary records, based on the reconciled term/record. For example, if 
you're reconciling ULAN names, you could also grab the variant terms in a separate field, biographies, roles, and 
nationality/cultures. See https://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/obtain/openrefine.html .   
      Would you like to access the rich data of the Vocabularies via over 90 interesting sample queries? Please visit 
the SPARQL end point here: http://vocab.getty.edu/doc/queries/ . 
 
Contributing: What terminology and associated information may be contributed to the Getty Vocabularies? See 
scope of AAT, scope of ULAN, scope of TGN, scope of CONA, scope of IA. If you represent an institution 
interested in making contributions, please learn about the Letter of Agreement and the process for proposing 
contributions here: https://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/contribute.html .  If you represent a 
scholarly project or are a scholar or other expert who is collecting vocabulary data that you would like to share 
with the larger community, please contact us about a possible contribution at vocab@getty.edu  

Getty Vocabulary Program 
 
Patricia Harpring, Managing Editor 
Jon Ward, Senior Editor, 
Antonio Beecroft, Editor 
Robin Johnson, Editor 
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Below are examples of Getty Vocabulary records newly made available to the public tduring the previous 
quarter, January-March 2023. 
 
 
AAT: Added or edited January-March 2023 
Records newly available in AAT this quarter were contributed by CHIN including French terms; Indian architecture 
terms from AIIS; ATTCAT for Chinese architecture terms; conservation-related terms from AATA for GCI; terms 
from the Dutch textile project; Arabic terms from the AlUla project, terms from Getty scholars’ presentations, and 
others. 
Total records in DB: 74,091 
Total AAT terms: 489,133 
Total new records to DB: 108  
Total new terms added to DB: 373  (total terms can be fewer than records added due to de-duping of terms, or 
significantly greater due to adding terms to existing records) 
Total existing records augmented this period (excluding Loader): 687 
Total records newly available to public this period: 107, examples below.  
 
300018878 | Asoka (Indian culture, period, style) | Maurya, <Indian dynastic styles and periods>, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300301267 | funerary stelea | sepulchral monuments, funerary structures, ... Objects Facet 
300311293 | solares (land units) | <size/dimension units for area>, <size/dimensions by unit>, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300425770 | fly fans | insect traps, traps (trapping equipment), ... Objects Facet 
300451316 | Arabic, Hijazi (language) | Arabic, Arabian Peninsula, Arabic (language), ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300451321 | photo zines | fanzines, periodicals, ... Objects Facet 
300451324 | animal remains | animal components, biological components, ... Objects Facet 
300451325 | kashkuls | begging bowls, bowls (vessels), ... Objects Facet 
300451328 | nutshell (plant material) | pericarp (plant material), plant material, ... Materials Facet 
300451329 | pericarp (plant material) | plant material, biological material, ... Materials Facet 
300451331 | coco de mer seed pod (plant material) | pericarp (plant material), plant material, ... Materials Facet 
300451332 | preprints | <documents by function>, document genres, ... Objects Facet 
300451339 | dungaree | twill, <textile materials by weaving technique>, ... Materials Facet 
300451340 | gingham | cotton (textile), <textile materials by composition or origin>, ... Materials Facet 
300451341 | Guinea cloth | <textile materials by composition or origin>, textile materials, ... Materials Facet 
300451342 | nicanees | cotton (textile), <textile materials by composition or origin>, ... Materials Facet 
300451343 | perpetua | wool (textile), <textile materials by composition or origin>, ... Materials Facet 
300451344 | platilla | linen (material), <textile materials by composition or origin>, ... Materials Facet 
300451346 | headshots | identification photographs, <photographs by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300451347 | deadnames | personal names, names, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300451348 | fabricators | makers, <people by activity>, ... Agents Facet 
300451349 | art fabrication | <object-making processes and techniques>, <processes and techniques by specific type>, ... Activities  
300451351 | hans (sounding boards) | sounding boards (struck idiophones), percussion plaques, ... Objects Facet 
300451355 | opus lapilli | mosaic (process), inlay (process), ... Activities Facet 
300451356 | ventilation towers | towers (building divisions), building divisions, ... Objects Facet 
300451358 | cenatoriums | <eating and drinking spaces>, <rooms and spaces by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300451360 | diàntáng | halls (single built works), <single built works by design>, ... Objects Facet 
300451364 | mǎmiàn | enceintes, defensive walls, ... Objects Facet 
300451366 | zhùchǔ | column bases, <bases and base components for columns>, ... Objects Facet 
300451373 | yámù | <tombs by form>, tombs, ... Objects Facet 
300451387 | bonsai | <plants by location or context>, Plantae (kingdom), ... Agents Facet 
300451409 | apparent solar time | solar time, <systems and standards for time>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300451411 | Mexican Modernist | <post-1945 fine arts styles and movements>, <international post-1945... Styles and Periods Facet 
300451413 | scribal hands | hands (creators), <people in the arts and related occupations>, ... Agents Facet 
300451414 | find-place | location (physical position), <social and economic geography concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
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300451419 | bimaristans | <hospitals by function>, hospitals (buildings for health facility), ... Objects Facet 
300451436 | Shaybanid (culture or style) | <West Turkestani historic styles and periods>, West Turkestani, ... Styles and Periods  
300451437 | treasure houses | treasuries (buildings), storage facilities, ... Objects Facet 
300451438 | mosque complexes | religious complexes, <complexes by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300451443 | Chunar sandstone | <sandstone by location>, sandstone, ... Materials Facet 
300451446 | edict pillars | monumental pillars, <monuments by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300451447 | yakhchals | <single built works by function>, <single built works by specific type>, ... Objects Facet 
300451452 | dalans | exterior covered spaces, <rooms and spaces by location or context>, ... Objects Facet 
300451453 | libas amra | main garments, clothing, ... Objects Facet 
300451521 | al-khoos | <object-making processes and techniques>, <processes and techniques by specific type>, ... Activities Facet 
300451523 | al-khasfah | mats (floor coverings), floor coverings, ... Objects Facet 
300451525 | al-dawwarah | baskets (containers), <containers by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300451527 | al-ma‘laf | animal husbandry equipment, animal equipment, ... Objects Facet 
 
 
TGN: Added or edited January-March 2023 
Records newly available in TGN this quarter were processed from an earlier NGA contribution, were contributed 
by BWR, and were official name changes to deprecate names noted as derogatory. 
Total records in DB: 3,019,953 
Total TGN terms: 5,326,246 
Total new records to DB: 6,640 
Total new terms added to DB: 6,992 
Total existing records augmented this period (excluding Loader): 10,496 
Total records newly available to public this period: around 6,000, examples below.  
 
9226790 | Millendreath (beach) | Cornwall, England, ... World  
9226787 | Manmodi Hill (hill) | Mahārāshtra, India, ... World 
9226788 | Ehugbo (urban district) | Ebonyi, Nigeria, ... World 
9226781 | Tununuk (locale) | Northwest Territories, Canada, ... World 
9226771 | Natkusiak Peninsula (peninsula) | Canada, North and Central America, World 
9226772 | Sanikiluaq (inhabited place) | Nunavut, Canada, ... World 
9226773 | Kugaaruk (inhabited place) | Nunavut, Canada, ... World 
9222953 | Saint-Donat-de-Montcalm (inhabited place) | Quebec, Canada, ... World 
9222954 | Sainte-Adélaïde (inhabited place) | Quebec, Canada, ... World 
 
ULAN: Added or edited January-March, 2023 
Records newly available in ULAN this quarter were contributed by RKD, Indian artists from the O-Foundation, 
artists from the BWR contribution to CONA, Getty Conservation Institute (GCI), and others. 
Total records in DB: 526,218 
Total ULAN terms: 1,476,053 
Total new records to DB: 1,004 
Total new terms added to DB: 1,151 
Total existing records augmented this period (excluding Loader): 9,873 
Total records newly available to public this period: around 8,000, examples below.  
 
500779111 | Kim, Mansul (Korean sculptor, 1911-1996) | Persons, Artists 
500779112 | Lee, Qoede (Korean painter, 1913-1965) | Persons, Artists 
500779113 | Terna, Fred (American painter, 1923-2022) | Persons, Artists 
500779114 | Lee, Hyunok (Korean painter, 1909-1988) | Persons, Artists 
500779115 | Chang, Uc-chin (Korean painter, 1917-1990) | Persons, Artists 
500779116 | Park, Kosuk (Korean painter, 1917-2002) | Persons, Artists 
500779117 | Franklin, Mary Jett (American painter, 1842-1928, active in Paris and Tunisia) | Persons, Artists 
500779118 | Rörstrand Porcelain (Swedish porcelain manufacturer, 1726-1926) | Corporate Bodies 
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500574969 | Isozaki, Mariko (Japanese ceramicist, born 1964) | Persons, Artists 
500608121 | Iida, Tomoko (Japanese flower artist, 1929-2002) | Persons, Artists 
500639836 | Iinuma, Hideki (Japanese sculptor, born 1975) | Persons, Artists 
500608945 | Jarpa, Voluspa (Chilean painter, born 1971) | Persons, Artists 
500641385 | Hlavaty, Robert (Slovene painter, 1897-1982) | Persons, Artists 
500608923 | Jaramillo, Beatriz (Colombian painter, born 1955) | Persons, Artists 
500608629 | Janaçek, Vlastislav (Czech glass artist, 1960-) | Persons, Artists 
500611217 | Vorster, Gordon (South African painter and filmmaker, 1924-1988) | Persons, Artists 
500612049 | Rúrí (Icelandic performance and conceptual artist, born 1951) | Persons, Artists 
500613005 | Ilari, Michele (Italian painter, 1765-after 1816) | Persons, Artists 
500664961 | Ilan (Israeli photographer, 1955-) | Persons, Artists 
500677575 | Salem, Suhaib (Palestinian photographer, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500531653 | Kendall, Margarida (Portuguese painter, born 1959) | Persons, Artists 
500629307 | Joag, Tushar (Indian installation artist and painter, born 1966) | Persons, Artists 
500668884 | Khemka, Anita (Indian photographer, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500674942 | Kawaguchi, Yoichiro (Japanese computer artist and scientist, born 1952) | Persons, Artists 
500641717 | Jon-Kee (Chinese painter, born 1921, active in France) | Persons, Artists 
500641718 | Keevil, Roland (Canadian painter, 1884-1963) | Persons, Artists 
500641725 | Hoey, Isas de (South Netherlandish painter, flourished 1600-1624) | Persons, Artists 
500779170 | Eboigbe, Felix (Nigerian-American wood sculptor, born 1944) | Persons, Artists 
500549146 | Karadgon, Nickolay (Bulgarian painter, 1950-) | Persons, Artists 
500549147 | Karcsay, Lajos (Hungarian painter, 1860-1932) | Persons, Artists 
500577413 | Nguyen, Anh (Vietnamese painter, 1914-2000, active in France) | Persons, Artists 
500574971 | Jaio, Iratxe (Spanish artist, 1976-) | Persons, Artists 
500575181 | Janosch (Polish illustrator, 1931-) | Persons, Artists 
500687427 | Janssen, Miek (Dutch painter, 1890-1953) | Persons, Artists 
500775013 | Keessen, Willem (Dutch painter, 1946-1993) | Persons, Artists 
500775016 | Hurkmans, Hanneke (Dutch jeweler, active 1996) | Persons, Artists 
500775017 | Ilgen-van Kerkvoort, Ien (Dutch watercolorist, active 1996) | Persons, Artists 
500775077 | Ilsemann van Aldenburg Bentinck, Elisabeth von (Dutch painter, 1892-1971) | Persons, Artists 
500775079 | Hofman, Florentijn (Dutch sculptor, 1977-) | Persons, Artists 
500775085 | Huijkman, Johan (Dutch artist, active 1995) | Persons, Artists 
500687443 | Höptner, Axel (German painter, 1944-) | Persons, Artists 
500687451 | Hiironen, Eero (Finnish sculptor, 1938-) | Persons, Artists 
500687453 | Homonai, Pal (Serbian painter, 1922-2010) | Persons, Artists 
500779199 | Novare Design Ltd (New Zealand design firm, contemporary) | Corporate Bodies 
500779200 | Whitaker Civil Engineering (New Zealand civil engineering firm, contemporary) | Corporate Bodies 
500779201 | Solner, David M. (American architect, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500779202 | Horvath, Pablo (Swiss architect, born 1962) | Persons, Artists 
500779203 | Gaillard, Adele Chilton (American landscape painter, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500779191 | McCreery & Theriault (American architectural firm, 20th century, Boston) | Corporate Bodies 
500779192 | Santec (American landscape architecture firm, contemporary) | Corporate Bodies 
500779193 | Consigli Construction Co., Inc. (American construction firm, founded 1905) | Corporate Bodies 
500779194 | Childs Engineering Corp. (American marine engineering firm, founded 1970) | Corporate Bodies 
500779195 | RSE Associates, Inc. (American design firm, contemporary) | Corporate Bodies 
500779196 | Saudi Binladin Group (Saudi construction conglomerate, contemporary) | Corporate Bodies 
500779179 | Filkins, Ken (Welsh builder, born 1947) | Persons, Artists 
500779180 | Kerr-Wilson, Blott (Welsh shellwork artist, active from 1987) | Persons, Artists 
500779181 | Jeanne de Montbaston (French illuminator, active about 1320 - 1355) | Persons, Artists 
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CONA: Added or edited January-March 2023 
Records newly available in CONA this quarter were contributed by BWR (Avery, ARTstor, GRI, AIIS, Bryn Mawr, , 
Princeton, Cornell, Harvard, Blair Bloom, HCAP, LoC CAS, SAHARA, UCSD, WMF, UTLong, ArtOnFile), and 
others. 
Total records in DB: 86,301 
Total CONA terms: 107,804 
Total new records to DB: 149 
Total new terms added to DB: 233 
Total existing records augmented this period (excluding Loader): 6,774 
Total records newly available to public this period: around 4,000, examples below.  
 
700010972 | Large Vihara | vihara (religious buildings); Creator: unavailable; Wai (Maharashtra, India, Asia 
700010973 | Cave 22 | rock-cut cave; Creator: unavailable; Vani (Maharashtra, India... 
700011175 | Scaife Gallery | museum (building); Barnes, Edward Larrabee (1915-2004); 1974; Modern; Pittsburg (Allegheny, 
Pennsylvania, United States 
700012662 | Emma Willard Gymnasium | gymnasium; Bohlin & Powell; Troy (Rensselaer, New York, United States 
700012664 | Dietel Library | library (building); Barnes, Edward Larrabee (1915-2004); 1967; Troy (Cheshire, New Hampshire, US 
700010892 | Queen Elizabeth II Great Court | museum (building); Foster, Norman (1935-), English, architect ; De Grey, 
Spence...; 2001; London (Greater London, England, United Kingdom... 
700010906 | New Chapel | chapel (room or structure); Scott, Giles Gilbert (1880 - 1960), British, architect; 1958; Bromsgrove 
(Worcestershire, England, United Kingdom 
700012991 | Independence National Park | recreation area; Venturi, Robert (1925-); 1976; Philadelphia (Pennsylvania, US 
700013067 | Ganesa Lena | complex (buildings and sites); Creator: unavailable; Ellora Caves (Maharashtra, India 
700013068 | Eastern Pattasala Cave | rock-cut caves; Creator: unavailable; 799; Ellora Caves (Maharashtra, India 
700013871 | High Point II | apartment house; Lubetkin, Berthold (1901-), English, architect ; Tecton [Fir...; 1938; London (UK 
700013891 | Hiroshima Memorial Hall | museum (building); Tange, Kenzo (1913-2005); 1950; Hiroshima (Japan 
700014542 | Madrasa | madrasa (building); patron: Arslan Khan; 1129; Bukhara (Buxoro, O'zbekiston 
700014544 | Bazaar | bazaar (marketplace); patron: Arslan Khan; 1129; Bukhara (Buxoro, O'zbekiston 
700014263 | Campus des Nations, International School of Geneva | campuses; J.-M. Lamuniere & Associes; Geneva 
(Geneve, Switzerland.. 
700014640 | Meyer Mausoleum | mausoleum; Platt, Charles A; Mount Pleasant (Westchester, New York... 
700014731 | King's School | school (building); Creator: unavailable; Canterbury (Kent, England, UK 
700014732 | Great Hall | great hall; Braddell, Thomas Arthur Darcy; 20th century; Canterbury (Kent, England, UK 
700014748 | Knossos Complex | architectural group (built works); Creator: unavailable; Knossos (Iraklion, Crete, Greece  
700014751 | Propylon II | propylon; Creator: unavailable; approximately 1425 BCE; Faistos (Iraklion, Crete, Greece 
700015108 | Metropolitan Opera House | opera house; Harrison, Wallace K. (1895-1981); 1966; New York (New York, US  
700015192 | Huangfugongku | cave temple; Huangfu Du (N. Wei), Chinese; 527; Luoyang (Henan, China 
700016369 | National Gallery of Art Sculpture Garden | park (grounds); Olin, Laurie (1938-); Olin Partnership...; 1998; 
Washington (DC, US 
700016480 | Crystal Palace | exhibition building; Carstensen & Gildemeister; 1853; New York (New York, US 
700016492 | New York Public Library (Main Branch) | library (building); Carrère & Hastings; 1897-1911; Manhattan (New 
York, NY 
700016493 | Schomburg Collection for Research in Black Culture | art center; Charles Follen McKim, for McKim, Mead, 
and White; 1905; New York (NY, US 
700016515 | Soviet Union Pavilion | exhibition building; IOFAN, Boris Mikhailovich; 1940; New York (NY, US 
700037229 | Villa Ban Perović | house; Steinmann, Egon; Rab (Primorsko-Goranska Zupanija, Croatia 
700037241 | Urbano | apartment house; Stagno, Bruno; San Jose (Costa Rica 
700037314 | LiYuan Library | school (building); Li Xiaodong Design Studio; Li, Xiaodong;; Sian (Shaanxi, China 
700033929 | Schaulager Froehlich | art gallery (building); Glockler, Gabriele; Stuttgart (Baden-Wurttemberg, Germany 
700034935 | La Maison des Ensembles | performing arts center; Atelier Filippini; Filippini, Renato; Paris (France 
700036011 | Marble Arch Tower | office building; Trehearne & Norman; Vinoly, Rafael; Rafael Vinoly Archit...; London (UK 
700037219 | Museum of Krapina Neanderthal Man | museum (building); Kovacic, Zeljko; Krapina (Croatia 
700037753 | Liceo Técnico Profesional La Florida | school (building); Marsino Prado, Jorge; Buzzoni Garnham, Maria Ines; La 
Florida (Region Metropolitana, Chile 
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700038633 | Mehrzwecksaal | multipurpose building; Domenig, Gunther; Huth, Eilfried; Giencke, Volker; Graz (Steiermark, Austria 
700054974 | Mosque of Sultan al-Nasir Muhammad ibn Qala’un | mosque (building); patron: al-Nasir Muhammad ibn 
Qalaun; 1335; Cairo (Egypt 
700018908 | Dar al-Huffaz | musalla; patron: Shaykh Safi Al-din Ishaq; 1344; Ardabil (Ardabil, Iran, 
700032361 | Museo Universitario del Chopo | cultural center (building); TEN Arquitectos; Norten, Enrique; Mohring, Bruno; 
Mexico City (Distrito Federal, Mexico 
700033242 | MACRO: Museo d'Arte Contemporanea | museum (building); Decq & Cornette; Decq, Odile; Cornette, Benoit; 
Museo di A...; Rome (Lazio, Italia 
700037229 | Villa Ban Perović | house; Steinmann, Egon; Rab (Primorsko-Goranska Zupanija, Croatia 
700037241 | Urbano | apartment house; Stagno, Bruno; San Jose (Costa Rica 
700037314 | LiYuan Library | school (building); Li Xiaodong Design Studio; Li, Xiaodong;; Sian (Shaanxi, China 
700033929 | Schaulager Froehlich | art gallery (building); Glockler, Gabriele; Stuttgart (Baden-Wurttemberg, Germany 
700034935 | La Maison des Ensembles | performing arts center; Atelier Filippini; Filippini, Renato; Paris (France 
700036011 | Marble Arch Tower | office building; Trehearne & Norman; Vinoly, Rafael; Rafael Vinoly Archit...; London (UK 
700037219 | Museum of Krapina Neanderthal Man | museum (building); Kovacic, Zeljko; Krapina (Croatia 
700037753 | Liceo Técnico Profesional La Florida | school (building); Marsino Prado, Jorge; Buzzoni Garnham, Maria Ines; La 
Florida (Region Metropolitana, Chile 
700038633 | Mehrzwecksaal | multipurpose building; Domenig, Gunther; Huth, Eilfried; Giencke, Volker; Graz (Steiermark, Austria 
700054974 | Mosque of Sultan al-Nasir Muhammad ibn Qala’un | mosque (building); patron: al-Nasir Muhammad ibn 
Qalaun; 1335; Cairo (Egypt 
700018908 | Dar al-Huffaz | musalla; patron: Shaykh Safi Al-din Ishaq; 1344; Ardabil (Ardabil, Iran, 
700032361 | Museo Universitario del Chopo | cultural center (building); TEN Arquitectos; Norten, Enrique; Mohring, Bruno; 
Mexico City (Distrito Federal, Mexico 
700033242 | MACRO: Museo d'Arte Contemporanea | museum (building); Decq & Cornette; Decq, Odile; Cornette, Benoit; 
Museo di A...; Rome (Lazio, Italia 
 
 
IA   
IA: Added or edited January-March, 2023 
Records newly available in IA were contributed by BWR, among others 
Total records in DB: 6,743 
Total IA terms: 7,184 
Total new records to DB: 26 
Total new terms added to DB: 48  
Total existing records augmented this period: 129 
Total records newly available to public this period: 40, examples below.  
 
901002511 | Jude, Saint (Christian character) | (Christian iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002512 | L'Epopée (shadow play) | (Literary Works: drama, Literature and Performing Arts) 
901002513 | Nomkhubuluwana (Zulu deity) | (African iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002514 | Shango (Yoruba deity) | (African iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002515 | Kibuka (Baganda deity) | (African iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002516 | Adroa (Lugbara deity) | (African iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002517 | Nyame (Asante deity) | (African iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002518 | Amma (Dogon deity) | (African iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002519 | Olorun (Yoruba deity) | (African iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
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Records that Became Newly Available in Recent Periods 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
October-December 2022:  Congratulations! Recent anniversaries with the Vocabulary Program: Jon Ward, 20 years, and  
Robin Johnson, 25 years. A former Getty graduate intern recently published an article: Camila Aparecida da Silva, "The Ongoing Translation 
of the Getty Art & Architecture Thesaurus® into Portuguese: An Art Information Access and Retrieval Tool for Cultural Institutions in 
Portuguese-Speaking Countries." Getty Research Journal Vol 16 2022, pp. 209–225. We continued with our mission and goals to make the 
Vocabularies more multilingual, multicultural, diverse, and inclusive. We conducted several presentations, meetings, and papers on these 
topics., including at a NKOS virtual conference on Equity and Inclusion and Getty Vocabularies 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7KmDO_mrDOA&t=11s    and   
https://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/Vocabs_unbiased_terminology.pdf   ), and at Consortium of Online Digital Arts regarding 
using Getty Vocabularies in a federated environment (https://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/vocabs_federated_searching.pdf  ). 
We met with various potential contributors, with the caveat that contributions may be slowed or in hiatus due to system development in the 
coming months. Among others, included were projects regarding potential AAT and ULAN contributions in Arabic, German, and Korean. 
Recently met with WHG re. general historical places’ topics, and with a project to contribute historical German place names. We began 
preliminary discussions for a possible ITWG (International Terminology Group) meeting at Getty, possibly in October 2024. In ongoing Getty 
initiatives, we participated in Unconscious Bias in the Workplace and Antiracist sessions. Responding to requirements of the user community, 
we began considering strategies to deliver MARC or a transform from an existing release into MARC, to allow regular Vocabulary contributions 
to VIAF and ExLibris’ Alma Refine. We began designing a survey of Vocabulary users to inform us how Getty Vocabularies are used, and how 
the content, accessibility, and usability could be improved. We continued work on a metadata triangulation project with the Getty Provenance 
Index, having the goal to use the Getty Vocabularies at our SPARQL end point to conduct retrieval based on the Vocabularies’ rich data, 
demonstrating how we could advance serious research and discovery in Art History. 
 
AAT: Added or edited October-December 2022 
Records newly available in AAT this quarter were contributed by American Institute of Indian Studies, Getty Conservation Institute, Built Works 
Registry, and others, with new terms and translations from Academia Sinica, CVAA-BR, BEINFRAT, and others. 
Total records in DB: 73,907 
Total AAT terms: 488,234 
Total new records to DB: 321 
Total new terms added to DB: 3,760  (total terms can be fewer than records added due to de-duping of terms, or significantly greater due to 
adding terms to existing records) 
Total existing records augmented this period (excluding Loader): 1,626 
Total new records available to public this period: 157, examples below.  
 
300265192 | recycled materials | <materials by formation process>, materials (substances), ... Materials Facet 
300266391 | benediction knives | <culinary equipment for preparing and cooking food>, ... Objects Facet 
300266397 | meditation rooms | <rooms and spaces by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300266399 | Neo-Symbolist | Global, <styles, periods, and cultures by region>, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300266403 | lead-glazed ware | earthenware, pottery (visual works), ... Objects Facet 
300266499 | round churches | <churches by form>, churches (buildings), ... Objects Facet 
300266508 | film remakes | motion pictures (visual works), <visual works by material or technique>, ... Objects  
300266648 | ethnographic museums (buildings) | <museums buildings by subject>, museums ( ... Objects  
300266651 | natural curiosities | <object genres by cultural or intellectual evaluation>, ... Objects Facet 
300266719 | Blockbau | log construction, <construction technique by form or materials>, ... Activities Facet 
300266722 | maisons-de-maître | <houses by form>, houses, ... Objects Facet 
300311215 | almofrejs | <containers for personal gear>, <containers for personal use>, ... Objects Facet 
300311232 | cacharros | <containers for storing or transporting food>, culinary containers, ... Objects Facet 
300311235 | bebederos | <vessels for storing or transporting food>, <containers for storing... Objects Facet 
300311256 | cujas (bags) | saddlebags (containers), <containers by location>, ... Objects Facet 
300311268 | alcabalas | taxes (political concept), political concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300311291 | metal leaf beaters | <metalworkers by process or technique>, metalworkers, ... Agents Facet 
300311317 | cañadas | <roads by location or context>, roads, ... Objects Facet 
300311325 | almojarifazgos | taxes (political concept), political concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300438459 | ḵu.éexʼ | potlaches, cultural ceremonies, ... Activities Facet 
300438474 | na´wehch | baskets (containers), <containers by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300438710 | Pan-Indian movement | <cultural movements and attitudes>, culture-related concepts, ... Asso…t 
300438992 | donkey saddlebags | saddlebags (containers), <containers by location>, ... Objects Facet 
300439260 | arak stills | stills (culinary equipment), <culinary devices for cooking and heating>, ... Objects Facet 
300449036 | Calvary groups | <sculpture by subject type>, sculpture (visual works), ... Objects Facet 
300449037 | priest's hats | prelatial hats, hats, <accessories by location on the head>, Costume,... Objects Facet 
300449038 | scapular medals | devotional medals, medals, ... Objects Facet 
300449039 | cannetille | metal thread, fiber, ... Materials Facet 
300449040 | bale hammers | textile working equipment, <equipment by material processed>, ... Objects Facet 
300449076 | stamp sets | <toys by function>, toys (recreational artifacts), ... Objects Facet 
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300449078 | craft books | <books by subject>, books, ... Objects Facet 
300449079 | papercraft models | models (representations), <visual works by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300451040 | Supports/Surfaces | <post-1945 fine arts styles and movements>,  ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300451041 | Dau al Set | <post-1945 fine arts styles and movements>,... Styles and Periods Facet 
300451042 | military architecture | architecture genres, <genres in the visual arts>, ... Associated Concepts  
300451043 | private devotion | religious concepts, <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts  
300451044 | surveying vessels | <patrol and intelligence vessels>, warships, ... Objects Facet 
300451048 | metroons | <temples by function>, temples (buildings), ... Objects Facet 
300451049 | unities (deities) | deities, people in religion, ... Agents Facet 
300451050 | dualities (deities) | deities, people in religion, ... Agents Facet 
300451052 | squeezes | <visual works by material or technique>, visual works (works), ... Objects Facet 
300451053 | great halls | halls (interior rooms), interior spaces (spaces by location), ... Objects Facet 
300451054 | living halls | halls (interior rooms), interior spaces (spaces by location), ... Objects Facet 
300451055 | wildlife crossings | <open spaces by function>, open spaces, ... Objects Facet 
300451056 | Zip drives (TM) | brand name objects, Brand Names (hierarchy name), Brand Names Facet 
300451067 | ethnographic museums (institutions) | museums (institutions), <institutions by activity>, ... Agents  
300451068 | polygonal churches | <churches by form>, churches (buildings), ... Objects Facet 
300451070 | round-tower churches | <churches by form>, churches (buildings), ... Objects Facet 
300451077 | nailless | <construction technique by form or materials>, construction (assembling), ... Activities  
300451078 | barbeque pits | pits (earthworks), earthworks (engineering works), ... Objects Facet 
300451080 | kunds | tanks (containers), <containers by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300451081 | halls of records | municipal buildings, <public buildings by location or context>, ... Objects Facet 
300451082 | srikovils | shrines (structures), religious structures, ... Objects Facet 
300451088 | explicit content | categories of information, <information and information related ... Associated  
300451089 | Omride | Levantine (culture or style), Near Eastern (Early Western World), ... Styles and …t 
300451090 | Modern Standard Arabic | Arabic (language), <languages and writing systems>, ... Associated t 
300451091 | medical laboratories (built works) | laboratories (built works), research buildings, ... Objects Facet 
300451092 | university theaters | theaters (buildings), performing arts buildings, ... Objects Facet 
300451312 | tinsel prints | <prints by process or technique>, prints (visual works), ... Objects Facet 
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
ULAN: Added or edited October-December 2022 
Records newly available in ULAN this quarter were contributed by Nelson-Atkins for Missouri Remembers, RKD artists, Saint Louis Art 
Museum, architects and patrons from BWR, Belvedere Vienna, and others. 
Total records in DB: 525,915  
Total ULAN terms: 1,472,929 
Total new records to DB: 8,268 
Total new terms added to DB: 3,953  
Total existing records augmented this period (excluding Loader): 19,221 
Total new records available to public this period: ca. 6.400, examples below.  
 
500779059 | Kamoinge Workshop (Black photographer's collective, established 1963) | Corporate Bodies 
500779006 | Hereñú + Ferroni Arquitetos (Brazillian architectural firm, contemporary) | Corporate Bodies 
500779007 | Bayard and Renard (French photographers, active in Paris, 1850s) | Corporate Bodies 
500779016 | Vasa Museum (Swedish museum, contemporary) | Corporate Bodies 
500779008 | Sodré, João (architect, active in Brazil, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500779009 | Shundi Iwamizu Arquitetos Associados (Brazilian architectural firm, contemporary) | Corporate … 
500664968 | Itoh, Meitoku (Japanese photographer, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500779010 | Oh Inhwan (South Korean installation artist, born 1965) | Persons, Artists 
500779012 | jung, siren eun young (South Korean artist, born 1974) | Persons, Artists 
500655589 | Han Rongzhi (Chinese photographer, flourished 1950-1974) | Persons, Artists 
500779013 | Chang Jia (South Korean artist, born 1973) | Persons, Artists 
500779014 | Hong Young In (South Korean artist, born 1972, active in the UK) | Persons, Artists 
500779048 | Pachomius the Great, Saint (Egyptian monastic founder, ca. 290-346)) | Non-Artists 
500584108 | Bustangi, Mustafa (Syrian artist, 1931-) | Persons, Artists 
500779062 | Gyoshin Sozu (Japanese scholar-priest, 8th century) | Non-Artists 
500779065 | Robinson, Herb (Jamaican photographer, active 1960s-1970s) | Persons, Artists 
500584276 | Gorlova, Lyudmila (Russian photographer, 1968-) | Persons, Artists 
500585243 | Hafstein, Niels (Icelandic draftsman, 1947-) | Persons, Artists 
500655885 | Greenwood, Gary (Canadian photographer, born 1946) | Persons, Artists 
500655889 | Haaksman-Klasmer, Janny (Israeli photographer, born 1947) | Persons, Artists 
500779049 | Booth, George (American cartoonist, 1926-2022) | Persons, Artists 
500779050 | Bates, Harry (American architect, 1927-2022) | Persons, Artists 
500779051 | Rodeia, Joǎo Belo (Portuguese architect, born 1961) | Persons, Artists 
500779052 | Hercok, Ignacy (Austrian-Polish architect, 1806-1864) | Persons, Artists 
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500779053 | Halins, Nicolas (French engraver and painter, died 1551/1576) | Persons, Artists 
500779054 | Varsavaux, Charles Auguste (French photographer, 1866-1935) | Persons, Artists 
500779055 | Karl M. Vitzthum & Co. (American architectural firm, mid-20th century) | Corporate Bodies 
500779056 | Horemheb, King of Egypt (Egyptian pharaoh, reigned 1319-1292 BCE) | Non-Artists 
500779057 | Harcourt, Anne (Scottish painter, 1917-1985) | Persons, Artists 
500779058 | Gire, Joseph (French architect, 1872-1933, active in Brazil) | Persons, Artists 
500779062 | Gyoshin Sozu (Japanese scholar-priest, 8th century) | Non-Artists 
500779065 | Robinson, Herb (Jamaican photographer, active 1960s-1970s) | Persons, Artists 
500779066 | Dawson, C. Daniel (American photographer, born 1944) | Persons, Artists 
500779067 | Kominsky-Crumb, Aline (American comics artist, 1948-2022, active in France) | Persons, Artists 
500779068 | Brewer, Art (American photographer, 1951-2022) | Persons, Artists 
500779069 | Demarmels, Hans (Swiss architect, 1931-2010) | Persons, Artists 
500779070 | Lanzi, Elisa (American mixed-media artist, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500779071 | Abbott, Charles H. (American photographer, 1894-1973) | Persons, Artists 
500527035 | Goorman, René (Dutch painter, 1970-) | Persons, Artists 
500527040 | Gorissen, Paul (Dutch furniture designer, flourished 1975-1999) | Persons, Artists 
500527153 | Helm Romein, Pabe Jilderts van der (Dutch painter, 1817-1847) | Persons, Artists 
500527438 | Grijmans, Anne (Dutch painter, 1968-) | Persons, Artists 
500527439 | Gu, Ming (Dutch painter, 1969-) | Persons, Artists 
500527440 | Heer, Bregje de (Dutch sculptor, 1973-) | Persons, Artists 
500527441 | Hendriks, Lieven (Dutch painter, 1970-) | Persons, Artists 
500527442 | Heijden, Martine M.van der (Dutch sculptor, active 1995) | Persons, Artists 
500527494 | Hatt, Daphne (Dutch sculptor, active 1995) | Persons, Artists 
500527560 | Hanssen, Felice (Dutch fashion designer, active 1995) | Persons, Artists 
500527746 | Heller, Jessica (Dutch graphic designer, flourished 1950-1974) | Persons, Artists 
500528045 | Grouwet-Vervliet, Marie Louise (Belgian painter, 1938-) | Persons, Artists 
500528273 | Gussen Wie (Dutch sculptor, 1933-1979) | Persons, Artists 
500550361 | Gutiérrez, Salvator (Spanish painter, flourished 1775-1799) | Persons, Artists 
500550383 | Hasselaar, Frederika (Dutch graphic artist, 1964-) | Persons, Artists 
500550413 | Gonzate, Filippo da (Italian sculptor and founder, active 1508, died ca. 1520/1523) | Persons,  
500550416 | Guelfa, Leone (Italian sculptor, flourished 1375-1399) | Persons, Artists 
500552021 | Guérin, Simon (French painter, 1812-1850) | Persons, Artists 
500552023 | Guérin des Longrais, Pierre-Charles (French painter, ca. 1810-1895) | Persons, Artists 
500552026 | Guillaume, Louis (Swiss painter, 1865-1942) | Persons, Artists 
500553159 | Gullichsen, Alvar (Finnish painter, 1961-) | Persons, Artists 
500553203 | Helderbeeck, J.J. (South Netherlandish painter, flourished 1700-1724) | Persons, Artists 
500555457 | Grant, Colin (Scottish painter, flourished 1875-1899) | Persons, Artists 
500555459 | Graves, Charles A. (British painter, active 1873-1884) | Persons, Artists 
500555461 | Haldern, Jan van (North Netherlandish sculptor, flourished 1500-1524) | Persons, Artists 
500561823 | Gray, Henry Barnard (English painter, born before 1823, active 1871) | Persons, Artists 
500561830 | Green, E.F. (English painter, flourished 1875-1899) | Persons, Artists 
500570125 | Hahn, Charlotte (American painter, 1926-) | Persons, Artists 
500570131 | Hahn, Walter (German painter, flourished 1925-1949) | Persons, Artists 
500570132 | Haider, Max (German illustrator, 1807-1873) | Persons, Artists 
500570620 | Herbst, Rudolf (Austrian painter, 1920-) | Persons, Artists 
500779005 | Santander L., Claudio (Chilean architect, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500576864 | Pigagaitė, Ramunė (Lithuanian photographer, born 1966, active in Germany) | Persons, Artists 
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
TGN: Added or edited October-December 2022 
Records newly available in TGN this quarter were contributed by BWR, AIIS project, Ansel Adams cataloging project, and official name 
changes to deprecate names noted as derogatory. 
Total records in DB: 3,019,959 
Total TGN terms: 5,326,246 
Total new records to DB: 17 
Total new terms added to DB: 93 
Total existing records augmented this period (excluding Loader): 1.332 
Total new records available to public this period: 94, examples below.  
 
9217802 | El-Shayeb (inhabited place) | Al Uqşur, Egypt 
9217599 | Platia (lost settlement) | lost&found Calabria, Italy  
8724361 | Airanikkulam (inhabited place) | Kerala, India 
8723909 | Valiyasala (inhabited place) | Kerala, India 
8723800 | Afikpo Amaizu (inhabited place) | Ehugbo, Nigeria 
8723773 | Tiruvengadamudayarra (inhabited place) | Tamil Nadu, India 
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9226787 | Manmodi Hill (hill) | Maharashtra, India 
8723891 | Vacarisses (inhabited place) | Barcelona, Cataluna, Spain 
8722579 | Adarko Jachi (inhabited place) | Ashanti, Ghana 
8721796 | Abba Yohanni (inhabited place) | Tigray, Ethiopia 
8722024 | Achthamar (inhabited place) | Van, Turkey 
8721913 | Achladia (inhabited place) | Iraklion, Crete, Greece 
9217756 | Chief Miwaleta Creek (stream) | Douglas, Oregon, United States 
9217759 | Laupp Canyon (valley) | Lincoln, Washington, United States 
9217760 | Taytáy Creek (stream) | Oregon, United States, United States 
9217761 | Ona Paa Seepaithe (flat) | Box Elder, Utah, United States 
9217762 | Boulder Flat (flat) | Cache, Utah, United States 
9217764 | Kweeyahgut Peak (peak) | Duchesne, Utah, . United States 
9217765 | Nahguch Pass (gap) | Utah, United States, United States 
9217800 | Shluxiksikswana (stream) | Skamania, Washington, United States 
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
CONA: Added or edited October-December 2022 
Records newly available in CONA this quarter were contributed by BWR, and others. 
Total records in DB: 86,229 
Total CONA terms: 10,7672 
Total new records to DB: 37 
Total new terms added to DB: 226 
Total existing records augmented this period (excluding Loader): 5,684 
Total new records available to public this period: ca. 3,600, examples below.  
 
700089737 | Villa Romana La Olmeda Museum | museum (building); Paredes Pedrosa Arquitectos; 2008; Pedrosa de la Vega (Palencia, 
Castilla y Leon, Espana,... 
700089738 | Temple of Athena Souniados | temple (building); built in 470 BCE, replacing an...; Sounion (Attiki, Ellas, Europe... 
700050671 | Trimurti Cave Temple | cave temple (building); 700; Cave Temples of Mahabalipuram (Tamil Nadu,  
700089739 | Shirwal Caves | cave architecture; 100 BCE-170 CE; Shirwal (Maharashtra, India) 
700050658 | Vaikunthaperumal Temple | temple (building); 750; Kanchipuram (Tamil Nadu, India 
700050685 | Vaikuntha Perumal Temple | temple (building); 1439; Srivaikuntham (Tamil Nadu, India 
700010710 | Bingling Si Caves | cave architecture; Yongjing (Gansu, Zhonggu.. 
700010711 | Cave 171 | cave temple; Yongjing (Gansu, Zhongguo, Asia,. 
700010713 | Cave 172 | cave temple; Yongjing (Gansu, Zhongguo, Asia,  
700009783 | Devakulika | temple (building); 999; Ahar (Rajasthan, India, Asia, World, Top of the TG... 
700010378 | Balcón del Guadalquivir | complex (buildings and sites); Cordova (Cordoba, Andalucia, Espana 
700010433 | Bard Chapel | university chapel; Babcock, Samuel; Sands, Joseph (interior details) (construct...; 1959; Annandale-on-Hudson 
(Dutchess, New York... 
700010451 | Surya Temple | temple (building); 1075; Kalkere (Karnataka, India. 
700010488 | Bath Academy of Art | art school (building); Corsham (Wiltshire, England, United Kingdom,  
700010525 | Bayazid II Complex | complex (buildings and sites); Edirne (Edirne, Turkiye,  
700010532 | Beattie's Ford Plantation | plantation; Huntersville (Mecklenburg, North Carolina, United States. 
700010536 | Beaver Brook Reservation | complex (buildings and sites); Waltham (Middlesex, Massachusetts,  
700010537 | Waverly Oaks | park (grounds); Waltham (Middlesex, Massachusetts, United States, North and ... 
700010542 | Beiout Alsharq Housing Project | housing project; Jeddah (Makkah al Mukarramah, As Suudiyyah,  
700010543 | House | house; Farahat, Abdelmohsen M., architect; 1997; Jeddah (Makkah al Mukarramah, As Suudiyyah, Asia... 
700011653 | Golden Hall | hall (single built work); Iwate (Japan, Asia, …) 
700011655 | Sutra Repository | repository (physical storage facility); 1108; Iwate (Japan, Asia, …) 
700011659 | Cintal-Venkataramana Temple Complex | temple complex; Tadpatri (Andhra Pradesh, India 
700012056 | Conde Nast Building | complex (buildings and sites); New York (New York, United States,... 
700012516 | Trikamaraya Temple | temple (building); 1199; Dwarka (Gujarat, India, Asia, World,... 
700012518 | Devaki Temple | temple (building); 1599; Dwarka (Gujarat, India, Asia, World, Top of the TGN h... 
700012591 | Ekambresvara Temple | temple (building); Kanchipuram (Tamil Nadu, India, Asia,... 
700012592 | Ekambresvara Temple Southern Gopura | gopura; 1529; Kanchipuram (Tamil Nadu, India, Asia,  
700012707 | Enshô-ji Temple | temple (building); Nagano (Japan, Asia) 
700012708 | Snaka-do Chapel | chapel (room or structure); Nagano (Japan, Asia) 
700012775 | Famen Temple | temple (building); Xi'an (Shaanxi, Zhongguo, Asia,... 
700012776 | Famen Temple Pagoda | pagoda (building); 906; Tang; Xi'an (Shaanxi, Zhongguo, Asia,... 
700013139 | Gymnasium, Berlin | gymnasium (prep school buildings); Gropius, Walter (1883-1969); Berlin (Berlin, German 
700013141 | Apartment for a Bachelor (demolished) | apartment; Mies van der Rohe, Ludwig (1886-1969; 1931; Berlin DE 
700013158 | Ghatesvara Temple Complex | temple complex; Badoli (Rajasthan, India,... 
700059156 | Fonda del Sol Restaurant | restaurant; Girard, Alexander Hayden; New York (New York,... 
700059157 | Francis J. Danforth House | house; Litchfield, Electus D. | Rogers, Pliny; New York (New York,. 
700059160 | Fordham Hospital | hospital (building for health facility); Almirall, Raymond; New York (New York,. 
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700059166 | Ford Building | office building; Kahn, Albert | Wilby, Ernest; New York (New York, United States,. 
700059486 | Water Tower | water tower; Tuttle, Bloodgood | Leavitt, C. W.; Mount Pleasant (Ulster, New York,  
700059490 | Emery Thompson House | house; Frost, Frederick G.; New Rochelle (Westchester, New York,  
700059495 | Laurel Plains Elementary School | elementary school (building); Lothrop, James; New City (Rockland, New York, US 
700059527 | Eugene Meyer Estate | country house; Platt, Charles Adams; Mount Kisco (Westchester, New York,  
700059567 | Lansing Elementary School | elementary school (building); Sargent, Webster, Crenshaw & Folley; Ludlowville (Tompkins, NY 
700059579 | Sarnoff House | house; Katonah (Westchester, New York, United States,...  
700065813 | Santa Maria In Campo Marzio | church (building); Rome (Lazio, Italia... 
700065907 | Sant'Andrea | church (building); 1100; Pistoia (Toscana, Italia, Europe,... 
700065911 | Santa Maria delle Colle | church (building); Pescocostanzo (L'Aquila, Abruzzi, Italia, Europe,  
700065917 | Sanseverino House | house; Piacenza (Emilia-Romagna, Italia, Europe,... 
700065921 | Santa Maria Maddalena | convent (built complex); Michelozzo, Bartolommeo; Pian di Mugnone (Firenze, Toscana, Italia,... 
700065927 | Santa Maria di Valdiponte | church (building); Perugia (Perugia, Umbria, Italia, Europe, ...  
700066643 | Tiefbau-Berufgenossenschaft Building | administration building; Eichberg, Werner; Roth, Ot...; Munich (Germany 
700066648 | Theater Münster | theater (building); Munster (Nordrhein-Westfalen, Germany  
700066654 | Tantris Restaurant | apartment house; Dahinden, Justus; Busse & Partner; Munich (Germany  
700067197 | Thonon Hospital | hospital (institution, health facility); Thonon-les-Bains (Auvergne-Rhone-Alpes, France  
700067216 | University of Grenoble | university (buildings); Espie, Jean; Blanc, Maurice.; Berthe, Chappis and Jomai...; Saint-Martin-d'Heres 
(Auvergne-Rhone-Alpes, France 
700067327 | Théâtre de la Ville | theater (building); Paris (Ile-de-France, France 
700070207 | Weber Hardware Company Limited | store (built work); Jenkins and Wright; Kitchener (Ontario, Canada 
700070220 | Embassy Towers | apartment house; Halifax (Nova Scotia, Canada  
700070260 | Forest Hill Village Preparatory School | school (building); Page, Forsey; Forest Hill (Ontario, Canada 
700070265 | Westmont Shoppers' Park | shopping center; Rensaa and Minsos; Edmonton (Alberta, Canada  
700070294 | Levi Rino House | house; San Paolo (Sao Paulo, Brasil, South America, World, Top o...  
700086163 | Lansdowne Crescent | town house; Palmer, John (ca.1738-1817); 1793; Bath (Bath and Northeast Somerset, England, UK 
700086179 | Thutmose House and Workshop (P.47.1-3 | house; patron: Tuthmosis (Dyn. 18, ca. 1350-1334 BCE), Ancient Egyptian; 1334 
BCE; Tall al 'Amarinah (Al Bahr al Ahmar, Egypt 
700086182 | Tehutynefer's Town House | house; Thebes (Qina, Egypt 
700086238 | Mausoleum of Sultan Hasan al-Nasir | mausoleum; 1362; Cairo (Al Qahirah, Egypt 
700086310 | Tarnby Town Hall | town hall; Nielsen, Jorn; Gunnlogsson, Halldor; 1959; Tarnby (Hovedstaden, Denmark 
700086321 | Tinggården Housing Area | dwellings; Architectural Firm Vandkunsten; 1978; Koge (Sjaelland, Denmark 
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
IA: Added or edited October-December 2022 
Records newly available in IA were contributed by the American Institute of Indian Studies, among others 
Total records in DB: 6,722 
Total IA terms: 7,144 
Total new records to DB: 41 
Total new terms added to DB: 48  
Total existing records augmented this period: 105 
Total new records available to public this period: 41, examples below.  
 
901002504 | Sarvānubhūti (Hindu and Jaina deity) | (Jain characters, Jain iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002505 | Traipuruṣa (Brahminical divine triad) | (Hindu characters, Hindu iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002510 | Dobiel (Persian angel) | (Persian characters, Persian iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002506 | War of the Desert (Argentine history) | (Argentine history, North and South American history, Named Events) 
901002507 | Battle of Pichincha (Ecuadoran history) | (North and South American history, Named Events) 
901002509 | Battle of Ridaniya (Egyptian event) | (Egyptian history, African history, Named Events) 
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>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
AAT: Added or edited July-September 2022 
Records newly available in AAT this quarter were contributed by American Institute of Indian Studies, Built Works Registry, Getty 
Conservation Institute, and others, with new terms from Academia Sinica, BEINFRAT, and others. 
 
Total records in DB: 73,844 
Total AAT terms: 486,703 
Total new records to DB: 2,887 
Total new terms added to DB: 2,132 (total terms can be fewer than records added due to de-duping of terms during the merging of duplicate 
records) 
Total existing records augmented this period (excluding Loader): 1,437 
Total new records available to public this period: 1,046, examples below.  
 
300449189 | AI art | algorithmic art, computer art (visual works), ... Objects Facet 
300449148 | Black British | British (modern), European regions, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300450675 | Digambara | Jainism, religions (belief systems, cultures), ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300435364 | Lepcha | Indian (South Asian), South Asian, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300450669 | Otomi (language) | Oto-Manguean (language family), <languages and writing systems by specific type>, ... Associated Concepts 
Facet 
300446175 | illikāvalaṇa | ornament areas, design elements (attributes), ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300447408 | yakṣamālās | friezes (ornamental areas), ornament areas, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300447409 | jakkhāyatana | shrines (structures), religious structures, ... Objects Facet 
300447410 | pañcāgnitapas | motifs, design elements (attributes), ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300446976 | haṁsayugma | <figure- and animal-derived motifs>, motifs, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300446977 | nētrakōṣṭha | niches, <wall components by form or function>, ... Objects Facet 
300446978 | prāsāda | <single built works by form: massing or shape>, <single built works by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300449111 | offset sections | sections (architectural components), surface element components, ... Objects  
300450676 | open reel videotapes | videotapes, video recordings (physical artifacts), ... Objects Facet 
300450677 | pillars (landforms) | landforms (terrestrial), natural landscapes, ... Objects Facet 
300450672 | fig bark paper | bark paper (paper by composition), <paper by composition or origin>, ... Materials  
300435366 | kagos | litters, <drags, litters and pedestrian land vehicles>, ... Objects Facet 
300444092 | manuterge racks | towel racks, support furniture, ... Objects Facet 
300444095 | zeon trays | trays, <containers by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300446173 | balikkal | altars (religious fixtures), <altars and altar components>, ... Objects Facet 
300449194 | old mains (buildings) | <buildings for university or college>, <school buildings by level of education>, ... Objects Facet 
300449195 | clockhouses | <single built works by function>, <single built works by specific type>, ... Objects  
300449196 | technical pens | pens (drawing and writing implements), <drafting, drawing and writing equipment by specific type>, ... Objects 
Facet 
300449197 | copy negatives | reproductive photographs, <photographs by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300449180 | world bearers | supernatural beings, people in religion, ... Agents Facet 
300449181 | chakras (motifs) | motifs, design elements (attributes), ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300449182 | quoits (games) | games, <public and interactive activities>, ... Activities Facet 
300449183 | gadā (motif) | motifs, design elements (attributes), ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300449185 | demigods | deities, people in religion, ... Agents Facet 
300449186 | ehis | spirits (beings), people in religion, ... Agents Facet 
300449170 | graphene | carbon, inorganic material, ... Materials Facet 
300449171 | guilloché (engraving technique) | engraving (action), <subtractive processes and techniques>, ... Activities Facet 
300449172 | guilloches (architectural ornament) | architectural ornament, surface elements (architectural), ... Objects Facet 
300449173 | engineered stone | <stone by form>, stone (worked rock), ... Materials Facet 
300449174 | natural stone | <stone by form>, stone (worked rock), ... Materials Facet 
300449176 | reparative description | archival description, collections management functions, ... Activities Facet 
300449140 | aniconic works | <object genres by cultural or intellectual evaluation>, object genres (object classifications), ... Objects Facet 
300449142 | lustrations (ceremonies) | religious ceremonies, ceremonies, ... Activities Facet 
300449144 | jinas | people in religion, <people in religion and related occupations>, ... Agents Facet 
300449147 | makaras (legendary beings) | legendary beings, Animalia (kingdom), ... Agents Facet 
300449132 | linear dimensioning | dimensioning, lettering (processes), ... Activities Facet 
300449133 | elevation dimensioning | dimensioning, lettering (processes), ... Activities Facet 
300449134 | forum-basilica complexes | <complexes by function>, complexes (buildings and sites), ... Objects  
300449135 | lesser basilicas (works by context) | basilicas (works by context), <church buildings by location or context>, ... Objects Facet 
300449125 | photographic finishers | printers (people), <people in the printing industry>, ... Agents Facet 
300449126 | crayon artists | <artists by medium or work type>, artists (visual artists), ... Agents Facet 
300449127 | sketch artists | draftsmen (artists), <artists by medium or work type>, ... Agents Facet 
300266652 | abatises | military camps, military installations, ... Objects Facet 
300312018 | treasures | <object genres by cultural or intellectual evaluation>, object genres (object classifications), ... Objects Facet 
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300312123 | warping (weaving process) | textile weaving processes and techniques, <textile construction processes and techniques>, ... 
Activities Facet 
300312175 | stone houses | <construction technique by form or materials>, construction (assembling), ... Activities Facet 
300379190 | Girondins | <people by ideology, philosophy, or political activity>, people (agents), ... Agents Facet 
300386671 | caityagrha | religious buildings, religious structures, ... Objects Facet 
300404006 | Rapidograph (TM) | brand name objects, Brand Names (hierarchy name), Brand Names Facet 
300404850 | Rives BFK (TM) | brand name materials, Brand Names (hierarchy name), Brand Names Facet 
 
ULAN: Added or edited July-September 2022 
Records newly available in ULAN this quarter were contributed Nelson-Atkins for Missouri Remembers, RKD, Belvedere Vienna, and others. 
 
Total records in DB: 525,989 
Total ULAN terms: 1,470,944 
Total new records to DB: 10,762 
Total new terms added to DB: 3,953 
Total existing records augmented this period (excluding Loader): 4,019 
Total new records available to public this period: ca. 7,500, examples below.  
 
500778958 | Curlett, Eisen & Cuthbertson (American architectural firm, active late 19th century) | Corporate  
500778669 | Dar Al-Saraya Museum (Jordanian museum, established 2007) | Corporate Bodies 
500778649 | Kungnip Naju Pangmulgwan (South Korean museum, established 1945) | Corporate  
500778946 | Yaginuma, Roy Munekiyo (Japanese- American photographer, 1902- after 1969) | Persons, Artists 
500778947 | Yáñez, Mauricio (Mexican photographer, 1881-1939) | Persons, Artists 
500778664 | Cid, Pedro Anselmo Braamcamp Freire (Portuguese architect, 1925-1983) | Persons,  
500778665 | Genette, Gérard (French literary theorist, 1930-2018) | Non-Artists 
500778666 | Athouguia, Ruy d' (Portuguese architect, 1917-2006) | Persons, Artists 
500778667 | Lasciac, Antonio (Slovene architect, 1856-1946) | Persons, Artists 
500778668 | Vobisšová, Karla (Czech sculptor, 1887-1961) | Persons, Artists 
500778643 | Aka, Sanusi (Nigerian architect, active late 19th-early 20th centuries) | Persons, Artists 
500778644 | Macaulay, Herbert (Nigerian activist and engineer, 1864-1946) | Persons, Artists 
500778645 | Reis, Balthazar dos (Brazilian furniture maker and architect, active late 19th-early 20th centuries) | Persons, Artists 
500504330 | Holub, Emil von (South African artist, born 1847) | Persons, Artists 
500511735 | Klee, Josef (South African master builder, born 1788) | Persons, Artists 
500778956 | Chan, Eric (American graphic designer of Chinese birth, born 1952) | Persons, Artists 
500511758 | Jang, Su (Korean sculptor, born 1800) | Persons, Artists 
500549363 | Kissonergis, Ioannis (Cypriot painter, 1889-1963) | Persons, Artists 
500491690 | Jakab, Ines (Argentine artist, born 1965) | Persons, Artists 
500778646 | Klein, Erika (German illustrator, 1935-2003) | Persons, Artists 
500778647 | Nowiński, Wacław (Polish architect, 1925-2018) | Persons, Artists 
500778648 | Panczakiewicz, Ludwik (Polish architect, 1873-1935) | Persons, Artists 
500778650 | Maggini, Giovanni Paolo (Italian luthier, 1580-ca. 1630) | Persons, Artists 
500778651 | Drentwett, Jonas (German goldsmith, active 1622, died 1656) | Persons, Artists 
500778652 | Salvatori, Luigi (Italian painter and architect, born 1951) | Persons, Artists 
500715176 | Garay, Ákos (Hungarian painter, 1866-1952) | Persons, Artists 
500715183 | Garnier, Lucas (Maltese painter, active ca. 1646-1655) | Persons, Artists 
500715214 | Geelen, Jean (Dutch sculptor, 1852-1926) | Persons, Artists 
500714752 | Voutsaki, Eva (Greek photographer, 1978-) | Persons, Artists 
500714774 | Touliatou, Iris (Greek photographer, 1981-) | Persons, Artists 
500714800 | Germeau, Léonard (South Netherlandish painter, 1704-) | Persons, Artists 
500714818 | Gathy, Jean Henri (South Netherlandish sculptor, 1752-1811) | Persons, Artists 
500714864 | Gajic, Isidora (Serbian photographer, 1988-) | Persons, Artists 
500714913 | Bucan, Vanja (Slovene photographer, 1973-) | Persons, Artists 
500713202 | Walter, Johannes Frederik Petrus (Dutch photographer, 1850-1918) | Persons, Artists 
500713343 | Lulaj, Armando (Albanian installation artist, 1980-) | Persons, Artists 
500712202 | Fischer, Andreas (German conceptual artist, 1972-) | Persons, Artists 
500712418 | Stropnik, Mladen (Slovene video artist, 1977-) | Persons, Artists 
500712627 | Tzannis, Alexandros (Greek painter, 1979-) | Persons, Artists 
500710962 | Gernandt, Wille (Swedish painter, 1863-1920) | Persons, Artists 
500710970 | Giødesen, Aage (Danish painter, 1863-1939) | Persons, Artists 
500708364 | Genchev, Dimitar (Bulgarian painter, 1985-) | Persons, Artists 
500708391 | Giraudet de Boudemange, Eric (French photographer, 1983-) | Persons, Artists 
500708776 | Samardžiski, Ljupco (Macedonian painter and composer, 1947-2014) | Persons, Artists 
500708837 | Gerrits, Bruno (Belgian sculptor, 1881-1970) | Persons, Artists 
500709059 | Stefanopoulos, Dimitrios (Greek painter, 1880-1932) | Persons, Artists 
500705148 | James, Frederic (American painter, 1915-1985) | Persons, Artists 
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500705496 | Garcés, Javier (Spanish sculptor, 1959-) | Persons, Artists 
500690743 | Gabriel, Edith Mabel (British sculptor, 1882-1972) | Persons, Artists 
500690749 | Gamley, Henri Snell (Scottish sculptor, 1865-1928) | Persons, Artists 
500673298 | Girard, Suzanne (Canadian photographer, 1949-) | Persons, Artists 
500673303 | Gauthier, Suzanne (Canadian photographer, 1948-) | Persons, Artists 
500673335 | Gerken, Meg (American photographer, 1942-) | Persons, Artists 
500673547 | Ganz, Julien (Swiss photographer, 1844-1892) | Persons, Artists 
500494282 | Spängler, Andreas (Austrian copper engraver, born 1589) | Persons, Artists 
500494349 | Spindler, Hans (German sculptor, born 1595) | Persons, Artists 
 500494573 | Suttermans, Jan (Flemish artist, born 1598) | Persons, Artists 
500325657 | Schmidt, Johann Georg (Austrian painter, ca. 1685-ca. 1748) | Persons, Artists 
500463268 | Jones, Robert M. (American artist, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500491470 | Kaser, Beatrix (Austrian artist, born 1946) | Persons, Artists 
500491476 | Kastner, Erika (Austrian painter, born 1915) | Persons, Artists 
500778953 | Barton, Rick (American draftsman and printmaker, 1928-1992) | Persons, Artists 
500778954 | Emerson College (American college, established 1880) | Corporate Bodies 
500778955 | von Eißern, Ferdinand (Czech painter, active in Prague, 1572–1624) | Persons, Artists 
500778956 | Chan, Eric (American graphic designer of Chinese birth, born 1952) | Persons, Artists 
500778957 | Shenker, Harry (Russian painter, sculptor, and illustrator, 1888-1979) | Persons, Artists 
 
TGN: Added or edited July-September 2022 
Records newly available in TGN this quarter were contributed by BWR, Ansel Adams cataloging project, and others. 
 
Total records in DB: 3,013,199 
Total TGN terms: 5,317,521 
Total new records to DB: 4,020 
Total new terms added to DB: 1,087 
Total existing records augmented this period (excluding Loader): 10,976 
Total new records available to public this period: 144, examples below.  
 
9217599 | Platia (inhabited place) | Calabria, ... World 
9217615 | Devils Postpile National Monument (national monument) | Madera, California, ... World 
9217618 | Kings Canyon National Park (national park) | California, United States, ... World 
9217611 | Ansel Adams Wilderness (wilderness area) | Tuolumne, California, ... World 
9217600 | St. Cuthberts (parish (political)) | Midlothian, Scotland, ... World 
9217604 | Santa Fe la Vieja, Parque Arqueológico (archaeological site) | Santa Fe, Argentina, ... World 
9217602 | Barengo (inhabited place) | Novara, Piedmont, ... World 
9217603 | Cádiz, Sierra de (region (geographic)) | Cádiz, Andalusia, ... World 
9217636 | Monument Valley Navajo Tribal Park (tribal park) | Arizona, United States, ... World 
9217601 | Prairie (inhabited place) | Schuyler, Missouri, ... World 
9217610 | Prince of Wales-Hyder Census Area (national division) | Alaska, United States, ... World 
9217667 | Pkwo'-o-lo' 'ue-merkw (peak) | Humboldt, California, ... World 
9217727 | Mino-kwe jiigibiik (beach) | Marquette, Michigan, ... World 
9217728 | Manidoons Zaaga’igan Zhaawanong (lake) | Pine, Minnesota, ... World 
9217632 | White House Ruin (deserted settlement) | Apache, Arizona, ... World 
9217633 | Antelope House Ruin (cliff dwelling) | Apache, Arizona, ... World 
 
CONA: Added or edited July-September 2022 
Records newly available in CONA this quarter were contributed by BWR, and others. 
Total records in DB: 86,299 
Total CONA terms: 107,549 
Total new records to DB: 19 
Total new terms added to DB: 37 
Total existing records augmented this period (excluding Loader): 8,386 
Total new records available to public this period: ca. 7,200, examples below.  
 
700009830 | Tomb of Rich Athenian Lady | tomb; 850 BCE; Athens (Attiki, Ellas, Europe... 
700009832 | Altar of Aphrodite Ourania | altar; Athens (Attiki, Ellas, Europe,... 
700009833 | Library of Pantainos | library (building); completed: c 100 CE; Athens (Attiki, Ellas, Europe,  
700009834 | Stoa Poikile |stoa; completed: 470-460 BCE; Athens (Attiki, Ellas, Europe,  
700009835 | Altar of the Twelve Gods | altar; completed: c 522 BCE; Athens (Attiki, Ellas, Europe,  ... 
700009878 | Old Bouleuterion | bouleuterion; 470 BCE; Archaic (Greek); Athens (Attiki, Ellas, Europe,  ... 
700010354 | Bagh-e Fin | garden (open space); patron: Abbas I, Shah of Iran; 1590; Kashan (Esfahan, Iran, Asia,  ... 
700013781 | Hazararama Temple East gopuram | gopura; 1599; Vijayanagar (Karnataka, India, Asia,  ... 
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700010460 | Old Sacristy | sacristy; Brunelleschi, Filippo (1377-1446), architect ; Michelangelo ...; 1429; Florence (Firenze, Toscana, Italia, 
Europe,  ... 
700010462 | Cappella dei Principi | chapel (room or structure); Nigetti, Matteo; 1604; Florence (Firenze, Toscana, Italia, Europe,  ... 
700010539 | Beijing Zoo | zoo (built complex); Creator: various; from 1906, on older grounds; Beijing (Beijing Shi, Zhongguo, Asia,  ... 
700010651 | Bethel College (KS) | college (building); North Newton (Harvey, Kansas, United States, North and Centr... 
700010656 | Kaufman House | house; Daum, Jacob (original construction); 1932; North Newton (Harvey, Kansas, United States, North and 
Centr... 
700010725 | Academic Quad | quadrangle (buildings); Miller & Martin (original construction); 1999; Birmingham (Jefferson, Alabama, United 
States, North and Cen... 
700010727 | Simpson Building | university building; Whildin, D. O. (original construction); 1923; Birmingham (Jefferson, Alabama, United 
States, North and Cen... 
700010729 | Memorial Hall | university hall; Williams-Ellis, Clough; Bishop's Stortford (Hertfordshire, England, United Kingdom, ... 
700010794 | Gasson Hall | university hall; Maginnis, Charles Donagh (1867-1955), architect ; Maginnis &...; 1913; Gothic; Chestnut Hill 
(Middlesex, Massachusetts, United States, Nort... 
700012837 | Anne Pfeiffer Chapel | university chapel; Wright, Frank Lloyd (1867-1959), American, architect; 1941; Lakeland (Polk, Florida, 
United States, North and Central Am... 
700012838 | Esplanade | covered walkway; Wright, Frank Lloyd (1867-1959), American, architect; Lakeland (Polk, Florida, United States, 
North and Central Am... 
700013209 | Pergola | pergola; Kelly, James T. (original construction); 1925; Plainfield (Washington, Vermont, United States, North and Ce... 
700013210 | Martin Manor | historic house; Kelly, James T. (original construction); 1908; Plainfield (Washington, Vermont, United States, 
North and Ce... 
700013265 | John S. Umble Center | university building; Pries, Weldon (original construction); 1978; Goshen (Elkhart, Indiana, United States, 
North and Central A... 
700013267 | Union Building | student union (building); Eash, Orus O. (original construction); 1950; Goshen (Elkhart, Indiana, United States, 
North and Central A... 
700013538 | Bresee Hall | university hall; Baum, Dwight James; Pope, John Russell (original constructio...; 1929; Oneonta (Otsego, New York, 
United States, North and Central ... 
700013540 | Thornwood | historic house; Mosley, A. R. (original construction); 1925; Oneonta (Otsego, New York, United States, North and 
Central ... 
700016894 | Sharp Center | college building; Alsop Architects, London, England, firm ; Alsop, Will (1947-...; 2004; Toronto (Ontario, Canada, 
North and Central America, World, ... 
700021238 | Institute of Urban Studies | university building; Moody, Moore, Duncan, Rattray, Peters, Searle, Christie; 1969; Winnipeg 
(Manitoba, Canada, North and Central America... 
700037764 | Envases de Vidrio | glassworks (factory buildings); Hevia, Guillermo; Llaillay (Valparaiso, Chile, South America,... 
700037784 | Hotel Minero | hotel (built public accommodation); AATA Arquitectos; 2005; Atacama (Atacama, Chile, South America,   
700086927 | Estacion Mapocho Cultural Center | cultural center (building); Palmer Trias, Montserrat, Chilean, architect ; Fernandez Lar...; 
1995; Santiago (Region Metropolitana, Chile, South America,  
700036651 | Houghton Hall | country house; Walpole, Robert; Cholmondeley, David George Philip; England (United Kingdom, Europe,  ... 
700036677 | Ecolodge Oasis de Siwa | hotel (built public accommodation); FELIX-DELUBAC architectes; Siwah (Matruh, Misr, Africa,  ... 
700036680 | Grand Museum of Egypt | museum (building); Heneghan Peng Architects; Giza (Al Jizah, Misr, Africa,  i... 
700036699 | El Barranco | mixed-use building; Surreal Estudio; Cuenca (Azuay, Ecuador, South America,  ... 
700036703 | Rancho Mi Sueño | vacation house; Hahn Jacobo, Yvelisse; Tamboril (Santiago, Republica Dominicana, North and Centr... 
700042738 | James A. Culbertson House | house; Greene & Greene; 1902; Pasadena (Los Angeles, California, United States, North and ... 
700042767 | Fire Station No.1 | fire station; Clark, Frey and Chambers, 1956-1958; 1957; Palm Springs (Riverside, California, United States, 
North an... 
700080144 | Israelite Dwellings | housing complex; Atbat-Afrique, architects; 1954; Casablanca (Casablanca-Settat, Al Maghrib, Africa,... 
700080147 | Regional Tribunal | courthouse; Zevaco, Jean-Francois, architect; 1964; Beni Mellal (Beni Mellal-Khenifra, Al Maghrib, Africa,... 
700080152 | Hospital | hospital (building for health facility); Zevaco, Jean-Francois, architect; 1969; Benslimane (Casablanca-Settat, Al 
Maghrib, Africa,... 
700080158 | Elie Azagury House | house; Azagury, Elie, architect; 1969; Casablanca (Casablanca-Settat, Al Maghrib, Africa,... 
700080258 | Restaurante Los Manantiales | restaurant; Candela , Felix (1910-1997), Mexican, American, architect; 1958; Mexico City (Distrito 
Federal, Mexico, North and Central ... 
700080261 | Federal Palace | government office building; Benard, Henri Jean Emile (1844-1929), French, architec...; 1925; Mexico City 
(Distrito Federal, Mexico, North and Central ... 
 
IA: Added or edited July-September 2022 
Records newly available in IA were contributed by the American Institute of Indian Studies, among others 
 
Total records in DB: 6,722 
Total IA terms: 7,144 
Total new records to DB: 50 
Total new terms added to DB: 71 
Total existing records augmented this period: 101 
Total new records available to public this period: 56, examples below.  
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901002504 | Sarvānubhūti (Hindu and Jaina deity) (Jain characters, Jain iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002446 | Apasmārapuruṣa (Hindu character) (Hindu iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002447 | Rambha (Hindu character) (Hindu iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002448 | Aṣṭa-Grahas (Hindu deities) (Hindu iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002449 | Aṣṭaparivāra (Hindu theme) (Hindu allegory, symbolism, theme, Hindu iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002450 | Aṣṭāvasus (Hindu deities) (Hindu iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002451 | Āyudhapuruṣas (Hindu legendary things) (Hindu allegory, symbolism, theme, Hindu iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002452 | Cakrapuruṣa (Hindu anthropomorphic weapon) (Āyudhapuruṣas, Hindu allegory, symbolism, theme, Hindu iconography, Legend, 
Religion, Mythology) 
901002453 | Dhanaputra (Hindu legendary thing) (Hindu allegory, symbolism, theme, Hindu iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002454 | Gadādēvī (Hindu anthropomorphic weapon) (Āyudhapuruṣas, Hindu allegory, symbolism, theme, Hindu iconography, Legend, 
Religion, Mythology) 
901002461 | Jina-traya (Jain theme) (Jain allegory, symbolism, theme, Jain iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002471 | Śaṅkhapuruṣa (Hindu character) (Hindu iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002481 | Dvādaśādityas (Hindu deities) (Hindu characters, Hindu iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002491 | Aditya (Vedic deity) (Dvādaśādityas, Hindu characters, Hindu iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002501 | Yakṣarāṭ (Hindu deity) (Kubēra, Hindu characters, Hindu iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002503 | Sarvāṇha (Jaina deity) (Jain characters, Jain iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
AAT: Added or edited April-June 2022 
Records newly available in AAT this quarter were contributed by Built Works Registry, Getty Conservation Institute, GRI unbiased terminology 
committees, and others. 
 
Total records in DB: 73,810 
Total AAT terms: 478,205 
Total new records to DB: 110  
Total new terms added to DB: 11,307 
Total existing records augmented this period (excluding Loader): 441 
Total new records available to public this period: 44, examples below.  
 
300449018 | maktabas | <libraries by location or context>, libraries (buildings), ... Objects Facet 
300449019 | kuttābs | elementary schools (buildings), <school buildings by level of education>, ... Objects Facet 
300449020 | anatomical theaters | <buildings for university or college>, <school buildings by level of education>, ... Objects Facet 
300449005 | cave settlements | underground settlements, <settlements by location: topographical>, ... Objects Facet 
300449010 | university chapels | <chapels by function>, chapels (rooms or structures), ... Objects Facet 
Objects Facet 
300449009 | cast museums (buildings) | <museums buildings by subject>, museums (buildings), ... Objects Facet 
300448997 | auto courts (accessways) | <roads by function>, roads, ... Objects Facet 
300448994 | de jure sovereign states | sovereign states, <political administrative bodies by degree of independence>, ... Agents Facet 
300449021 | antiracist | sociological concepts, social science concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300449025 | institutional racism | racial discrimination, discrimination, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300449023 | cholo | Mexican American, Hispanic American, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300449026 | Tejano | Mexican American, Hispanic American, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300448998 | painted screens | screens (furniture), <furniture by form or function>, ... Objects Facet 
300448999 | fetish pouches | pouches, bags (generic containers), ... Objects Facet 
300449000 | bolsas de mandinga | fetish pouches, pouches, ... Objects Facet 
300449001 | pictorial albums | albums (books), <books by internal form>, ... Objects Facet 
300448988 | window clings | window & door coverings, <coverings and hangings for openings>, ... 
300449002 | roseate (shape) | shape (form attribute), form attributes, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300449003 | Baltic German | Baltic, European regions, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300448987 | Macedonian (Greek regional culture or style) | Greek (modern), European regions, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300449006 | promenade midget photographs | promenade photographs, card photographs (photographs), ... Objects Facet 
300448989 | stereoscopic daguerreotypes | daguerreotypes (photographs), direct positives, .. Objects Facet 
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
ULAN: Added or edited April-June 2022 
Records newly available in ULAN were contributed by RKD, Belvedere, Missouri Remembers, Built Works Registry, Florentine Codex 
initiative, and others. 
 
Total records in DB: 526,650 
Total ULAN names: 1,471,059 
Total new records to DB: ¬582 (fewer than last report, due to merging of duplicates) 
Total new terms added to DB: 972 
Total existing records augmented this period (excluding Loader): 9,747 
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Total new records available to public this period: ca. 9,000, examples below.  
 
500491036 | Borea, Raimondo (Italian photographer, born 1926) | Persons, Artists 
500491735 | Jonescu, Gina (Romanian painter, born 1916, active in Argentina) | Persons, Artists 
500491770 | Weitlaner, Josef (Austrian sculptor, born 1898) | Persons, Artists 
500527095 | Bokarjov, Konstantin Sergeevich (Russian miniaturist painter, 1929-) | Persons, Artists 
500547617 | Henc, Katerina (Croatian painter, born 1948) | Persons, Artists 
500562432 | Aschenborn, Hans Anton (South African painter and graphic artist, 1888-1931) | Persons, Artists 
500629043 | Sidibè, Kalifala (West African painter, died 1930, active in French Soudan) | Persons, Artists 
500692104 | Bellekin, Jan (North Netherlandish print artist, 1636-1665) | Persons, Artists 
500696722 | Hajjaj, Hassan (Moroccan photographer, born 1961, active in England) | Persons, Artists 
500667907 | Basu, Ramadas (Indian photographer, flourished 1950-1974) | Persons, Artists 
500627836 | Soto, Hugo de (Cuban painter, born 1928) | Persons, Artists 
500778604 | Galizia, Emanuele Luigi (Maltese architect, 1831-1907) | Persons, Artists 
500778619 | Higgins Quaserbarth & Partners, LLC (American preservationist architectural firm, active since 1984) | Corporate Bodies 
500778621 | Frederick Parker and Sons, Ltd. (British furniture manufacturer, active 1901-1931) | Corporate Bodies 
500775550 | Cuauhtemoc (Mexica ruler, 1496-1525) | Non-Artists 
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
TGN: Added or edited April-June 2022 
Records newly available in TGN were contributed by NGA, Built Works Registry, and others. 
 
Total records in DB: 3,013,155 
Total TGN names: 5,316,434 
Total new records to DB: 301,685  
Total new terms added to DB: 474,837 
Total existing records augmented this period (excluding Loader): 474,335 
Total new records available to public this period: ca. 450,000, examples below.  
 
8992809 | Qaşr-e Sāsānī ... (historic site) (World, Asia, Iran, Fārs)  
8712210 | Baba Jilan ...(ancient site) (World, Asia, Iran, Luristan) 
8711820 | Sang Tarashan Iron Age Site .... (deserted settlement) (World, Asia, Iran, Luristan)  
8697503 | São Paulo II . (deserted settlement) (World, South America, Brazil, Amazonas)  
8697502 | Toca do Serrote da Bastiana .. (deserted settlement) (World, South America, Brazil, Piauí) 
8721784 | Valongo Wharf Archaeological Site ... (archaeological site) (World, South America, Brazil, Rio de Janeiro) 
9081598 | Akita Jō Ato ... (historic site) (World, Asia, Japan, Akita) 
8713948 | Yoshinogari Ruins ... (deserted settlement) (World, Asia, Japan, Saga)  
9146634 | Otafunbechashi Ato ... (historic site) (World, Asia, Japan, Hokkaidō) 
8712321 | Kapova Peshchera ... (deserted settlement) (World, Asia, Russia, Respublika Bashkortostan) 
8711898 | Mangazeya ... (deserted settlement) (World, Asia, Russia, Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Okrug) 
8730462 | Qalamoûn, El (inhabited place) | Liban-Nord, Lebanon, ... World 
9217586 | Easter Bush (locality) | Midlothian, Scotland, ... World 
9217588 | Matiate (archaeological site) | Midyat, Mardin, ... World 
9217589 | Wazhaping (inhabited place) | Hunan, China, ... World 
9217590 | Tongguan Kilns National Archaeological Site Park (archaeological site) | Hunan, China, ... World 
9217591 | Honghe Hani Rice Terraces (historic site) | Yunnan, China, ... World 
9217592 | Gran Carro (archaeological site) | Viterbo, Lazio, ... World 
9217593 | El Vallecito, Zona Arqueológica (protected area) | Baja California, Mexico, ... World 
9217594 | El Vallecito (cave) | Baja California, Mexico, ... World 
9217595 | Balatonalmádi (inhabited place) | Veszprém, Hungary, ... World 
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
CONA: Added or edited April-June 2022 
Records newly available in CONA were contributed by the Built Works Registry, among others 
 
Total records in DB: 86,318 
Total CONA titles: 107,555 
Total new records to DB: 17 
Total new terms added to DB: 64 
Total existing records augmented this period (excluding Loader): 8,629 
Total new records available to public this period: 3,598, examples below.  
 
700013341 | Elliptical Building | abandoned structure; 1450; Ancient Zimbabwean; Great Zimbabwe Ruins National Park (Masvingo, 
Zimbabwe, Afri... 
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700013455 | Ottoman Gate | gate structure; Isidorus of Miletus | Anthemius of Tralles | Mehmed II | Sel...; 537; Istanbul (Istanbul, Turkiye, 
Asia,  e T... 
700013456 | Minaret of Mehmed II | minaret; Isidorus of Miletus | Anthemius of Tralles | Mehmed II | Sel...; 537; Istanbul (Istanbul, Turkiye, 
Asia,  e T... 
700082832 | Katholikon | church (building); Athanasius (1302-1380), founder ; Ioasaph, Hosios (1350-1422...; Meteora (Trikkala, Thessalia, 
Ellas, Europe, Wor... 
700083182 | Kumasi Palace | palace; Kumasi (Ashanti, Ghana, Africa,  ierar... 
700085524 | Palace of Ta'akha Mariam | palace; 300; Aksum (Tigray, Ityop'iya, Africa,  ... 
700085605 | Knole House | country house; Sackville-West, Victoria Mary (1892-19...; 1635; Sevenoaks (Kent, England, United Kingdom, 
Europe, World, Top... 
700085628 | Nuneham Courtenay | house; Brown, Capability (1716-1783), English, landscape architect ...; 1782; Oxfordshire (England, 
United Kingdom, Europe, World, Top of ... 
700087279 | National Museum | museum (building); Niemeyer, Oscar (1907-2012), Brazilian, architect; 2006; Brasilia (Distrito Federal, Brasil, 
South America, World,... 
700019107 | Roy and Lillie Cullen Building | university building; Layton & Raymond (original construction); 1900; Georgetown (Williamson, 
Texas, United States, North and Cent... 
700019112 | Tompkins-Buchanan-Rankin House | mansion; Nolan, Thomas J. (addition); Whitestone, Henry (original con...; 1871; Louisville 
(Jefferson, Kentucky, United States, North and Ce... 
700019390 | Graduate School of Business | business school (buildings); Tom Leader Studio; Olmsted, Frederick Law; Barton, Cheryl; H...; 
Stanford (Santa Clara, California, United States, North and ... 
700019396 | President's House | president's house; Mullgardt, Louis Christian; Palo Alto (Santa Clara, California, United States, North and... 
700019399 | Art Museum and Rotunda | art museum (building); Percy and Hamilton; Palo Alto (Santa Clara, California, United States, North 
and... 
700019418 | SUNY Fine Arts Building, Oswego | university building; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (1936-), architect; 1966; Oswego (Oswego, 
New York, United States, North and Central A... 
700081108 | Nordic Pavilion | exhibition building; Fehn, Sverre (1924-2009), Norwegian, architect; 1962; Venice (Venezia, Veneto, Italia, 
Europe,  e T... 
700081475 | Palazzo Torlonia | palazzo; Fontana, Carlo (1634-1714), architect; Rome (Roma, Lazio, Italia, Europe,  ie... 
700081480 | Palazzo Pallavicini Rospigliosi | palazzo; Maderno, Carlo (1556-1629), architect; 1616; Rome (Roma, Lazio, Italia, Europe,  ie... 
700082547 | Kimidyah Shrine | shrine (structure); Baghdad (Baghdad, Al-Iraq, Asia,  e ... 
700082554 | Kan New Town | housing development; Abdul Aziz Farmanfarmaian & Assocs., firm; 1975; Tehran (Tehran, Iran, Asia,  ... 
700082710 | Kasim Pasa Camii | mosque (building); Pecs (Magyarorszag, Europe,  ierarc... 
700082711 | Nationale-Nederlanden ING Bank | bank (building); Erick van Egeraat Associated Architects, Netherlands, firm ;...; 1994; 
Budapest (Budapest, Magyarorszag, Europe, World,... 
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
IA: Added or edited April-June 2022 
Records newly available in IA were contributed by the American Institute of Indian Studies, Built Works Registry, among others 
 
Total records in DB: 6,672 
Total IA terms: 7,054 
Total new records to DB: 52 
Total new terms added to DB: 67 
Total existing records augmented this period: 74 
Total new records available to public this period: 52, examples below.  
 
901002443  | abhiseka-Laksmi (Hindu narrative) (Hindu iconography) 
901002444 | Asta-Dikpalas (Hindu character) (Hindu iconography) 
901002445 | Astapada (Hindu legendary place) (Hindu iconography) 
 
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
AAT: Added or edited October 2021-March 2022 
Total records in DB as of 30 March 2022: 73,695 
Total AAT terms: 477,898 
Total existing records augmented this period: 3,739 
Total new records available to public this period: 243, examples below.  
 
Records in AAT were contributed by Built Works Registry, Getty Conservation Institute, CHIN/Nomenclature, Florentine Codex initiative, 
Portuguese translations, Traditional Chinese Architecture project, and others. 
 
300445027 | iron sulfate | sulfate, sulfur compounds, ... Materials Facet 
300445053 | xiuhpohualli (year Nahua calendar) | Nahua calendar, Mesoamerican calendar systems, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300445526 | teocuitlacozcatl | necklaces, jewelry worn around the neck or on the upper body, ... Objects Facet 
300445631 | Bauhäusler | <artists by status or location>, artists (visual artists), ... Agents Facet 
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300445632 | mouth painters | <painters by location or context>, painters (artists), ... Agents Facet 
300445640 | gender identity | sociological concepts, social science concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300445644 | epigraphic friezes | friezes (ornamental areas), ornament areas, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300445653 | kintsugi | repairing, <restorative processes and techniques>, ... Activities Facet 
300445650 | well temples | religious structures, ceremonial structures, ... Objects Facet 
300445672 | Olivetan | Christian orders, religious orders, ... Agents Facet 
300445673 | banqueting houses | <single built works by function>, <single built works by specific type>, ... Objects Facet 
300445685 | Haslebury stone | <sandstone by location>, sandstone, ... Materials Facet 
300448120 | yixue | <painters by location or context>, painters (artists), ... Agents Facet 
300448125 | church lodges | <social and civic buildings>, <single built works by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300448597 | Shapra | Native Amazonian, Native South American, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300448599 | cement-stabilized clay | <clay by composition or origin>, clay, ... Materials Facet 
300448625 | alabastro a pecorella | travertine, sinter, ... Materials Facet 
300448859 | jiǎnzhùzào | post-and-beam structures, structural frames, ... Objects Facet 
300448927 | postmortem photographs | <photographs by subject or context>, photographs, ... Objects Facet 
300448940 | quadrangles (buildings) | <complexes by form>, complexes (buildings and sites), ... Objects Facet 
300448969 | gymnasia (ancient buildings) | physical education buildings, <sports buildings by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300448970 | gymnasiums (prep school buildings) | <school buildings by level of education>, schools (buildings), ... Objects Facet 
300448980 | decolonization | culture-related concepts, <culture and related concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300448985 | courtesy names | personal names, names, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
ULAN: Added or edited October 2021-March 2022 
Total records in DB as of 30 March 2022: 527,232 
Total ULAN terms: 1,470,142 
Total existing records augmented this period: 9,701 
Total new records available to public this period: around 20,000, examples below.  
 
Records newly available in ULAN were contributed by Tobunken, Built Works Registry, RKD, GRI East German artist project, and others. 
 
500778538 | Yi, Kyŏng-ja (South Korean textile designer, born 1938) | Persons, Artists 
500778539 | Minuth, Francis A. (German American architect, 19th century) | Persons, Artists 
500778560 | Ramírez Conde, José (Dominican painter and muralist, 1940-1987) | Persons, Artists 
500778548 | Whitefriars Glass Ltd. (English glass manufactory, active 1962-1980) | Corporate Bodies 
500778550 | Raines, Richard (British architect, 20th-21st centuries) | Persons, Artists 
500778528 | Curiel, Luis (Mexican photographer, born 1966) | Persons, Artists 
500778529 | Curiel, Carlos (Mexican designer, born 1969) | Persons, Artists 
500778524 | Goebel, Rudolf (Austrian architect. 1872-1952) | Persons, Artists 
500778525 | Pakourianos, Grigorios ( Byzantine politician, military commander, died 1086) | Non-Artists 
500778521 | Hunter, WhiteFeather (Canadian artist, born 1972) | Persons, Artists 
500778514 | Bagge, Eric (French architect and interior designer, 1890-1978) | Persons, Artists 
500778515 | Lee Man Fong (Indonesian painter, 1913-1988) | Persons, Artists 
500778490 | Zill, Hilmar (German commercial artist, born 1940) | Persons, Artists 
500778491 | Zille, Petra (German scenographer, born 1949) | Persons, Artists 
500524124 | Utagawa Kuniteru (Japanese illustrator and printmaker, ca. 1830-1874) | Persons, Artists 
500524125 | Tokuda, Yasokichi (Japanese potter, 1933-2009) | Persons, Artists 
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
TGN: Added or edited October 2021-March 2022 
Total records in DB as of 30 March 2022: 2,538,318 
Total TGN terms: 5,041,749 
Total existing records augmented this period: 1,190 
Total new records available to public this period: 161, examples below.  
 
New records in TGN were contributed by Florentine Codex initiative, Built Works Registry, Getty Conservation Institute, and others. 
8730431 | Cubillejo, Dolmen de (tombs) | Burgos, Castile-Leon, ... World 
8730434 | Nyamata (locality) | Eastern Province, Rwanda, ... World 
8730435 | Bañales, Los (archaeological site) | Zaragoza, Aragon, ... World 
8730439 | Hondo, Río (deserted settlement) | Orange Walk, Belize, ... World 
8730445 | Punta Chimino (deserted settlement) | Petén, Guatemala, ... World 
8730446 | Tecolote (deserted settlement) | Petén, Guatemala, ... World 
8730440 | Tipan Chen Uitz (archaeological site) | Cayo, Belize, ... World 
8730457 | Tsaparang (archaeological site) | Guge, Asia, World 
8730436 | Fischbach (inhabited place) | Steiermark, Austria, ... World 
8730459 | Aldermanbury (neighborhood) | London, Greater London, ... World 
8730450 | Sabacche (deserted settlement) | Yucatan, Mexico, ... World 
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>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
CONA Added or edited October 2021-March 2022 
Total records in DB as of 30 March 2022: 86,301 
Total CONA terms: 107,491 
Total existing records augmented this period: 10,567 
Total new records available to public this period: around 18,000, examples below.  
 
New records in CONA were contributed by the Built Works Registry, among others. 
 
700009735 | Abbey of Monreale | abbey (monastery); completed ca. 1200; Monreale (Palermo, Sicilia, Italia, Europe,  ... 
700009739 | Mari Amman | temple (building); 1499; Dindigul (Tamil Nadu, India, Asia,  e ... 
700009747 | Tropical Conservatory | garden (open space); Raffen Maron Architects Pty Ltd, firm; 1989; Adelaide (South Australia, Australia, 
Oceania, World, Top of... 
700010093 | Hondo | hondo; 1187; Hofu (Yamaguchi, Japan, Asia,  iera...  
700009757 | Blodgett Hall | university hall; McKim, Mead & White (original construction); 1928; Garden City (Nassau, New York, United 
States, North and Cent... 
700009731 | Covered Sports Hall | sports building; Isozaki, Arata (1931-), Japanese, architect; 1990; Barcelona (Barcelona, Cataluna, 
Espana, Europe, World,... 
700010069 | Presidential Chapel | chapel (room or structure); Niemeyer, Oscar; 1958; Modern; Brasilia (Distrito Federal, Brasil, South 
America, World,... 
700010084 | Memorial Field and War Memorial | memorial park; Smith, James Kellum (original construction) | Shurcliff, Art...; 1946; Amherst 
(Hampshire, Massachusetts, United States, North and ... 
700010108 | Amther-mata temple 3 | temple (building); 925; Vadnagar (Gujarat, India, Asia,  e TGN... 
700017657 | Cloaca Maxima | latrine; completed: 1861; Princeton (Mercer, New Jersey, United States, North and Cent... 
700033799 | Alila Villas Soori | resort; SCDA Architects; 2010; Bali (Indonesia, Asia,  ierarchy) 
700009881 | Moti Mosque | mosque (building); Shah Jahan; Akbar I; Muhammad Qasim Khan; 1640; Agra (Uttar Pradesh, India, Asia,  e T... 
700009878 | Old Bouleuterion | bouleuterion; 470 BCE; Archaic (Greek); Athens (Attiki, Ellas, Europe, World... 
700010349 | Agassiz Bridge | bridge (built work); Olmsted, John Charles (1852-1920), American, landscape archi...; 1895; Boston (Suffolk, 
Massachusetts, United States, North and Cen... 
700009730 | Velodrome | stadium; Bonell, Esteve (1942-), Spanish, architect ; Ruis, Francesco...; 1984; Barcelona (Barcelona, Cataluna, 
Espana, Europe, World,... 
 
 
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
IA Added or edited October 2021-March 2022 
Total records in DB or pending candidates as of 30 March 2022: 6,620  
Total IA terms: 7,002 
Total existing records augmented this period: 131 
Total new records available to public this period: 21, examples below.  
 
Work this period records were contributed primarily by BWR, as dedications of religious built works in BWR 
 
901002439 Bahubali (Jain figure), (Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002441 Holy Shroud (Christian relic) (Themes surrounding Jesus Christ, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002431 Our Lady of Guadalupe (Themes surrounding the Virgin Mary, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002432  Birth of the Virgin Mary (New Testament narratives, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
901002433 Saint Peter in Chains (Other Christian narratives, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
 
 
  
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
AAT: Added or edited July-September 2021 
Total records in DB as of 1 September 2021: 72,542   
Total AAT terms: 473,019 
Total existing records augmented this period: 3,200 
Total new records available to public this period: 243, examples below.  
 
Records in AAT were contributed by Florentine Codex initiative, Built Works Registry, Dutch AAT contributors, Portuguese translations, and 
others. 
 
300444143 | larkspur (dye) | vegetable dye, natural dye, ... Materials Facet 
300444299 | folk architecture | architecture genres, <genres in the visual arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
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300444331 | Troy II | Troy (culture and period), Anatolian (culture or style), ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300444347 | WPA Rustic style | <modern North American architecture styles… 
300444356 | mixed-use buildings | <single built works by function>, <single built… 
300444357 | turban stands | <stands by function>, stands (support objects), ... Objects Facet 
300444358 | höyüks | mounds, earthworks (engineering works), ... Objects Facet 
300444404 | New Empiricism | Scandinavian modern, <modern European regional styles and movements>, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300444405 | Wei | Chinese dynastic styles and periods, Chinese (culture or style), ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300444909 | Naxian marble | white marble, <marble by color or pattern>, ... Materials Facet 
300444910 | thermochromic paint | <paint by property>, paint (coating), ... Materials Facet 
300444911 | Plextol (R) B-500 | brand name additives, Brand Names (hierarchy name), Brand Names Facet 
300444913 | Neapolitan yellow tuff | tuff, pyroclastic rock, ... Materials Facet 
300444956 | Tughlug | Turkic (culture or style), Central Asian, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300444957 | Vakataka | Indian (South Asian), South Asian, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300445003 | Daylamite | Iranian, West Asian, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300445004 | Recceswinth period | Visigothic (culture and style), Gothic (Migration culture or period), ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300445005 | salutatoria | interior spaces (spaces by location), <rooms and spaces by location or context>, ... Objects Facet 
300445006 | form follows function | <historical, theoretical and critical concepts for visual arts>, <historical, theoretical, and critical concepts>, 
... Associated Concepts Facet 
300445032 | gender non-conforming people | <people by gender or sex>, people (agents), ... Agents Facet 
300445033 | Nahua festivals | festivals, celebrations, ... Activities Facet 
 
 
ULAN: Added or edited July-September 2021 
Total records in DB as of 1 September 2021: 527,631   
Total ULAN terms: 1,465,876 
Total existing records augmented this period: 255,283 
Total new records available to public this period: > 100,000, examples below.  
 
Records newly available in ULAN were contributed by Belvedere, Tobunken, Built Works Registry, RKD, Florentine Codex initiative, and 
others. 
 
500725206 | Dalbis, Eric (French painter, 1957-) | Persons, Artists 
500575814 | Das, Arup (Indian artist, 1927-) | Persons, Artists 
500577715 | Aelmis, Jan, II (North Netherlandish painter, 1714-1799) | Persons, Artists 
500566003 | Casasempere, Frenando (Chilean ceramicist, 1958-) | Persons, Artists 
500578035 | Almanza, Cleofas (Mexican painter, 1850-1915) | Persons, Artists 
500694257 | Akirash (Nigerian performance artist, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500725207 | Dallinger, Karl Heinz (German painter, 1907-1997) | Persons, Artists 
500713992 | Chen Wei (Chinese photographer, 1980-) | Persons, Artists 
500775584 | Maslow, Boris (Russian-French architect, 1893-1962, active in Morocco ) | Persons, Artists 
500775585 | Pierson, Nicolas (French clergyman and architect, 1692-1765) | Persons, Artists 
500557866 | Ceelen, Annie (Dutch textile artist, 1953-) | Persons, Artists 
500557870 | Celan-Lestrange, Gisèle (French graphic artist, 1927-1991) | Persons, Artists 
500572432 | Agam, Jair (Israeli artist, 1963-) | Persons, Artists 
00714496 | Delva, Steven (Belgian architect, 1978-) | Persons, Artists 
500714549 | Ahn, Jisan (Korean painter, 1979-) | Persons, Artists 
500714562 | Albayrak, Gönül (Turkish painter, 1973-) | Persons, Artists 
500681789 | Cherinet, Loulou (Ethiopian photographer, 1970-) | Persons, Artists 
500722184 | Akeji (Japanese calligrapher, flourished 1975-1999) | Persons, Artists 
500722225 | Alavanou, Loukia (Greek video artist, 1979-) | Persons, Artists 
500528965 | Abma, Jelle (Dutch architect, 1921-2009) | Persons, Artists 
500528980 | Alekseev, V. (Russian painter, flourished 1975-1999) | Persons, Artists 
500528991 | Clark-Brown, Gabriel (South African graphic artist, 1965-) | Persons, Artists 
500722733 | Al Qadiri, Monira (Kuwaiti sculptor, 1983-) | Persons, Artists 
500722747 | Allenda, Leonardiansyah (Indonesian installation artist, 1984-) | Persons, Artists 
500591829 | Daou, Anabel (Lebanese artist, 1967-) | Persons, Artists 
500591830 | Daoud, Ahmed (Egyptian artist, 1966-) | Persons, Artists 
500591865 | Darji, Ramesh (Indian graphic artist, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500591870 | Darocha, Louis (Portuguese artist, 1945-) | Persons, Artists 
 
 
TGN: Added or edited July-September 2021 
Total records in DB as of 1 September 2021: 2,538,220   
Total TGN terms: 4,158,499 
Total existing records augmented this period: 712 
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Total new records available to public this period: 149, examples below.  
 
New records in TGN were contributed by the Getty Conservation Institute, Florentine Codex initiative, Built Works Registry, and others. 
 
8730266 | Voskopojë (inhabited place) | Korçë, Albania, ... World 
8730263 | Badakhshan (former nation/state/empire) | Afghanistan, Asia, World 
8730279 | Betur, (inhabited place) | Karnataka, India 
8730289 | Atepoxo (inhabited place) Mexico 
8730293 | Messier 45 (star cluster) | Milky Way Galaxy, Extraterrestrial Places 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8730313    Tetenantepotzco  (historic site) Mexico City, Mexico 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8730317   Iyauhtenco (historic site) Mexico City, Mexico 
 
 
CONA Added or edited July-September 2021 
Total records in DB as of 1 September 2021: 86,453   
Total CONA terms: 107,255 
Total existing records augmented this period: 79,690 
Total new records available to public this period: [xxxx], examples below.  
 
New records in CONA were added from the Florentine Codex initiative and the Built Works Registry, among others. 
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009424   Telephone Piece (conceptual piece) performance art; Yoko Ono (Japanese-American 
conceptual artist, born 1933); 1996, performed at various sub...  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009561   Codice Fiorentino  (codex (bound manuscript); various Aztec illustrators; writer, Bernardino de 
Sahagún... 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009711   Bromely Palace (manor house; rebuilt under Bishop John Thomas; rebuilt 1774-1776; Bromley 
(Bromley, Greater London, England...) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009725   Tzonmolco (temple (building); unknown Mexica; unknown; Tenochtitlan (Ciudad de M....) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700077541   Beardsley Park (park (grounds); Olmsted, Frederick Law (1822-1903), American, landscape 
arch...; 1884; Bridgeport (Fairfield, Connecticut,... 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700080119   Pasupatinath Temple (temple (building); 1600; Kathmandu (Bagmati Province, Nepal...) 
 
 
IA Added or edited July-September 2021 
Total records in DB or pending candidates as of 1 September 2021: 6,492  
 
Total IA terms: 8,675 
Total existing records augmented this period: 79 
Total new records available to public this period: 35, examples below.  
 
New records in the IA were contributed primarily for Brazilian themes and from the Florentine Codex initiative. 
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002430   Xolotl (teotl, Nahua deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002429  Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl (Nahua character; Toltec character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002427   Kukulkan (Nahua deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002421  Cipactli (Nahua creature) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002411  Curupira (Brazilian folklore character) 
 
  
For the period January-June 2021 
 
From the Getty Vocabulary Program, we send greetings and are hopeful that you are well. Here in Los Angeles, we are beginning to come 
back to the Getty offices slowly, after many months working from home.  
After our work-from-home period, we happily find ourselves at a significant milestone: We have essentially cleared out hundreds of thousands 
of backlogged contributions to the Vocabularies!  
With consultants at Ontotext and our colleagues at Getty Digital for technical support, the Vocabulary Program editors focused on pre-
processing data in Excel and in Open Refine (https://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/obtain/openrefine.html). Details about new 
data loads to each Vocabulary appear below. 
While we have had a moratorium on new contributions while working on the backlog, we may now begin to accept proposals for new 
contributions. Learn about the Letter of Agreement, the scope of each Vocabulary, and procedures for proposing contributions here: 
https://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/contribute.html  
A primary goal is to make the Getty Vocabularies ever more multicultural, multilingual, and inclusive. We have undertaken a study to identify 
content lacunae in the Vocabularies, which we will target according to our strategic plan in the coming months. 
Our user statistics have remained consistently high during this period, making the Getty Vocabularies 
(https://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/index.html) the most used resources on the GRI site. 
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Total searches in FY21, July 2020-June 2021: Q1:566,228, Q2:360,194; Q3 616,048; Q4:612,074 
Use of the APIs, LOD, Relational Tables, and XML formats was also high during this period. The data is refreshed monthly. You may access 
the data through links on this page: https://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/obtain/index.html  
This document is intended for the general information of Getty Vocabulary end users, demonstrating the additions to the Getty Vocabularies 
over a given period of time, including new records and previous candidates processed during the period indicated.  NB: Full lists of bulk loads 
are not included in this report, only selected samples. 
The Getty Vocabularies grow and change due to contributions from the user community, vetted and curated by the Getty Vocabulary Program 
editors with technical support from Getty Digital. For detailed information about the full Revision History of vocabulary records, including 
moves in the hierarchy, edits to scope notes, additions of translated terms, additions of associative relationships, or changes to terms within 
existing records, programmers should see the Revision History in the data releases, available through the Getty web services 
http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/vocab_web_services.pdf  
  
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
AAT: Added January-June 2021 
Total records in DB as of 1 July 2021: 71,800   
Total AAT terms: 463,808 
Total existing records augmented this period: 4,152 
Total new records this period: 751, examples below.  
 
In addition to pre-processing the backlogged files as listed below, included in editorial work for AAT was processing a) records that had 
already been added to VCS (Vocabulary Coordination System, our editorial system) and b) records entered by hand in VCS. Highlights of 
tasks during this period include work on English and French terms from the CHIN/Nomenclature project, updates to Dutch translations, terms 
from the Getty Conservation Institute, terms and Scope Notes for the Chilean Spanish translation project, terms from Traditional Chinese 
Architecture project, German role terms from the Belvedere Galleries artist contribution, consultations with German translation team in Berlin, 
Chinese terms from Academia Sinica; work types, materials, styles, and techniques from the Built Works Registry CONA contribution; various 
roles and cultures required for RKD and Belvedere ULAN loads, terms from the Getty Conservation Institute AATA, work by graduate interns 
at Getty, and various smaller contributions from the online contribution form. Meetings and discussions with outside colleagues included topics 
such as terminology for race and gender identity, Native American and First Nations culture names, and terms for Maya materials. See scope 
of AAT. Backlogged files now processed or in-process: 
• AAT European Fashion Heritage Association EFHA, 479 records, 7 languages 
• AAT Florentine Codex Initiative, GRI-FloCo 
• AAT Portuguese CVAABR 
• AAT Portuguese translation Grad intern 
• AAT IMJ (Israel Museum Jerusalem) Hebrew Object Types, Cultures, 2,000 records 
 
Examples of records added this period: 
300390969 | brotherhood escutcheons | processional standards, standards (identifying artifacts), ... Objects Facet 
300411168 | Cajamarca | Pre-Columbian Andean pottery styles, <Pre-Columbian Andean styles and periods>, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300412136 | unsharp masking | masking (photographic process), <photographic processing and presentation techniques>, ... Activities Facet 
300420298 | arcographs | drafting instruments, drafting equipment, ... Objects Facet 
300424242 | cycloidographs | drafting instruments, drafting equipment, ... Objects Facet 
300443176 | Arhab | Yemeni, West Asian, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300443566 | Koine Greek (language) | Greek (language), Indo-European (language family), ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300443567 | dielectrometry | analysis and testing techniques, <processes and techniques by specific type>, ... Activities Facet 
300443568 | evanescent-field dielectrometry | dielectrometry, analysis and testing techniques, ... Activities Facet 
300443569 | phase change material | <materials by property>, materials (substances), ... Materials Facet 
300443571 | cumengeite | mineral, inorganic material, ... Materials Facet 
300443572 | copper oxide | oxides, compounds (materials), ... Materials Facet 
300443661 | road cuts | cuts (earthworks), earthworks (engineering works), ... Objects Facet 
300443766 | guest houses | <houses by function>, houses, ... Objects Facet 
300443802 | gelatinization | condition changing (processes), <processes and techniques by specific type>, ... Activities Facet 
300443803 | tornavozes | resonators, sound device components, ... Objects Facet 
300443840 | Mordvin (culture or style)| European regions, European, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300443845 | xylophages | <animals by activity>, Animalia (kingdom), ... Agents Facet 
300443853 | art brokers | brokers, agents (commercial representatives), ... Agents Facet 
300443854 | art dealerships | <business enterprises by function>, businesses (business enterprises), ... Agents Facet 
300443855 | hairwork artists | <people in crafts and trades by material>, <people in crafts and trades>, ... Agents Facet 
300443860 | arts initiatives (groups) | organizations (groups), Organizations (hierarchy name), Agents Facet 
300443861 | bavelaars | dioramas, <visual works by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300443862 | diorama makers | <artists by medium or work type>, artists (visual artists), ... Agents Facet 
300443863 | beguines | religious (people), people in religion, ... Agents Facet 
300443864 | bio artists | <artists by medium or work type>, artists (visual artists), ... Agents Facet 
300443883 | dozijnschilders | <artists by status or location>, artists (visual artists), ... Agents Facet 
300443884 | drypointists | printmakers, <artists by medium or work type>, ... Agents Facet 
300443885 | faience painters | <painters by technique, implement, or material employed>, painters (artists), ... Agents Facet 
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300443888 | grisaillists | <painters by technique, implement, or material employed>, painters (artists), ... Agents Facet 
300443889 | guilloche artists | <artists by subject or style of work>, artists (visual artists), ... Agents Facet 
300443890 | hat shops | <business enterprises by function>, businesses (business enterprises), ... Agents Facet 
300443914 | jonkvrouws | noblewomen, <nobles by gender>, ... Agents Facet 
300443918 | light artists | <artists by medium or work type>, artists (visual artists), ... Agents Facet 
300443928 | pyrographers | <artists by medium or work type>, artists (visual artists), ... Agents Facet 
300443947 | passe-partout makers | <people in crafts and trades by activity>, <people in crafts and trades>, ... Agents Facet 
300443985 | relative humidity fluctuation | environmental concepts, Associated Concepts (hierarchy name), Associated Concepts Facet 
300443992 | quantitative texture analysis | analysis, analytical functions, ... Activities Facet 
300443993 | sol-gel process | physicochemical processes, <processes and techniques by specific type>, ... Activities Facet 
300443994 | Corrosion Intercept (TM) | brand name materials, Brand Names (hierarchy name), Brand Names Facet 
300444000 | cheongsams | <dresses by form>, dresses (garments), ... Objects Facet 
300444001 | gedanite | fossil resin, resin (organic material), ... Materials Facet 
300444008 | cross-laminated timber | <wood by product>, <wood and wood by product>, ... Materials Facet 
300444009 | giallo terra di Siena | calcareous sandstone, <sandstone by composition: binder type>, ... Materials Facet 
300444010 | biopigment | <pigment by composition or origin>, pigment, ... Materials Facet 
300444054 | buckle frames | belt components, costume components, ... Objects Facet 
300444052 | buckle plates | belt components, costume components, ... Objects Facet 
300444071 | yatagans | daggers (weapons), edged weapons, ... Objects Facet 
300444072 | saw-backed knives | knives, cutting tools, ... Objects Facet 
300444077 | tabars | axes (weapons), edged weapons, ... Objects Facet 
300444078 | tulip vases | horticultural containers, <containers by function or context>, ... Objects Facet 
300444079 | tabulae ansatae | ornament areas, design elements (attributes), ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300444088 | dikiria | liturgical objects, religious objects, ... Objects Facet 
300444091 | chalice spoons | spoons, flatware, ... Objects Facet 
300444094 | zeons | liturgical vessels, liturgical containers, ... Objects Facet 
300444096 | sick call sets | kits (sets), sets (groups), ... Objects Facet 
300444110 | shims | <object genres by function>, object genres (object classifications), ... Objects Facet 
300444124 | capacity spectrum method | analysis and testing techniques, <processes and techniques by specific type>, ... Activities Facet 
300444125 | open chapels | chapels (rooms or structures), Christian religious building spaces, ... Objects Facet 
300444126 | raised relief globes | terrestrial globes, globes (cartographic spheres), ... Objects Facet 
300444132 | sibyls | <ancient Greek and Roman clergy>, clergy, ... Agents Facet 
300444133 | lares | deities, people in religion, ... Agents Facet 
 
  
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
ULAN: Added January-June 2021 
Total records in DB as of 1 July 2021: 341,351   
Total ULAN names: 986,961 
Total existing records augmented this period: 34,940 
Total new records this period: 29,245, examples below.  
In addition to pre-processing the backlogged files as listed below, included in editorial work for ULAN was processing a) records that had 
already been added to VCS (Vocabulary Coordination System, our editorial system) and b) records entered by hand in VCS. Highlights of 
tasks during this period include synchronizing concordances with LOC names (some were ULAN duplicates, while others represent examples 
where there is a many-to-one relationship between ULAN and LOC entities), architects and others from the Built Works Registry CONA 
contribution, Snite Museum University of Notre Dame, GRI Johnson Publishing Company archive, Mexican-American artists from Department 
of Chicano and Latino Studies at the University of Minnesota, Italian contemporary artists, artists from the Getty Conservation Institute AATA, 
and various other contributions from the online contribution form. Among our meetings with outside colleagues were those concerning 
contemporary Lebanese artists, Native American and First Nations artists, and various issues surrounding adding race, sexual orientation, and 
gender identity to ULAN records. See scope of ULAN. Backlogged files now processed or in-process: 
• ULAN Japanese artists, TOBUNKEN, 1,800 records 
• ULAN Florentine Codex Initiative, sample records in preparation for future loads 
• ULAN RKD actors (artists, orgs) 
• ULAN Met Museum, artists and patrons, 800 records 
• ULAN GRI Eastern European artists 
• ULAN Belvedere Galleries, Vienna, artists etc., 20,800 records 
• ULAN BWR architects, firms, patrons for CONA load, 11,260 records 
• ULAN GRISC Johnson Publishing Company associated people 
• ULAN MoMA various artists and others 
 
Examples of records added this period: 
500491344 | Lazeski, Borko (Macedonian painter, 1917-1993) | Persons, Artists 
500491339 | Sironi, Paolo (Italian architect, 1858-1927) | Persons, Artists 
500491340 | Eron (Italian street artist, born 1973) | Persons, Artist 
500491346 | Montañez Ortiz, Raphael (American video artist, digital artist, and sculptor, born 1934) | Persons, Artists 
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500491351 | Abell & Priest (American photographers, established 1889, dissolved 1896) | Corporate Bodies 
500491352 | Adams, Arthur Walter (English photographer, 1842-1934) | Persons, Artists 
00491368 | Allen & Horton (American photographers, active 1861) | Corporate Bodies 
500491369 | Allen, Amos Morrel (American photographer, 1823-1907) | Persons, Artists 
500491371 | Allen, Edward L. (American photographer, 1830-1914) | Persons, Artists 
500491372 | Nakagawa, Susumu (Japanese-American photographer, born 1888, active in Los Angeles 1920s-1930s) | Persons, Artists 
500491373 | Boulard, Michel-Jacques (French upholsterer and tapestry weaver, 1761-1825) | Persons, Artists 
500512422 | Torres, Antonio de (Spanish luthier, 1817-1892) | Persons, Artists 
500512423 | Group of Seven (Canadian artist group, founded 1920, disbanded 1933) | Corporate Bodies 
500512424 | Franco, Rodolfo (Argentine watercolorist, 1889 or 1890-1954) | Persons, Artists 
500512425 | Koliva, Mauro (Argentine artist, born 1977) | Persons, Artists 
500512426 | Dell’Acqua, Amadeo (Argentine graphic artist,1905-1987) | Persons, Artists 
500512427 | Abot Glenz, Natalia (Argentine sculptor, born 1974) | Persons, Artists 
500512428 | Knop, Naum (Argentine sculptor, 1917-1993) | Persons, Artists 
500512430 | Chun, Kwang-Young (South Korean sculptor, born 1944) | Persons, Artists 
500512431 | Cinémathèque tunisienne (Tunisian repository, established 2018) | Corporate Bodies 
500491374 | Labus, Giovanni Antonio (Italian sculptor, 1806-1857) | Persons, Artists 
500491388 | Hale, James Ellery (American photographer, born 1850) | Persons, Artists 
500491390 | Burrows, Stephen (American fashion designer, born 1943) | Persons, Artists 
500491391 | Jackson, Mary (American basket maker, born 1945) | Persons, Artists 
500491392 | Camp, Donald (American photographer, born 1940) | Persons, Artists 
500491393 | Smith, Bill (American fashion and jewelry designer, born 1936) | Persons, Artists 
500491394 | Lowe, Ann (American fashion designer, 1898-1981) | Persons, Artists 
500491396 | Ahuja, Mequitta (American painter, born 1976) | Persons, Artists 
500491398 | Hall, Kevan (American fashion designer, born 1957) | Persons, Artists 
500491399 | Clark, Nannette Acker (American quiltmaker, born 1948) | Persons, Artists 
500491400 | Hensley, Marie (American quiltmaker, born 1870) | Persons, Artists 
500491401 | Harris, Michael D. (American painter and printmaker, born 1948) | Persons, Artists 
500491402 | Henderson, Gordon (American fashion designer, born 1957) | Persons, Artists 
500491403 | Stubbs, Vaughn (American painter, sculptor, and jewelry maker, 1946-2016) | Persons, Artists 
500491404 | Holton, Curlee Raven (American printmaker, born 1951) | Persons, Artists 
500491405 | Carpenter, Syd (American sculptor, born 1953) | Persons, Artists 
500491406 | Lucinda Toomer (African American quilter, born 1888) | Persons, Artists 
500491407 | Bentzon, Peter (American silversmith, born 1783) | Persons, Artists 
500491418 | Jackson, Alzie (American hatmaker, born 1927) | Persons, Artists 
500491419 | Morris, Quentin (American painter, born 1945) | Persons, Artists 
500491420 | Johnson, Carmen Cartiness (American painter, born 1954) | Persons, Artists 
500491425 | Mitchell, Henry Thomas, Jr. (American sculptor and painter, born 1929) | Persons, Artists 
500491426 | Ädel, Anders Erik (Swedish painter, 1809-1888) | Persons, Artists 
500491427 | Ghent Associates (Flemish miniaturists, active 1470-1490) | Corporate Bodies 
500491765 | Kaiser, Gerhard (Austrian painter, born 1955) | Persons, Artists 
500491769 | Weith, Maria (Austrian painter, 1884-1950) | Persons, Artists 
500491426 | Ädel, Anders Erik (Swedish painter, 1809-1888) | Persons, Artists 
500491427 | Ghent Associates (Flemish miniaturists, active 1470-1490) | Corporate Bodies 
500512485 | Royle, Vernon (American photographer, 1846-1934) | Persons, Artists 
500512486 | Williams, Joshua Appleby (American photographer, 1817-1892) | Persons, Artists 
500512487 | Junge, Margarete (German artist and furniture designer, 1874-1966) | Persons, Artists 
500512488 | Detto, Claudio (Italian painter, born 1950) | Persons, Artists 
500512493 | Moioli, Alberto (Italian art critic and writer, born 1968) | Non-Artists 
500512494 | Antigo Museu de Arte Moderna de São Paulo (Brazilian museum, 1948-1962) | Corporate Bodies 
500512495 | Matarazzo Sobrinho, Francisco (Brazilian patron and entrepreneur, 1898-1977) | Non-Artists 
500512496 | Cousins, Harold (American sculptor, 1916-1992) | Persons, Artists 
500512497 | Stone, Louis King (American painter, 1902-1984) | Persons, Artists 
500512498 | Eumachia (Roman aristocrat, priestess, 1st century CE) | Non-Artists 
500512499 | Flavii (Roman prominent plebean family, 4th century) | Non-Artists 
500523441 | Borsos & Doctor (Hungarian photography studio, active mid-19th century) | Corporate Bodies 
500523442 | Cathan, Lucius H. (American photographer, 1818-1884) | Persons, Artists 
500523444 | Doctor, Albert (Hungarian photographer, 1818 – 1888) | Persons, Artists 
500523445 | Blanford, Ernest (British photographer, active mid-19th century) | Persons, Artists 
500523446 | Campbell, David (Scottish photographer, born ca. 1818, active 1860s) | Persons, Artists 
500523448 | Davis, Hyman (British photograher,1823-1884) | Persons, Artists 
500523449 | Dick, John (British photographer, born 1820, active in Scotland 1860s.) | Persons, Artists 
500523450 | Graf, Heinrich (German photographer, 1837–1884) | Persons, Artists 
500523451 | Lambert Weston & Son. (British photography studio, active 1860s–1890s ) | Corporate Bodies 
500523452 | Weston, Lambert (British photographer, ca. 1806-1895) | Persons, Artists 
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500523453 | Weston, Sidney Cooper (British photographer, 1842-1893) | Persons, Artists 
500523454 | Maddison, Arthur (British photographer, 1833-1887) | Persons, Artists 
500523455 | Petersen, Jens (Danish photographer, 1829-1905) | Persons, Artists 
500523456 | Preziosi, Leandro (Maltese photographer, 1820-1869) | Persons, Artists 
500491376 | Moranzone family (Italian family of artists, active in Venice, 14th to 16th centuries) | Corp Bodies 
500491377 | Camardo, Nino (Italian painter, born 1949) | Persons, Artists 
500491378 | Stricker, Thomas (Swiss sculptor and installation artist, born 1962) | Persons, Artists 
500491379 | Osgan Effendi (Ottoman artist and administrator of Armenian descent, 1855-1914) | Persons, Artists 
500491381 | Kupelwieser, Hans (Austrian sculptor, born 1948) | Persons, Artists  
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
TGN: Added January-June 2021 
Total records in DB as of 1 July 2021: 2,538,148   
Total TGN names: 4,158,339 
Total existing records augmented this period: 19,675 
Total new records this period: 4,688, examples below.  
In addition to pre-processing the backlogged files as listed below, included in editorial work for TGN was processing a) records that had 
already been added to VCS (Vocabulary Coordination System, our editorial system, b) records entered by hand in VCS, and c) processing 
hierarchical-level records loaded to enable Ontotext work on the “transform” for TGN. Highlights of tasks during this period include 
synchronizing concordances of TGN administrative levels with GEOnames and NGA to allow coreferencing, places from the Built Works 
Registry CONA contribution, places added by hand to allow processing of Belvedere ULAN data, places from the Getty Conservation Institute 
AATA, ancient sites, indigenous sites, and various other contributions from the online contribution form. Among our meetings were those with 
outside colleagues about future contributions including West Africa Historical site names, indigenous names for American places, and 
Lebanese site names. See scope of TGN. Backlogged files now processed or in-process: 
• TGN IMJ Hebrew place names, 2,300 records 
• TGN BWR places for CONA load, 3,000 records 
• TGN Florentine Codex Initiative, sample records in preparation for future loads 
• TGN transform created for ongoing GEOnames records as needed 
• TGN transform created for ongoing NGA names records as needed 
 
Examples of records added this period: 
8721790 | Tal-e Malyan (deserted settlement) | Fārs, Iran, ... World 
8716222 | Greenpoint (neighborhood) | Brooklyn, New York, ... World 
8716223 | Jakubowice (inhabited place) | Opole Voivodeship, Poland, ... World 
8716224 | Cista Velika (inhabited place) | Splitsko-Dalmatinska Županija, Croatia, ... World 
8716230 | Aleksandrovo (inhabited place) | Haskovo, Bulgaria, ... World 
8716231 | Knyazhpogost (inhabited place) | Komi Republic, Russia, ... World 
8716232 | Knyazhpogostsky District (raion) | Komi Republic, Russia, ... World 
8716270 | Wilson Mesa (area) | San Miguel, Colorado, ... World 
8716271 | Gwersyllt Hill (inhabited place) | County Borough of Wrexham, Wales, ... World 
8716277 | Charlottenlund (suburb) | Copenhagen, Hovedstaden, ... World 
8716278 | Clerkenwell (neighborhood) | Islington, London, ... World 
8716281 | Le Châble (village) | Valais, Switzerland, ... World 
8716282 | Orschleben (neighborhood) | Brunswick, Lower Saxony, ... World 
8716287 | West End (inhabited place) | Monmouth, New Jersey, ... World 
8716304 | San Fernando Valley (area) | Los Angeles, California, ... World 
8716305 | Tulce (inhabited place) | Greater Poland Voivodeship, Poland, ... World 
8716307 | Pazzallo (inhabited place) | Ticino, Switzerland, ... World 
8716308 | Chapada dos Veadeiros (locality) | Goiás, Brazil, ... World 
8716310 | Eastern France (general region) | France, Europe, World 
8721108 | Sisiani Shrjan (former administrative division) | Armenia, Asia, World 
8721246 | Darhan-Uul (province) | Mongolia, Asia, World 
8721253 | Húnavatnssýsla (first level subdivision) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8721730 | Cibao Noroeste (general region) | Dominican Republic, North and Central America, World 
8721774 | Ropotamo (deserted settlement) | Burgas, Bulgaria, ... World 
8721775 | Ropotamo River (river) | Burgas, Bulgaria, ... World 
8721781 | Chapada dos Veadeiros (region (geographic)) | Goiás, Brazil, ... World 
8716225 | Velika and Mala Crljivica (deserted settlement) | Splitsko-Dalmatinska Županija, Croatia, ... World 
8730247 | Oseberghaugen (archaeological site) | Vestfold og Telemark, Norway, ... World 
8730248 | Poggio Colla (deserted settlement) | Firenze, Tuscany, ... World 
8730249 | Aypate (archaeological site) | Piura, Peru, ... World 
8730250 | Eastern Qing Tombs (historic site) | Hebei, China, ... World 
8730240 | Griffith (suburb) | Queensland, Australia, ... World 
8716226 | Besut (third level subdivision) | Terengganu, Malaysia, ... World 
8716227 | Daerah Besut (second level subdivision) | Terengganu, Malaysia, ... World 
8716228 | Sawi (second level subdivision) | Chumphon, Thailand, ... World 
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8716229 | Plazuelas (archaeological site) | Guanajuato, Mexico, ... World 
8716229 | Plazuelas (deserted settlement) | Guanajuato, Mexico, ... World 
8716213 | at sea (miscellaneous) | Unidentified Places 
8716299 | Disputed (disputed territory) | World 
8716300 | Shared Sovereignty (region (geographic)) | World 
8716279 | Cornwall (inhabited place) | Orange, New York, ... World 
8716280 | Cureglia (inhabited place) | Ticino, Switzerland, ... World 
8716227 | Daerah Besut (second level subdivision) | Terengganu, Malaysia, ... World 
8716290 | Pelican Bay (inhabited place) | Collier, Florida, ... World 
8716295 | Strettweg (inhabited place) | Steiermark, Austria, ... World 
8716296 | Barberà del Vallés (inhabited place) | Barcelona, Catalonia, ... World 
8716297 | Etorofu, Habomai, Kunashiri and Shikotan Islands (islands) | Kuril'skiye Ostrova, Sakhalin Oblast, ... World 
 
 
  
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
CONA: Added January-June 2021 
Total records 1 July 2021, including pending BWR: 76,787 records  
Total BWR titles/names: [ca. 85,000] 
Total existing records augmented this period: 348 
Total new records this period: 68,100, examples below.  
In addition to pre-processing the backlogged files as listed below, included in editorial work for CONA was a small amount of processing a) 
records that had already been added to VCS (Vocabulary Coordination System, our editorial system) and b) records entered by hand in VCS. 
Highlights of tasks during this period include ancient structures, built works needed as broader contexts for other contributions, work by 
graduate interns at Getty, and records added for disambiguation of new contributions. See scope of CONA. Backlogged files now processed 
or in-process: 
• CONA Florentine Codex Initiative, sample records in preparation for future loads 
• CONA Built Works Registry, 68,100 records 
 
Examples of records added this period [including pending BWR]: 
700009708 | Iracema | painting (visual work); Medeiros, José Maria (Portuguese painter, 1849-1925, active ...; 1884; Museu Nacional de 
Belas Artes (Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeir... 
700009701 | Unique Forms of Continuity in Space | sculpture (visual works); Umberto Boccioni (Italian painter, sculptor, and draftsman, ...; 
creation 1913, restoration 196...; Museu de Arte Contemporanea da Universidade de Sao Pau...; 1963.3.81 
700009702 | Unique Forms of Continuity in Space | sculpture (visual works); Boccioni, Umberto (Italian Futurist sculptor and painter, 18...; 
creation 1913, casting 1960; Museu de Arte Contemporanea da Universidade de Sao Pau...; accession number: 1963.1.17 
700009703 | Saint’s Paradox | installation (visual work); Regina Silveira (Brazilian installation artist, sculptor, an...; created 1994, adaptations 
1998...; Museu de Arte Contemporanea da Universidade de Sao Pau... 
700009704 | Angkor Wat | temple complex; under Suryavarman II; early 12th century; Angkor Wat (Siem Reab, Kampuchea, Asia, World... 
700009705 | Piazza Navona | piazza (square); unavailable; N/A 
700009706 | Piazza Mattei | piazza (square); unavailable; N/A 
700009685 Totocalco (storehouse) storehouse; unknown Aztec; under Montezuma II; 15th century; Mexico City (Distrito Federal, México, 
North and Central ...; (Built Works by class: landscape architecture, spaces, agricultural, and animal husbandry structures, Built Works) 
700009683 | Cultural Crossroads of the Americas | art, public; Bob Haozous (Warm Springs Chiricahua Apache sculptor and met...; 1996; 
Albuquerque (Bernalillo, New Mexico, United States, North an... 
[nnn] Sheikh Zayed Mosque (Grand Mosque). Yusef Abdelki. 2007. Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates. 
[nnn] Kunya-Urgench. unknown architect. ca. 1400. Köneürgench, Turkmenistan. 
[nnn] Culberson House. Architect & builder, Chas. C. Bailey. 1840. La Grange, Georgia, United States. 
[nnn] Murrell Memorial Library. part of: Missouri Valley College. Creator: unavailable. 1828. Marshall, Missouri, United States. 
[nnn] Wyntoon Cinderella House. Morgan, Julia (1872-1957), American, architect. 20th century. Mccloud, California, United States. 
[nnn] Level VII Temple and Palace Complex. Creator unknown. completed: 18th century BCE. Tell Atchana, Turkey. 
[nnn] Cafe d' Antonio. Celebration Company (1990s), American, urban planning firm. 1997. Celebration, Florida, United States. 
[nnn] Outer Citadel Gate. part of Zincirli Citadel. Creator unavailable. Zincirli, Turkey. 
[nnn] Adelaide Botanic Gardens. Adelaide, South Australia, Australia. 
[nnn] Adinatha Temple Complex. Ahar, Rajasthan, India. 
[nnn] Adirondack League Club. Old Forge, New York, United States. 
[nnn] Woodland Park Zoo. Seattle, Washington, United States. 
[nnn] House Like a Die. Kamo, Shizuoka Prefecture, Japan. 
[nnn] Honden. Izumo, Shimane Pref., Japan. 
[nnn] Sanctuary of Santa Cristina. Paulilatino , Sardinia, Italy. 
[nnn] Temple of Aphrodite. Argos, Peloppenese, Greece. 
  
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
IA: Added January-June 2021 
Total records 1 July 2021, ca. 6,413 records  
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Total IA titles/names: [ca. 8,000] 
Total existing records augmented this period: 20 
Total new records this period:59, examples below.  
GVP did not focus on IA contributions during this period. Almost all new IA contributions here are associated with pre-processing the 
backlogged files for CONA, particularly the BWR “dedicatees,” which were submitted as associated “people” but are out of scope for ULAN, 
because they are deities or otherwise not real people. Graduate interns also worked in IA. During this period, GVP has had conversations 
about contributions to IA, including possible non-Western iconography from the University of Sapienza. IA is a unique resource, a thesaurus, 
global in scope, with complex relationships and links to the other 4 Getty Vocabularies. It also includes coreferences to other resources such 
as Iconclass and LOC, to allow interconnections between related materials and related disciplines. See scope of IA. Backlogged files now 
processed or in-process: 
• IA Florentine Codex Initiative, sample records were entered by hand 
• IA BWR associated entities for CONA contribution 
 
Examples of records added this period: 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002341  | Inari (Shinto character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002335  | En no Gyōja (Buddhist character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002315  | Crow Fair (American history, began 1904) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002400  | Elagabalus (Syrian god) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002355  | Academus (Greek hero) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002357  | Aegeus (Greek character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002356  | Acamas (Greek hero, son of Eussorus) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002386  | Atargatis (Syrian deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002387  | Allat (Arabian deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002389  | Baalshamin (Syrian deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002395  | Domitilla the Younger, Saint (Christian saint) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002358  | Aegisthus (Greek character)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002365  | Athena Lindia (Greek theme) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002367  | Athena Pronaia (Greek theme) 
 
  
Previously reported examples of new records 
AAT 
300438425 | stomp dances | <Native American dances>, dances (performing arts compositions), ... Objects Facet 
300438432 | progress proofs | proofs (prints by function), <prints by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300438442 | story knives | educational toys, <toys by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300438453 | Midewiwin | Native North American religions, religions (belief systems, cultures), ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300438522 | Biloxi (culture or style) | Southeastern Native American styles, Native North American styles, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300438465 | Feather Religion | Native North American religions, religions (belief systems, cultures), ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300438552 | dhyana | Buddhist doctrinal concepts, doctrinal concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300438567 | edge markings | <marks by location or context>, marks (identifying markings), ... Objects Facet 
300438568 | su-chus | malas, prayer beads, ... Objects Facet 
300438571 | Buddhist begging bowls | begging bowls, bowls (vessels), ... Objects Facet 
300438467 | return of loan | methods of acquisition, property-related concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300438482 | performance rights | intellectual property, property (legal concept), ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300438508 | macro x-ray fluorescence | spectroscopy, analysis and testing techniques, ... Activities Facet 
300438512 | convergent photogrammetry | photogrammetry, measuring, ... Activities Facet 
300438514 | anthracology | archaeobotany, botany, ... Activities Facet 
300438529 | cold casting | casting (process), forming (physical activity), ... Activities Facet 
300438538 | ferrotyping (damage) | <conditions and effects for photography>, <conditions and effects by specific type>, ... Physical Attributes 
Facet 
300438572 | kirins | legendary beings, Animalia (kingdom), ... Agents Facet 
300438573 | natural decay | deterioration, condition changing (processes), ... Activities Facet 
300438574 | electronic publications | publications (documents), <documents by conditions of production>, ... Objects Facet 
300438586 | Celtic Revival | <modern European styles and movements>, European, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300438596 | transmedia artists | <visual works by material or technique>, visual works (works), ... Objects Facet 
300438597 | copy artists | <artists by medium or work type>, artists (visual artists), ... Agents Facet 
300438599 | bought in (auction-related status) | auction-related status, status of property, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300438600 | withdrawn (auction-related status) | auction-related status, status of property, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300438611 | micro hot table technique | thermal analysis, analysis and testing techniques, ... Activities Facet 
300438612 | Kofler hot benches | heating equipment, <cooling, heating and humidifying equipment>, ... Objects Facet 
300438636 | Vendémiaire | <months for the French Republican calendar>, months, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300438637 | Brumaire | <months for the French Republican calendar>, months, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300438648 | Martha Washington tables | sewing tables, handiwork tables, ... Objects Facet 
300438649 | bag tables | sewing tables, handiwork tables, ... Objects Facet 
300438651 | photonics | physics, physical sciences, ... Activities Facet 
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300438652 | nanoparticles | material components, <components by specific context>, ... Objects Facet 
300438663 | architectural draftsmen | draftsmen (artists), <artists by medium or work type>, ... Agents Facet 
300438668 | master carpenters | carpenters, construction workers, ... Agents Facet 
300438669 | plastic artists | <artists by medium or work type>, artists (visual artists), ... Agents Facet 
300438675 | table boards | tabletops, furniture components, ... Objects Facet 
300438676 | banquet tables | dining tables, <tables by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300438677 | wine cellarets (wine chests) | cellarets (liquor chests), chests (case furniture), ... Objects Facet 
300438678 | wine pots | <vessels for serving drinks>, <vessels for serving and consuming food>, ... Objects Facet 
300438685 | tric-trac (board game) | tables (board games), board games (activities), ... Activities Facet 
300438686 | tabula (board game) | tables (board games), board games (activities), ... Activities Facet 
300438687 | Byzantine Greek (transliterated) (Latin) | <Greek in transliteration>, Greek (language), ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300438698 | acerras (incense boxes) | ceremonial containers, <containers by function or context>, ... Objects Facet 
300438699 | acerras (altars) | altars (religious fixtures), <altars and altar components>, ... Objects Facet 
300438711 | conquistadors | soldiers, <people in military occupations>, ... Agents Facet 
300438712 | Toxcatl | festivals, celebrations, ... Activities Facet 
300438717 | Eastern Huasteca Nahuatl | <temporary alphabetical list: languages and writing systems>, <languages and writing systems by 
specific type>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300438713 | leadlight cement | <cement by property>, cement (construction material), ... Materials Facet 
300266371 | art interventions | <visual works by location or context>, visual works (works), ... Objects Facet 
300266379 | hair painting (technique) | <painting techniques by medium>, painting techniques, ... Activities Facet 
300266384 | admission fees | fees (compensation), compensation (economic concept), ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300266389 | Buxus (fabricated wood product) | modified plant material, plant material, ... Materials Facet 
300266392 | Anglo-Mediterranean (style) | <modern European architecture styles and movements>, <modern European styles and 
movements>, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300266509 | pen rests | <drafting, drawing and writing equipment by specific type>, <equipment for drafting, drawing, and writing>, ... Objects 
Facet 
300266645 | scroll flasks | figured flasks, flasks (bottles), ... Objects Facet 
300266715 | children's furniture | <furniture by location or context>, furniture, ... Objects Facet 
300266735 | bonader | <visual works by form>, visual works (works), ... Objects Facet 
300266736 | wine carts | carts, <service and utility vehicles>, ... Objects Facet 
300379345 | moose hair | <hair by composition or origin>, hair (material), ... Materials Facet 
300379355 | birch bark | bark (plant material), plant material, ... Materials Facet 
300379508 | stylistic analysis | analysis, analytical functions, ... Activities Facet 
300379518 | technical analysis | analysis, analytical functions, ... Activities Facet 
300379529 | architectural paint | <paint by function>, paint (coating), ... Materials Facet 
300379549 | strontium isotopes | isotopes, elements (chemical substances), ... Materials Facet 
300379633 | bird damage | damage (condition), <conditions and effects by specific type>, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300379640 | oxygen isotopes | isotopes, elements (chemical substances), ... Materials Facet 
300379642 | nitrogen isotopes | isotopes, elements (chemical substances), ... Materials Facet 
300379668 | bat damage | damage (condition), <conditions and effects by specific type>, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300379861 | imaging | <image-making processes and techniques>, <processes and techniques by specific type>, ... Activities Facet 
300380188 | rodent damage | damage (condition), <conditions and effects by specific type>, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300380244 | bearskin (animal material) | skin (collagenous material), collagenous material, ... Materials Facet 
300380249 | graffiti proofing | <protective processes and techniques>, <processes and techniques by specific type>, ... Activities Facet 
300380268 | light stabilizer | stabilizer, additive (material), ... Materials Facet 
300380311 | Wilhelmine (period) | German (culture, style, period), European regions, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300380321 | peer review | review (function), analytical functions, ... Activities Facet 
300380352 | bison hair | <hair by composition or origin>, hair (material), ... Materials Facet 
300380354 | rabbit skin | skin (collagenous material), collagenous material, ... Materials Facet 
300380370 | fur trade | trade (general function), business (commercial function), ... Activities Facet 
300380474 | high resolution | resolution (optical concept), optical concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300386401 | caribou hair | <hair by composition or origin>, hair (material), ... Materials Facet 
300386402 | fish skin | skin (collagenous material), collagenous material, ... Materials Facet 
300386606 | Google Earth | brand name techniques and processes, Brand Names (hierarchy name), Brand Names Facet 
300387488 | video holography | holography, interference processes (photography), ... Activities Facet 
300387547 | neodymium isotopes | isotopes, elements (chemical substances), ... Materials Facet 
300387563 | Korean paper | <paper by form>, paper (fiber product), ... Materials Facet 
300387584 | Oddy test | analysis and testing techniques, <processes and techniques by specific type>, ... Activities Facet 
300387660 | fluorescent painting (technique) | <painting techniques by medium>, painting techniques, ... Activities Facet 
300387661 | fluorescent paintings (visual works) | <paintings by material or technique>, paintings (visual works), ... Objects Facet 
300387675 | Ionian cups | <cups by form>, cups (drinking vessels), ... Objects Facet 
300389885 | laser spectroscopy | spectroscopy, analysis and testing techniques, ... Activities Facet 
300390566 | neem (material) | organic material, <materials by composition>, ... Materials Facet 
300393148 | sacred landscapes | <cultural landscapes by function>, cultural landscapes, ... Objects Facet 
300410909 | chirpas | chamals, main garments, ... Objects Facet 
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300410931 | chawaitu | chawai, earrings (jewelry), ... Objects Facet 
300410948 | chipanas | armbands, <accessories by location on arms or hands>, ... Objects Facet 
300411874 | hawksbill shell | keratinous material, animal material, ... Materials Facet 
300412131 | Plumbicons (TM) | brand name objects, Brand Names (hierarchy name), Brand Names Facet 
300417875 | travel clothing | dress (culture-related concept), culture-related concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300419417 | Phyllanthaceae (family) | Malpighiales (order), Magnoliopsida (class), ... Agents Facet 
300419418 | Phyllanthus emblica (species) | Phyllanthus (genus), Phyllanthaceae (family), ... Agents Facet 
300419419 | Phyllanthus (genus) | Phyllanthaceae (family), Malpighiales (order), ... Agents Facet 
300419421 | vidicons | television camera tubes, cathode ray tubes, ... Objects Facet 
300419422 | cathode ray tubes | vacuum tubes, electron tubes, ... Objects Facet 
300419423 | television camera tubes | cathode ray tubes, vacuum tubes, ... Objects Facet 
300419424 | wrap blouses | blouses (main garments), <main garments for the upper body>, ... Objects Facet 
300419425 | Perlon (R) | polyamide, thermoplastic, ... Materials Facet 
300419426 | marabou (feather) | feather (material), keratinous material, ... Materials Facet 
300419427 | alfarje | ceilings, surface elements (architectural), ... Objects Facet 
300419428 | billiards (gentlemans' game) | billiards (group of games), table games, ... Activities Facet 
300419429 | pool (table game) | billiards (group of games), table games, ... Activities Facet 
300419430 | inherent vice | functional concepts (general), Associated Concepts (hierarchy name), Associated Concepts Facet 
300419431 | stereolithographic models | <sculpture by technique>, sculpture (visual works), ... Objects Facet 
300419432 | Feliformia (suborder) | Carnivora (order), Mammalia (class), ... Agents Facet 
300419433 | Caniformia (suborder) | Carnivora (order), Mammalia (class), ... Agents Facet 
300419434 | micropaleontology | paleontology, biological sciences, ... Activities Facet 
300007316 | carousels (amusement rides) | amusement rides, recreation structures, ... Objects Facet 
300024277 | dry-powder dusters | agricultural equipment, <equipment by process>, ... Objects Facet 
300024280 | fertilizer spreaders | <agricultural equipment by material processed>, agricultural equipment, ... Objects Facet 
300024285 | garden trowels | agricultural equipment, <equipment by process>, ... Objects Facet 
300265559 | publisher's copies | proofs (prints by function), <prints by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300265563 | working proofs | proofs (prints by function), <prints by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300303196 | cyclopes | legendary beings, Animalia (kingdom), ... Agents Facet 
300305635 | innocence | legal concepts, social science concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300311318 | carpintería de lo prieto | fine woodworking, woodworking, ... Activities Facet 
300311320 | carpintería de lo blanco | fine woodworking, woodworking, ... Activities Facet 
300379215 | rainbows | natural events, events (activities), ... Activities Facet 
300379289 | Podocarpus totara (species) | Podocarpus (genus), Podocarpaceae (family), ... Agents Facet 
300379290 | pouwhenua | staff weapons, edged weapons, ... Objects Facet 
300379302 | shark teeth | teeth (animal components), animal components, ... Objects Facet 
300379303 | tekoteko | figures (representations), <visual works by subject type>, ... Objects Facet 
300379305 | toki poutangata | toki, axes (weapons), ... Objects Facet 
300379306 | toki | axes (weapons), edged weapons, ... Objects Facet 
300379311 | pirori | <drills by form>, drills (tools), ... Objects Facet 
300379314 | Ngä Käkano | Maori sculpture styles, Maori (culture or style), ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300379315 | Te Tipunga | Maori sculpture styles, Maori (culture or style), ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300379316 | heru | combs (hair ornaments), hair ornaments, ... Objects Facet 
300379320 | mere pounamu | percussive weapons, weapons, ... Objects Facet 
300379324 | Leptospermum scoparium (species) | Leptospermum (genus), Myrtaceae (family), ... Agents Facet 
300379325 | putorino | vertical flutes, flutes without duct, ... Objects Facet 
300421170 | brush hook | agricultural equipment, <equipment by process>, ... Objects Facet 
300421173 | brush scythe | scythes, agricultural equipment, ... Objects Facet 
300421175 | bubble blower | bubble toy, <temporary alphabetical list: toys>, ... Objects Facet 
300421177 | bubble pipe | bubble toy, <temporary alphabetical list: toys>, ... Objects Facet 
300435311 | Puritanism | Protestantism, Christianity, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300435312 | spatulas (general tools) | <mixing tools and equipment>, <equipment by process>, ... Objects Facet 
300435315 | flat file folders | folders (containers), document containers, ... Objects Facet 
300435316 | anonymous people | <people by state or condition>, people (agents), ... Agents Facet 
300435317 | bartenders | <people in service occupations>, <people by occupation>, ... Agents Facet 
300435318 | butlers | domestics (servants), servants, ... Agents Facet 
300435319 | apotheosis | doctrinal concepts, religious concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300435320 | villagers | <people by state or condition>, people (agents), ... Agents Facet 
300435321 | gentry | upper class, <social classes by specific type>, ... Agents Facet 
300435322 | constellations | extraterrestrial bodies, natural landscapes, ... Objects Facet 
300435325 | haystacks | groupings of plants, Plantae (kingdom), ... Agents Facet 
300435326 | guilt | legal concepts, social science concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300435327 | accusing | <public and interactive activities>, <physical activities by specific context>, ... Activities Facet 
300435328 | pedicabs | passenger vehicles, <freewheeled vehicles by form or function>, ... Objects Facet 
300435329 | nautch | dances (performing arts compositions), Literary and Performing Arts Works (hierarchy name), ... Objects Facet 
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300435330 | nautch dancers | dancers, performing artists, ... Agents Facet 
300435331 | nobles by gender | nobles (aristocrats), aristocrats, ... Agents Facet 
300435332 | sorcerers | <people in the occult sciences>, <people by occupation>, ... Agents Facet 
300435456 | origami (visual works) | <visual works by material or technique>, visual works (works), ... Objects Facet 
300435457 | katagami (visual works) | <visual works by material or technique>, visual works (works), ... Objects Facet 
300435458 | kinetic artists | <artists by medium or work type>, artists (visual artists), ... Agents Facet 
300435459 | typeface artists | <artists by medium or work type>, artists (visual artists), ... Agents Facet 
300435460 | verse albums | albums (books), <books by internal form>, ... Objects Facet 
300435461 | memory books | albums (books), <books by internal form>, ... Objects Facet 
300435462 | candis | religious structures, ceremonial structures, ... Objects Facet 
300435463 | DVD-ROMs | DVDs, optical disks, ... Objects Facet 
300435464 | carbon reinforced polymer | reinforced plastic, <plastic by production method>, ... Materials Facet 
300435498 | piggeries | swine housing, animal housing (agricultural structures), ... Objects Facet 
300435499 | pigpens | swine housing, animal housing (agricultural structures), ... Objects Facet 
300435500 | Wabanaki (confederation) | <Eastern Woodland and Eastern Great Lake Native American styles>, Native North American styles, 
... Styles and Periods Facet 
300435501 | lignes (units of measurement) | <size/dimension units for distance>, <size/dimensions by unit>, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300435502 | pouces (units of measurement) | <size/dimension units for distance>, <size/dimensions by unit>, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300435503 | pieds | <size/dimension units for distance>, <size/dimensions by unit>, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300435504 | Munsee (culture) | <Eastern Woodland and Eastern Great Lake Native American styles>, Native North American styles, ... Styles 
and Periods Facet 
300435505 | Anishinaabe (group) | <Great Lake and Central Woodland Native American styles>, Native North American styles, ... Styles and 
Periods Facet 
300435506 | Mattaponi | Southeastern Native American styles, Native North American styles, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300419435 | invertebrate paleontology | paleontology, biological sciences, ... Activities Facet 
300419436 | vertebrate paleontology | paleontology, biological sciences, ... Activities Facet 
300419437 | peacock feathers | feathers (animal components), animal components, ... Objects Facet 
300419438 | Mapuche (language) | <temporary alphabetical list for languages and writing systems>, <languages and writing systems by 
specific type>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300419439 | neodymium | elements (chemical substances), <materials by chemical form>, ... Materials Facet 
300419440 | Divisionist (style) | <modern Italian fine arts styles and movements>, <modern Italian styles and movements>, ... Styles and 
Periods Facet 
300419441 | Pointillist (style) | <modern European styles and movements>, European, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300419442 | divisionism (painting technique) | <painting techniques by application method or circumstances>, painting techniques, ... 
Activities Facet 
300419444 | Standard French | French (language), <temporary alphabetical list for languages and writing systems>, ... Associated Concepts 
Facet 
300419445 | Canadian French | French (language), <temporary alphabetical list for languages and writing systems>, ... Associated Concepts 
Facet 
300410376 | wheatpasting (graffiti art) | graffiti art, <visual works by location or context>, ... Objects Facet 
300410377 | yarn bombing (graffiti art) | graffiti art, <visual works by location or context>, ... Objects Facet 
300419974 | smoking materials | <materials by function>, materials (substances), ... Materials Facet 
300419975 | cigars | smoking materials, <materials by function>, ... Materials Facet 
300419977 | artificial flora | <visual works by subject type>, visual works (works), ... Objects Facet 
300419978 | equipment for weapons | <equipment by context>, equipment, ... Objects Facet 
300419979 | labware | <equipment by context>, equipment, ... Objects Facet 
300419983 | seaborgium | elements (chemical substances), <materials by chemical form>, ... Materials Facet 
300419984 | conflict zones | <districts by location or context>, districts, ... Objects Facet 
300419985 | relining | lining (process), strengthening, ... Activities Facet 
300419986 | sewing patterns | patterns (guides), <shaping and guiding tools>, ... Objects Facet 
300419987 | panniers (containers) | <containers by form>, containers (receptacles), ... Objects Facet 
300419988 | chocolate factories | <factories by product>, factories (structures), ... Objects Facet 
300419989 | organzine | silk (textile), <textile materials by composition or origin>, ... Materials Facet 
300419990 | abandoned landscapes | <cultural landscapes by location or context>, cultural landscapes, ... Objects Facet 
300419993 | 3-D printed objects | <object genres by material or technique>, object genres (object classifications), ... Objects Facet 
300419994 | vertical gardens | <gardens by form>, gardens (open spaces), ... Objects Facet 
300419995 | vegetable parchment | <paper by form>, paper (fiber product), ... Materials Facet 
300419996 | artists' periodicals | <documents by conditions of production>, document genres, ... Objects Facet 
300419997 | slugs | Gastropoda (class), Mollusca (phylum), ... Agents Facet 
300419998 | auctioning | selling, business (commercial function), ... Activities Facet 
300420000 | sold at auction | auction-related status, status of property, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300420003 | crowdfunding | funding, <economic and financial functions>, ... Activities Facet 
300420004 | cursus monuments | mounds, earthworks (engineering works), ... Objects Facet 
300420005 | hide paintings | <paintings by material or technique>, paintings (visual works), ... Objects Facet 
300420007 | coursing (hunting) | hunting, <forest and nature activities>, ... Activities Facet 
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300420008 | Composite capitals | capitals (column components), <capitals and capital components>, ... Objects Facet 
300420012 | master masons | masons (construction workers), construction workers, ... Agents Facet 
300420013 | royal architects | architects, <people in the visual arts>, ... Agents Facet 
300420014 | photopolymers | polymers, compounds (materials), ... Materials Facet 
300420015 | copper engravers | engravers (printmakers), printmakers, ... Agents Facet 
300420016 | academic artists | academics (people), <people in the humanities>, ... Agents Facet 
300420020 | altar makers | <artists by medium or work type>, artists (visual artists), ... Agents Facet 
300435233 | Performative Art | art genres, <genres in the visual arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300435204 | Context Art | <post-1945 fine arts styles and movements>, <international post-1945 styles and movements>, ... Styles and 
Periods Facet 
300435167 | Eat Art | <post-1945 fine arts styles and movements>, <international post-1945 styles and movements>, ... Styles and Periods 
Facet 
300435168 | edible art artists | <artists by medium or work type>, artists (visual artists), ... Agents Facet 300425252 | face-bow | dental 
instruments, medical equipment, ... Objects Facet 
300435100 | guardsmen | <people in security and protection occupations>, <people by occupation>, ... Agents Facet 
300435101 | berkemeyers | drinking glasses, drinking vessels, ... Objects Facet 
300435102 | disembarkation | arrivals, cultural events, ... Activities Facet 
300435103 | falconry | hunting, <forest and nature activities>, ... Activities Facet 
300435104 | falconers | hunters (people), <people in agriculture or natural resource occupations>, ... Agents Facet 
300435105 | Homo denisova (extinct species) | Homo (genus), Hominidae (family), ... Agents Facet 
300435106 | flat landscapes | landscapes (representations), <visual works by subject type>, ... Objects Facet 
300435107 | coastal landscapes | landscapes (representations), <visual works by subject type>, ... Objects Facet 
300435110 | riverine landscapes | landscapes (representations), <visual works by subject type>, ... Objects Facet 
300435111 | wooded landscapes | landscapes (representations), <visual works by subject type>, ... Objects Facet 
300435112 | people by sexuality or sexual preference | people (agents), People (hierarchy name), Agents Facet 
300435118 | hijras | eunuchs, <people by gender or sex>, ... Agents Facet 
300435121 | altarpiece makers | altarpiece artists, <artists by medium or work type>, ... Agents Facet 
300435122 | jewelry designers | jewelers (people in crafts), <people in crafts and trades by product>, ... Agents Facet 
300435126 | Nahuan | Uto-Aztecan (language family), <languages and writing systems by specific type>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300435127 | set designers | designers, <people in the visual arts>, ... Agents Facet 
300435130 | production design | designers, <people in the visual arts>, ... Agents Facet 
300435131 | theatrical painters | <painters by subject of work>, painters (artists), ... Agents Facet 
300435132 | fine woodworkers | woodworkers, <people in crafts and trades by material>, ... Agents Facet 
300435134 | art theorists | <people in arts-related occupations>, <people in the arts and related occupations>, ... Agents Facet 
300435135 | architectural printmakers | architectural artists, <artists by subject or style of work>, ... Agents Facet 
300435138 | masters of the works | construction workers, <people in engineering, building trades and planning>, ... Agents Facet 
300435141 | clerks of the market | <people in commerce and business>, <people by occupation>, ... Agents Facet 
300435142 | furniture manufacturers | manufacturers, industrialists, ... Agents Facet 
300435146 | fassmalers | gilders, <people in crafts and trades by material>, ... Agents Facet 
300435152 | cut-paper artists | paper artists, <artists by medium or work type>, ... Agents Facet 
300435153 | small sculpture | <sculpture by form>, sculpture (visual works), ... Objects Facet 
300435159 | refugia | areas (geography), <social and economic geography concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300435160 | map painters | mapmakers, <artists by subject or style of work>, ... Agents Facet 
300435161 | bronze casters | casters (people), <people in crafts and trades by activity>, ... Agents Facet 
300435162 | letter painters | <painters by subject of work>, painters (artists), ... Agents Facet 
300435165 | colorists (painters) | <artists by subject or style of work>, artists (visual artists), ... Agents Facet 
300435183 | glass artists | <artists by medium or work type>, artists (visual artists), ... Agents Facet 
300435205 | concept artists | <artists by subject or style of work>, artists (visual artists), ... Agents Facet 
300435206 | film sets | sets (theatrical), <architectural elements by building type>, ... Objects Facet 
300435212 | transmediality | <historical, theoretical, and critical concepts>, <concepts in the arts and humanities>, ... Associated Concepts 
Facet 
300435213 | intermedial art | <visual works by material or technique>, visual works (works), ... Objects Facet 
300435214 | music paper | <paper by function>, paper (fiber product), ... Materials Facet 
300435221 | AIN | identification numbers, identification numbers and codes, ... Objects Facet 
300435222 | drawing masters | masters (professionals), <people by degree of qualification>, ... Agents Facet 
300435223 | trick film (genre) | <genres for motion pictures>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300435225 | cherry pits | pits (fruit component), seed (material), ... Materials Facet 
300435226 | monogrammists | <people by state or condition>, people (agents), ... Agents Facet 
300435227 | furniture design | design (discipline), arts-related disciplines, ... Activities Facet 
300435228 | press draftsmen | <artists by subject or style of work>, artists (visual artists), ... Agents Facet 
300435229 | space artists | <artists by subject or style of work>, artists (visual artists), ... Agents Facet 
300435230 | rothschmieds | <metalworkers by type of metal>, metalworkers, ... Agents Facet 
300435240 | trick films (works) | motion pictures (visual works), <visual works by material or technique>, ... Objects Facet 
300435247 | family names | personal names, names, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300435248 | generational names | personal names, names, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
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300435249 | Black (general, race and ethnicity) | race (group of people), culture-related concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300435252 | bent-names | pseudonyms, names, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300419446 | furnishes | <materials by function>, materials (substances), ... Materials Facet 
300419447 | remotely operated vehicles | unmanned underwater vehicles, submersibles, ... Objects Facet 
300419448 | unmanned underwater vehicles | submersibles, subsurface watercraft, ... Objects Facet 
300419449 | dusters (cleaning tools) | maintenance tools, <maintenance and cleaning equipment>, ... Objects Facet 
300419450 | dust cloths | maintenance tools, <maintenance and cleaning equipment>, ... Objects Facet 
300419451 | drinks | food, <materials by function>, ... Materials Facet 
300419452 | IIF | computer networking concepts, information technology, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300419453 | APIs | interfaces, technology-related concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300419454 | body parts | animal components, biological components, ... Objects Facet 
300212818 | potassium and potassium compounds | inorganic material, <materials by composition>, ... Materials Facet 
300310386 | sea gooseberries | Pleurobrachidae (family), Cydippida (order), ... Agents Facet 
300379372 | scientific analysis | analysis, analytical functions, ... Activities Facet 
300379379 | history of conservation | science-related disciplines, <science and related disciplines>, ... Activities Facet 
300379401 | conservation policy | conservation concepts, scientific concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300379402 | conservation philosophy | conservation concepts, scientific concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300379428 | history of science | science-related disciplines, <science and related disciplines>, ... Activities Facet 
300379498 | protective shelters (site elements) | site elements, Open Spaces and Site Elements (hierarchy name ), ... Objects Facet 
300379500 | conservation centers (institutions) | <institutions by activity>, institutions (organizations), ... Agents Facet 
300379523 | archaeological conservation | conservation (discipline), cross- and interdisciplinary fields, ... Activities Facet 
300379544 | conservation surveys | surveys (documents), <documents by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300379590 | ethnographic conservation | conservation (discipline), cross- and interdisciplinary fields, ... Activities Facet 
300379684 | site documentation | documentation (activity), information handling functions, ... Activities Facet 
300379765 | rodent control | protection (maintenance function), maintenance, ... Activities Facet 
300379796 | reformatting | computer-use functions, information handling functions, ... Activities Facet 
300379819 | silicic acid ester | compounds (materials), <materials by chemical form>, ... Materials Facet 
300379827 | attenuated total reflectance | analysis and testing techniques, <processes and techniques by specific type>, ... Activities Facet 
300379877 | heat treatment | temperature-related techniques, <processes and techniques by specific type>, ... Activities Facet 
300379881 | polyethylene foam | <plastic by composition or origin>, plastic (material), ... Materials Facet 
300380089 | videoendoscopy | endoscopy, analysis and testing techniques, ... Activities Facet 
300380200 | x-ray emissiography | radiography, <picture-taking techniques by radiation type>, ... Activities Facet 
300380225 | sound archives (institutions) | archives (institutions), <institutions by activity>, ... Agents Facet 
300380240 | fluorinated compounds | <fluorine and fluorine compounds>, inorganic material, ... Materials Facet 
300380262 | rotproofing | <protective processes and techniques>, <processes and techniques by specific type>, ... Activities Facet 
300380398 | orthochromatic film | photographic film (photographic materials), photographic materials, ... Materials Facet 
300386451 | semi-rigidity | rigidity, mechanical properties, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300386525 | opaque glass | <glass by property>, glass (material), ... Materials Facet 
300387297 | ultra-cool melt adhesive | <adhesive by form>, adhesive, ... Materials Facet 
300387405 | reattaching | <processes and techniques by specific type>, Processes and Techniques (hierarchy name), Activities Facet 
300387421 | variable media | media (artists' materials), artists' materials, ... Materials Facet 
300387455 | polycapillary conic collimators | collimators, optical instruments, ... Objects Facet 
300387473 | predazzite | limestone, carbonate rock, ... Materials Facet 
300387570 | noncontact testing | analysis and testing techniques, <processes and techniques by specific type>, ... Activities Facet 
300387586 | sticky notes | correspondence artifacts, <information artifacts by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300389990 | self-cleaning materials | smart materials, <materials by property>, ... Materials Facet 
300389993 | sphagnum moss extract | plant material, biological material, ... Materials Facet 
300391376 | spray paint | <paint by composition or origin>, paint (coating), ... Materials Facet 
300391447 | digital surface modeling | <computer image-making processes and techniques>, <image-making processes and techniques>, ... 
Activities Facet 
300395563 | bolt keys | keys (hardware), <keys and key components>, ... Objects Facet 
300404805 | wavelength dispersive x-ray fluorescence spectrometry | x-ray spectroscopy, spectroscopy, ... Activities Facet 
300410497 | vamures (wall components) | <wall components by location or context>, wall components, ... Objects Facet 
300410848 | llautos | headgear, <accessories by location on the head>, ... Objects Facet 
300410866 | gorros (caps) | <caps by form>, caps (headgear), ... Objects Facet 
300410868 | chumpi (belts) | <belts by location at the waist or below>, <accessories by location at the waist or below>, ... Objects Facet 
300410937 | delantals | <main garments for the lower body>, main garments, ... Objects Facet 
300418018 | three-wheeled carts | carts, <service and utility vehicles>, ... Objects Facet 
300418029 | undercarriages (vehicle components) | vehicle components, <components by specific context>, ... Objects Facet 
300418044 | tobacco jars | <containers for smoking and tobacco use>, <containers for personal use>, ... Objects Facet 
300419463 | Acryloid (TM) | brand name materials, Brand Names (hierarchy name), Brand Names Facet 
300419464 | conservation management plans | <plans by subject type>, plans (reports), ... Objects Facet 
300419465 | barium and barium compounds | inorganic material, <materials by composition>, ... Materials Facet 
300419466 | fluorine and fluorine compounds | inorganic material, <materials by composition>, ... Materials Facet 
300419467 | fluorine | <fluorine and fluorine compounds>, inorganic material, ... Materials Facet 
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300419468 | nitrogen and nitrogen isotopes, compounds | inorganic material, <materials by composition>, ... Materials Facet 
300419469 | sodium and sodium compounds | inorganic material, <materials by composition>, ... Materials Facet 
300419470 | sulphur and sulphur compounds | inorganic material, <materials by composition>, ... Materials Facet 
300419471 | calcium and calcium compounds | nonferrous metal, <metal by composition or origin>, ... Materials Facet 
300419472 | calcium compounds | <calcium and calcium compounds>, nonferrous metal, ... Materials Facet 
300419473 | brattices | temporary structures, <single built works by design>, ... Objects Facet 
300312249 | RAW | computer networking concepts, information technology, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300379604 | Day-Glo (TM) (pigments) | brand name materials, Brand Names (hierarchy name), Brand Names Facet 
300380360 | film vaults | vaults (protective spaces), protective spaces, ... Objects Facet 
300380371 | Fujichrome (TM) | brand name materials, Brand Names (hierarchy name), Brand Names Facet 
300380506 | Devcon (TM) | brand name materials, Brand Names (hierarchy name), Brand Names Facet 
300404205 | mineral black (pigment) | mineral pigment, natural inorganic pigment, ... Materials Facet 
300404388 | lipsanothecas | reliquaries, liturgical containers, ... Objects Facet 
300412043 | aliasing | <conditions and effects by specific type>, Conditions and Effects (hierarchy name), Physical Attributes Facet 
300412045 | dynamic range | <attributes and properties by specific type>, Attributes and Properties (hierarchy name), Physical Attributes 
Facet 
300412046 | DRAM (memory component) | memory components, computer components, ... Objects Facet 
300412047 | firmware | software, electronic documents, ... Objects Facet 
300412048 | GUIs | user interfaces, interfaces, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300412049 | histograms | diagrams, graphic document genres, ... Objects Facet 
300412051 | indexed color | <conditions and effects for electronics>, <conditions and effects by specific type>, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300412052 | interpolation | condition changing (processes), <processes and techniques by specific type>, ... Activities Facet 
300412080 | amperes | <size/dimension units for intensity>, <size/dimensions by unit>, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300412087 | frequency | <attributes and properties by specific type>, Attributes and Properties (hierarchy name), Physical Attributes Facet 
300412130 | plasma display panels | monitors (data processing equipment), peripherals (computer), ... Objects Facet 
300412132 | NTSC system | communication systems (mechanical and electrical systems), <systems by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300412134 | serial ports | hardware (computer), computer equipment, ... Objects Facet 
300412135 | SCSI | hardware (computer), computer equipment, ... Objects Facet 
300412138 | direct positive paper | photographic paper, <paper by function>, ... Materials Facet 
300412188 | downloads (files) | files (digital files), <documents by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300418016 | thread cards | sewing tools, textile working equipment, ... Objects Facet 
300419329 | flat-panel displays | monitors (data processing equipment), peripherals (computer), ... Objects Facet 
300419341 | parallel ports | hardware (computer), computer equipment, ... Objects Facet 
300419347 | stone rubbings | rubbings (visual works), <visual works by material or technique>, ... Objects Facet 
300419348 | rubbing stones | <surface working and finishing tools and accessories>, <surface working and finishing equipment>, ... Objects 
Facet 
300419349 | Minaean | Arabian (culture), Near Eastern (Early Western World), ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300419350 | gaming purses | purses (drawstringed accessories), bags (costume accessories), ... Objects Facet 
300419351 | size/dimension units for intensity | <size/dimensions by unit>, size/dimensions, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300419352 | Cinnamomum cassia (species) | Cinnamomum (genus), Lauraceae (family), ... Agents Facet 
300419353 | memory components | computer components, <tool and equipment components>, ... Objects Facet 
300419354 | vedutisti | <artists by subject or style of work>, artists (visual artists), ... Agents Facet 
300419355 | music books | <documents by function>, document genres, ... Objects Facet 
300419356 | bound sheet music | Sammelbande (composite volumes), <documents by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300419357 | hongsalmuns | ceremonial gates, gate structures, ... Objects Facet 
300419358 | ceremonial gates | gate structures, <single built works by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300266372 | dipped ware | earthenware, pottery (visual works), ... Objects Facet 
300266503 | armorial supporters | <figure- and animal-derived motifs>, motifs, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300266505 | coats of mail | <body armor for torso>, body armor, ... Objects Facet 
300266710 | angelim (wood) | hardwood, <wood by composition or origin>, ... Materials Facet 
300266723 | colorito (concept) | <historical, theoretical and critical concepts for visual arts>, <historical, theoretical, and critical concepts>, ... 
Associated Concepts Facet 
300311299 | testaferros | <people by activity>, people (agents), ... Agents Facet 
300311311 | loceros | potters, ceramicists, ... Agents Facet 
300312115 | monster's feet (motif) | <figure- and animal-derived motifs>, motifs, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300379817 | tool marks | <marks by process or technique>, marks (symbols), ... Objects Facet 
300380355 | yak hair | <hair by composition or origin>, hair (material), ... Materials Facet 
300380361 | dog hair | <hair by composition or origin>, hair (material), ... Materials Facet 
300404086 | yawning | <personal and passive activities>, <physical activities by specific context>, ... Activities Facet 
300404103 | observation points | landforms (terrestrial), natural landscapes, ... Objects Facet 
300410395 | Orthomyxoviridae (family) | <Virus families not assigned to an order>, Virus (kingdom), ... Agents Facet 
300412071 | north wind | wind (weather phenomena), <weather and related phenomena>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300412073 | south wind | wind (weather phenomena), <weather and related phenomena>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300412074 | west wind | wind (weather phenomena), <weather and related phenomena>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300412075 | east wind | wind (weather phenomena), <weather and related phenomena>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
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300187048 | animal carpets | <rugs by pattern>, rugs (textiles), ... Objects Facet 
300193690 | border-patterned rugs | <rugs by pattern>, rugs (textiles), ... Objects Facet 
300227776 | bird's-eye twill | <twill by pattern>, twill, ... Materials Facet 
300227778 | boutonné (weft-loop weave) | weft loop weave, weft pile weave, ... Materials Facet 
300227804 | complementary warp | warp, textile components, ... Objects Facet 
300227805 | complementary weft | weft, textile components, ... Objects Facet 
300227807 | cord yarn | <yarn by form>, yarn, ... Materials Facet 
300227817 | cut pile | pile (textile component), textile components, ... Objects Facet 
300227955 | cut-and-uncut pile | pile (textile component), textile components, ... Objects Facet 
300231210 | close webbing (upholstery foundation) | webbing (woven cloth), <materials by function>, ... Materials Facet 
300266504 | sleeves of mail | sleeves (costume), costume components, ... Objects Facet 
300266597 | embalming | preserving, <processes and techniques by specific type>, ... Activities Facet 
300298669 | filigree glass (material) | <glass by technique>, glass (material), ... Materials Facet 
300298692 | vetro a reticello (material) | filigree glass (material), <glass by technique>, ... Materials Facet 
300299222 | cancellettos | gates, <gates and gate components>, ... Objects Facet 
300299224 | cancelletti di balaustrata | cancellettos, gates, ... Objects Facet 
300299253 | candlestick inkwells | <containers for writing equipment>, <containers by function or context>, ... Objects Facet 
300379353 | tridents | <spears by form>, spears (weapons), ... Objects Facet 
300379382 | kids (goats) | <mammals by sex or age>, Mammalia (class), ... Agents Facet 
300386492 | Daphne (genus) | Thymelaeaceae (family), Malvales (order), ... Agents Facet 
300387541 | Aloe (genus) | Asphodelaceae (family), Asparagales (order), ... Agents Facet 
300411582 | trouser belts | <belts by location at the waist or below>, <accessories by location at the waist or below>, ... Objects Facet 
300417848 | Dralon (R) | brand name materials, Brand Names (hierarchy name), Brand Names Facet 
300417849 | mushrooms | fleshy fruit, fruit (plant components), ... Objects Facet 
300417850 | architectural heritage | tangible cultural heritage, cultural heritage, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417851 | schappe silk | silk (silkworm material), fibroinous material, ... Materials Facet 
300417852 | bourette silk | silk (silkworm material), fibroinous material, ... Materials Facet 
300417853 | ottoman (textile) | <textile materials by weaving technique>, <textile materials by process or technique>, ... Materials Facet 
300417854 | pongee | <textile materials by weaving technique>, <textile materials by process or technique>, ... Materials Facet 
300417855 | poplin | <textile materials by weaving technique>, <textile materials by process or technique>, ... Materials Facet 
300417856 | rib weave | <textile materials by weaving technique>, <textile materials by process or technique>, ... Materials Facet 
300417857 | sateen | satin, <textile materials by weaving technique>, ... Materials Facet 
300417858 | voile (textile) | <textile materials by weaving technique>, <textile materials by process or technique>, ... Materials Facet 
300417859 | waste silk | silk (silkworm material), fibroinous material, ... Materials Facet 
300417860 | ballet flats | <shoes by form>, shoes (footwear), ... Objects Facet 
300417861 | chef's toques | <caps by form>, caps (headgear), ... Objects Facet 
300417862 | first communion clothing | ceremonial costume, <costume by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300417863 | false calves | <underwear and accessories for shaping and supporting>, underwear, ... Objects Facet 
300417864 | fur coats | overcoats (outerwear), outerwear, ... Objects Facet 
300417866 | pareus | <main garments for the lower body>, main garments, ... Objects Facet 
300417867 | platform soles | soles (shoe components), shoe components, ... Objects Facet 
300417868 | dobby weave | <textile materials by weaving technique>, <textile materials by process or technique>, ... Materials Facet 
300417869 | haute couture | culture-related concepts, <culture and related concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417870 | polyester fleece | <textile materials by composition or origin>, textile materials, ... Materials Facet 
300417871 | cupro | synthetic fiber, fiber, ... Materials Facet 
300417872 | charmeuse | satin, <textile materials by weaving technique>, ... Materials Facet 
300417873 | cloquÃ© (textielmateriaal) | <textile materials by process or technique>, textile materials, ... Materials Facet 
300417874 | astrakhan | skin (collagenous material), collagenous material, ... Materials Facet 
300417876 | tsarouchia | <shoes by location or context>, shoes (footwear), ... Objects Facet 
300417877 | wrap dresses | <dresses by form>, dresses (garments), ... Objects Facet 
300417878 | hopkappers | agricultural equipment, <equipment by process>, ... Objects Facet 
300417879 | pole extraction pliers | agricultural equipment, <equipment by process>, ... Objects Facet 
300417880 | dupion | silk (silkworm material), fibroinous material, ... Materials Facet 
300417881 | peau de pÃªche | <conditions and effects for textiles>, <conditions and effects by specific type>, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300417882 | crÃªpe de Chine | crepe (textile), <textile materials by process or technique>, ... Materials Facet 
300417883 | crÃªpe georgette | crepe (textile), <textile materials by process or technique>, ... Materials Facet 
300417884 | jersey (fabric) | <textile materials by process or technique>, textile materials, ... Materials Facet 
300417885 | duvetyne | <textile materials by process or technique>, textile materials, ... Materials Facet 
300417886 | pleated skirts | skirts (garments), <main garments for the lower body>, ... Objects Facet 
300417887 | rain boots | <boots by function>, boots (footwear), ... Objects Facet 
300417888 | school uniforms | uniforms, <costume by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300417889 | stilettos (shoes) | <shoes by form>, shoes (footwear), ... Objects Facet 
300417891 | tankinis | two-piece bathing suits, bathing suits, ... Objects Facet 
300417892 | neo-Latin (language) | Latin (language), <temporary alphabetical list for languages and writing systems>, ... Associated Concepts 
Facet 
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300417893 | exhibition curators | <people in museology>, <people in the humanities>, ... Agents Facet 
300417894 | sailor suits (childrenswear) | suits (main garments), main garments, ... Objects Facet 
300417895 | thongs (briefs) | briefs (underpants), underpants, ... Objects Facet 
300417896 | chefs | cooks, <people in crafts and trades by product>, ... Agents Facet 
300417897 | mÃ¼ezzin mahfilis | Islamic religious building fixtures, religious building fixtures, ... Objects Facet 
300417898 | mÃ¼ezzins | people in religion, <people in religion and related occupations>, ... Agents Facet 
300417899 | couture | fabrication attributes, <attributes and properties by specific type>, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300417900 | girih | <patterns by specific type>, patterns (design elements), ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300417901 | rotunda (script) | <Latin and Greek alphabet scripts>, <scripts by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300417902 | Italian rotunda (script) | rotunda (script), <Latin and Greek alphabet scripts>, ... Objects Facet 
300417903 | animal training | training, educating, ... Activities Facet 
300417904 | unbound volumes | <documents by form>, document genres, ... Objects Facet 
300417905 | panoramic photographs | photographic prints, positives (photographs), ... Objects Facet 
300417906 | opus segmentatum | mosaic (process), inlay (process), ... Activities Facet 
300417907 | opus pseudo-figlinum | mosaic (process), inlay (process), ... Activities Facet 
300417908 | Islamic architectural styles | Islamic World, The, <styles, periods, and cultures by region>, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300417909 | ablaq | <Islamic architectural styles>, Islamic World, The, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300417910 | opus scutulatum | mosaic (process), inlay (process), ... Activities Facet 
300417911 | riwaqs | arcades (structural assemblies), structural assemblies, ... Objects Facet 
300417912 | opus spicatum | mosaic (process), inlay (process), ... Activities Facet 
300417913 | devices (equipment) | <equipment by general type>, equipment, ... Objects Facet 
300417914 | tzompantlis | <stands by function>, stands (support objects), ... Objects Facet 
300417915 | SpÃ¤nemarmorierung | faux finishing, <painting techniques for special effects>, ... Activities Facet 
300417916 | spalted wood | <wood by form or function>, wood (plant material), ... Materials Facet 
300417917 | glosses for inscriptions | glosses (annotations), annotations, ... Objects Facet 
300417918 | pinxit | glosses for inscriptions, glosses (annotations), ... Objects Facet 
300417919 | direxit | glosses for inscriptions, glosses (annotations), ... Objects Facet 
300417920 | fecit | glosses for inscriptions, glosses (annotations), ... Objects Facet 
300417921 | impressit | glosses for inscriptions, glosses (annotations), ... Objects Facet 
300417922 | scripsit | glosses for inscriptions, glosses (annotations), ... Objects Facet 
300417923 | sculpsit | glosses for inscriptions, glosses (annotations), ... Objects Facet 
300417924 | delineavit | glosses for inscriptions, glosses (annotations), ... Objects Facet 
300417925 | composuit | glosses for inscriptions, glosses (annotations), ... Objects Facet 
300417926 | ex archetypis | glosses for inscriptions, glosses (annotations), ... Objects Facet 
300417927 | designavit | glosses for inscriptions, glosses (annotations), ... Objects Facet 
300417928 | invenit | glosses for inscriptions, glosses (annotations), ... Objects Facet 
300417929 | figuravit | glosses for inscriptions, glosses (annotations), ... Objects Facet 
300417930 | appresso | glosses for inscriptions, glosses (annotations), ... Objects Facet 
300417931 | excudit | glosses for inscriptions, glosses (annotations), ... Objects Facet 
300417932 | ex officina | glosses for inscriptions, glosses (annotations), ... Objects Facet 
300417933 | courvoisier (technique) | <image-making processes and techniques>, <processes and techniques by specific type>, ... Activities 
Facet 
300417934 | sound recordists | <people by activity>, people (agents), ... Agents Facet 
300417935 | navigation | science (modern discipline), <science and related disciplines>, ... Activities Facet 
300417936 | reticello ware | filigree glassware, glassware, ... Objects Facet 
300417937 | nonlead glass (material) | <glass by composition or origin>, glass (material), ... Materials Facet 
300417938 | unblown glass | <glass by technique>, glass (material), ... Materials Facet 
300417939 | filigree work (metalwork ) | metalwork (visual works), <visual works by material or technique>, ... Objects Facet 
300417940 | vetro a retorti (material) | filigree glass (material), <glass by technique>, ... Materials Facet 
300417941 | vetro a fili (material) | filigree glass (material), <glass by technique>, ... Materials Facet 
300417942 | filigree glassware | glassware, <visual works by material or technique>, ... Objects Facet 
300417943 | watermarks by design type | watermarks, <marks by location or context>, ... Objects Facet 
300417944 | Strasburg lily (watermark) | <watermarks by design type>, watermarks, ... Objects Facet 
300417945 | fool's cap (watermark) | <watermarks by design type>, watermarks, ... Objects Facet 
300417946 | fool's caps (headgear) | <caps by form>, caps (headgear), ... Objects Facet 
300417947 | stalactites | speleothems, deposit, ... Materials Facet 
300417948 | hoodoos (landforms) | landforms (terrestrial), natural landscapes, ... Objects Facet 
300417949 | pinnacles (landforms) | landforms (terrestrial), natural landscapes, ... Objects Facet 
300417950 | busts (sculpture) | statues, <sculpture by subject type>, ... Objects Facet 
300417951 | Arjomari paper (R) | brand name materials, Brand Names (hierarchy name), Brand Names Facet 
300417952 | tamrashasanas | property records, <records by form or function>, ... Objects Facet 
300417953 | catchpenny prints | <object genres by function>, object genres (object classifications), ... Objects Facet 
300417954 | censor's seals | seals (marks), <marks by process or technique>, ... Objects Facet 
300417955 | sound films | motion pictures (visual works), <visual works by material or technique>, ... Objects Facet 
300417956 | talking pictures | sound films, motion pictures (visual works), ... Objects Facet 
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300417957 | color films (visual works) | motion pictures (visual works), <visual works by material or technique>, ... Objects Facet 
300417958 | black-and-white films (visual works) | motion pictures (visual works), <visual works by material or technique>, ... Objects Facet 
300417959 | melting pots | heating equipment, <cooling, heating and humidifying equipment>, ... Objects Facet 
300417960 | stained-glass windows | <windows by form>, windows, ... Objects Facet 
300417961 | rhythm and blues | music (performing arts genre), <genres for performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417962 | profile (motion picture genre) | <genres for motion pictures>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts 
Facet 
300417963 | process (motion picture genre) | <genres for motion pictures>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts 
Facet 
300417964 | starting gates | gates, <gates and gate components>, ... Objects Facet 
300417965 | quadrupeds | <animals by form>, Animalia (kingdom), ... Agents Facet 
300417966 | bipeds | <animals by form>, Animalia (kingdom), ... Agents Facet 
300417967 | hallucinogens | drugs, <materials by function>, ... Materials Facet 
300417968 | tumi | ceremonial knives, ceremonial weapons, ... Objects Facet 
300417969 | ehecacozcatl (motif) | motifs, design elements (attributes), ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300417970 | vestments (general ceremonial costume) | ceremonial costume, <costume by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300417971 | epnepaniuhqui | vestments (general ceremonial costume), ceremonial costume, ... Objects Facet 
300417972 | polka dots | dots, geometric motifs, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300417973 | palimpsests (general object genre) | <object genres by function>, object genres (object classifications), ... Objects Facet 
300417974 | video recording (process) | <filmmaking and filmmaking processes and techniques>, <image-making processes and techniques>, 
... Activities Facet 
300417975 | paper pulp relief (technique) | relief (sculpture techniques), sculpture techniques, ... Activities Facet 
300417976 | good fortune | sociological concepts, social science concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417977 | protection | sociological concepts, social science concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417978 | multimedia (artists' materials) | media (artists' materials), artists' materials, ... Materials Facet 
300417979 | idealized portraits | portraits, <visual works by subject type>, ... Objects Facet 
300417980 | yatsuhashi (bridges) | <bridges by form>, bridges (built works), ... Objects Facet 
300417981 | columnar inscriptions | inscriptions, <documents by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300417982 | kionedon (writing style) | <writing by style>, <languages and writing systems>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417983 | stoichedon (writing style) | <writing by style>, <languages and writing systems>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417984 | boustrophedon (writing style) | <writing by style>, <languages and writing systems>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417985 | writing by style | <languages and writing systems>, language-related concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417986 | quadrata (writing style) | <writing by style>, <languages and writing systems>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417987 | sleeve weights | <accessories by location on arms or hands>, worn costume accessories, ... Objects Facet 
300417988 | family portraits | portraits, <visual works by subject type>, ... Objects Facet 
300417989 | game players | <people by activity>, people (agents), ... Agents Facet 
300417990 | gamers | game players, <people by activity>, ... Agents Facet 
300417991 | checkers players | game players, <people by activity>, ... Agents Facet 
300417992 | chess players | game players, <people by activity>, ... Agents Facet 
300417993 | card players | game players, <people by activity>, ... Agents Facet 
300417994 | coffee cup lids | lids (covers), covers (closures), ... Objects Facet 
300417995 | coffee cup sleeves | <containers for storing or transporting food>, culinary containers, ... Objects Facet 
300417996 | paper cups | <cups by form>, cups (drinking vessels), ... Objects Facet 
300417997 | chih pei | paper cups, <cups by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300417998 | disposable cups | <cups by function>, cups (drinking vessels), ... Objects Facet 
300417999 | hot drink cups | disposable cups, <cups by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300418000 | cold drink cups | disposable cups, <cups by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300418001 | cold drink lids | lids (covers), covers (closures), ... Objects Facet 
300418002 | sleeves (object genre) | <object genres by form>, object genres (object classifications), ... Objects Facet 
300418003 | jousting armors | equestrian armors, tournament armors, ... Objects Facet 
300418004 | costume armors | <armors by function>, armors (object groupings), ... Objects Facet 
300418005 | alems (finials) | finials, <culminating and edge ornaments>, ... Objects Facet 
300418006 | Thymelaeaceae (family) | Malvales (order), Magnoliopsida (class), ... Agents Facet 
300418007 | high-rise construction (technique) | <construction technique by form or materials>, construction (assembling), ... Activities Facet 
300418008 | suspension construction (technique) | <construction technique by form or materials>, construction (assembling), ... Activities 
Facet 
300418009 | truss bridges | <bridges by form>, bridges (built works), ... Objects Facet 
300418010 | truss arch bridges | <bridges by form>, bridges (built works), ... Objects Facet 
300418011 | truss construction (technique) | <construction technique by form or materials>, construction (assembling), ... Activities Facet 
300418012 | arch construction (technique) | <construction technique by form or materials>, construction (assembling), ... Activities Facet 
300418013 | truss arch construction (technique) | <construction technique by form or materials>, construction (assembling), ... Activities Facet 
300418014 | logging wheels | <cargo vehicles by form>, cargo vehicles, ... Objects Facet 
300418016 | thread cards | sewing tools, textile working equipment, ... Objects Facet 
300418017 | alienation | psychological concepts, social science concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300418019 | hospitality | human behavior, psychological concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
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300418020 | punchcutters | <metalworkers by product>, metalworkers, ... Agents Facet 
300418021 | punchcutting | cutting (shaping or dividing), <subtractive processes and techniques>, ... Activities Facet 
300418022 | city maps | <maps by subject: location>, <maps by subject type>, ... Objects Facet 
300418023 | building physics | physics, physical sciences, ... Activities Facet 
300418024 | dough cutters | <culinary tools and equipment for cutting>, <culinary equipment for preparing and cooking food>, ... Objects 
Facet 
300418025 | hand trucks | <cargo vehicles by form>, cargo vehicles, ... Objects Facet 
300418026 | proofreading | editing, information handling functions, ... Activities Facet 
300418027 | proofreaders | <people by activity>, people (agents), ... Agents Facet 
300418028 | family portraits | group portraits, portraits, ... Objects Facet 
300418030 | drawer fronts | drawer components, <drawers and drawer components>, ... Objects Facet 
300418031 | bread slicers | <culinary tools and equipment for cutting>, <culinary equipment for preparing and cooking food>, ... Objects Facet 
300418032 | dough paddles | <culinary tools and equipment for mixing>, <culinary equipment for preparing and cooking food>, ... Objects 
Facet 
300418033 | oven doors | <doors by function>, doors, ... Objects Facet 
300418034 | sack lifters | agricultural equipment, <equipment by process>, ... Objects Facet 
300418035 | logging wagons | wagons (cargo vehicles), <cargo vehicles by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300418036 | meat halls | market halls, markets (structures), ... Objects Facet 
300418037 | genever | beverages, food, ... Materials Facet 
300418038 | governess cars | two-wheeled carriages, <carriages by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300418039 | dog carts | carts, <service and utility vehicles>, ... Objects Facet 
300418040 | fish halls | market halls, markets (structures), ... Objects Facet 
300418041 | milk carts | carts, <service and utility vehicles>, ... Objects Facet 
300418042 | Dutch East Indian | Colonial Indian, Indian (South Asian), ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300418043 | jewelry designers | designers, <people in the visual arts>, ... Agents Facet 
300418045 | honorary members | members, <people by state or condition>, ... Agents Facet 
300418046 | Photostats (TM) (copies) | brand name objects, Brand Names (hierarchy name), Brand Names Facet 
300418047 | Photostat Machines (TM) | brand name objects, Brand Names (hierarchy name), Brand Names Facet 
300418048 | photostating | electrography, light-sensitive reprographic processes, ... Activities Facet 
300418049 | brief texts | texts (documents), <documents by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300418050 | full texts | texts (documents), <documents by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300418051 | dust guards (visual works components) | visual works components, <components by specific context>, ... Objects Facet 
300418052 | reconstructed architecture | <single built works by condition>, <single built works by specific type>, ... Objects Facet 
300418053 | phylacteries (reliquaries) | reliquaries, liturgical containers, ... Objects Facet 
300418054 | architectural walkthroughs | architectural drawings (visual works), <drawings by subject type>, ... Objects Facet 
300418055 | interactive architectural walkthroughs | architectural walkthroughs, architectural drawings (visual works), ... Objects Facet 
300418056 | computer-aided designs (visual works) | computer art (visual works), digital art (visual works), ... Objects Facet 
300419259 | wearable art | <sculpture by function>, sculpture (visual works), ... Objects Facet 
300419260 | CAD draftsmen | <artists by medium or work type>, artists (visual artists), ... Agents Facet 
300419261 | BIM modelers | <artists by medium or work type>, artists (visual artists), ... Agents Facet 
300419262 | building information models | computer art (visual works), digital art (visual works), ... Objects Facet 
300419263 | architectural reprography (process) | reprography, <image-making processes and techniques>, ... Activities Facet 
300419264 | architectural reprographics (copies) | reprographic copies, <information artifacts by physical form>, ... Objects Facet 
300419265 | architectural animations (films) | animations (visual works), <visual works by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300419266 | basilicas (works by context) | <church buildings by location or context>, churches (buildings), ... Objects Facet 
300419267 | plastic drafting film | <plastic by form>, plastic (organic material), ... Materials Facet 
300419269 | quartz gold | gold (metal), <gold and gold alloy>, ... Materials Facet 
300419270 | photomontage (image-making technique) | montage (image-making technique), <image-making processes and techniques>, ... 
Activities Facet 
300419271 | wood veneer | veneer (material), <materials by form>, ... Materials Facet 
300419272 | street numbers (address elements) | identification numbers, identification numbers and codes, ... Objects Facet 
300419273 | thoroughfare names | place names, names, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300419274 | postcodes | identification numbers, identification numbers and codes, ... Objects Facet 
300419275 | administrative designations (political administrative bodies) | <political administrative bodies by general designation>, political 
administrative bodies, ... Agents Facet 
300419276 | slave owners | owners, <people by activity>, ... Agents Facet 
300419277 | Nuremberg gold | copper alloy, <copper and copper alloy>, ... Materials Facet 
300419278 | observation towers | watchtowers, towers (single built works), ... Objects Facet 
300419279 | beam bridges | <bridges by construction>, bridges (built works), ... Objects Facet 
300419280 | color woodcut (process) | woodcut (process), relief printing processes, ... Activities Facet 
300419281 | tied-arch bridges | arch bridges, <bridges by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300419282 | Early Islamic | <Islamic World dynastic styles and periods>, Islamic World, The, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300419283 | open-spandrel arch bridges | arch bridges, <bridges by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300419284 | balanced cantilever bridges | cantilever bridges, <bridges by construction>, ... Objects Facet 
300419285 | bow-string girder bridges | girder bridges, <bridges by construction>, ... Objects Facet 
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300419286 | daily life | culture-related concepts, <culture and related concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300419287 | lotus thrones | thrones, ceremonial chairs, ... Objects Facet 
300419288 | padmasana (position) | asana (position), pose, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300419289 | asana (position) | pose, body position, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300419290 | mountain goats | antelopes, Bovidae (family), ... Agents Facet 
300419291 | olive presses | oil presses, presses (culinary tools), ... Objects Facet 
300419292 | papel picado (visual works) | cut-paper work, paperwork (visual works), ... Objects Facet 
300419293 | mountain goat hair | <hair by composition or origin>, hair (material), ... Materials Facet 
300419294 | pingzhu | <columns by location or context>, columns (architectural elements), ... Objects Facet 
300419295 | pharmacies (health facilities ) | health facilities, <health and welfare buildings>, ... Objects Facet 
300419296 | apothecaries (people) | <people in health and medicine>, <people in science-related occupations>, ... Agents Facet 
300419297 | apothecary's shops | health facilities, <health and welfare buildings>, ... Objects Facet 
300419298 | Tricladida (order) | Rhabditophora (class), Platyhelminthes (phylum), ... Agents Facet 
300419299 | Rhabditophora (class) | Platyhelminthes (phylum), Animalia (kingdom), ... Agents Facet 
300419300 | Turbellaria (former class) | Platyhelminthes (phylum), Animalia (kingdom), ... Agents Facet 
300419301 | Planariidae (family) | Tricladida (order), Rhabditophora (class), ... Agents Facet 
300419302 | barrier walls | <walls by function>, walls, ... Objects Facet 
300419303 | lifespans | <size/dimension units for duration>, <size/dimensions by unit>, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300419304 | Torah scrolls | scrolls (information artifacts), <information artifacts by physical form>, ... Objects Facet 
300419305 | integrity (physical property) | <attributes and properties by specific type>, Attributes and Properties (hierarchy name), Physical 
Attributes Facet 
300419306 | gold powder | bronze powder, <metal by form>, ... Materials Facet 
300419307 | Bos (genus) | Bovidae (family), Artiodactyla (order), ... Agents Facet 
300419308 | Bos grunniens (species) | Bos (genus), Bovidae (family), ... Agents Facet 
300419309 | Bos mutus (species) | Bos (genus), Bovidae (family), ... Agents Facet 
300419310 | yaks | Bos (genus), Bovidae (family), ... Agents Facet 
300419311 | soma (beverage) | beverages, food, ... Materials Facet 
300419312 | Asclepias (genus) | Asclepiadoideae (subfamily), Apocynaceae (family), ... Agents Facet 
300419313 | Ayurveda | medicine (discipline), health sciences, ... Activities Facet 
300419314 | Upanishads | religious texts, <documents by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300419315 | derestoration | <restorative processes and techniques>, <processes and techniques by specific type>, ... Activities Facet 
300419316 | Bruttii | Ancient Italian, Mediterranean (Early Western World), ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300419317 | pine resin | resin (organic material), organic material, ... Materials Facet 
300419318 | data repositories (general, data management) | data management, management, ... Activities Facet 
300419319 | digital repositories | data management, management, ... Activities Facet 
300419320 | livestock brands | <marks by location or context>, marks (symbols), ... Objects Facet 
300419321 | livestock brand registries | registers (lists), <lists by form or function>, ... Objects Facet 
300419322 | watermark registries | registers (lists), <lists by form or function>, ... Objects Facet 
300419323 | X-radiography | radiography, <picture-taking techniques by radiation type>, ... Activities Facet 
300419324 | beta radiography | radiography, <picture-taking techniques by radiation type>, ... Activities Facet 
300419325 | X-radiographs | radiographs, <photographs by picture-taking technique>, ... Objects Facet 
300419326 | beta radiographs | radiographs, <photographs by picture-taking technique>, ... Objects Facet 
300419327 | electron transmission radiography | radiography, <picture-taking techniques by radiation type>, ... Activities Facet 
300419328 | genocide | sociological concepts, social science concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300419329 | flat-panel displays | monitors (data processing equipment), peripherals (computer), ... Objects Facet 
300419330 | Neogastropoda (order) | Prosobranchia (subclass), Gastropoda (class), ... Agents Facet 
300419331 | Turbinellidae (family) | Neogastropoda (order), Prosobranchia (subclass), ... Agents Facet 
300419332 | Turbinella (genus) | Turbinellidae (family), Neogastropoda (order), ... Agents Facet 
300419333 | Turbinella angulata (species) | Turbinella (genus), Turbinellidae (family), ... Agents Facet 
300419334 | Heterodonta (subclass) | Bivalvia (class), Mollusca (phylum), ... Agents Facet 
300419335 | Veneroida (order) | Heterodonta (subclass), Bivalvia (class), ... Agents Facet 
300419336 | Pinctada mazatlanica (species) | Pinctada (genus), Pteriidae (family), ... Agents Facet 
300419337 | Pinctada (genus) | Pteriidae (family), Pterioida (order), ... Agents Facet 
300419338 | Pteriidae (family) | Pterioida (order), Pteriomorphia (subclass), ... Agents Facet 
300419339 | Pterioida (order) | Pteriomorphia (subclass), Bivalvia (class), ... Agents Facet 
300419340 | pictorial stones (Chinese reliefs) | bas-reliefs (sculpture), reliefs (sculptures), ... Objects Facet 
300419341 | parallel ports | hardware (computer), computer equipment, ... Objects Facet 
300419342 | avant-corps | building divisions, <components by specific context>, ... Objects Facet 
300419343 | facade pavilions | pavilions (subsidiary buildings), building divisions, ... Objects Facet 
300419344 | pavilions (tents) | tents (portable buildings), demountable buildings, ... Objects Facet 
300419345 | tribal entities | <political administrative bodies by governing person>, political administrative bodies, ... Agents Facet 
300419346 | brass rubbings | rubbings (visual works), <visual works by material or technique>, ... Objects Facet 
300419359 | downloading | information handling functions, <functions by general context>, ... Activities Facet 
300419360 | raw data | data (information), information, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300419361 | Tamarix (genus) | Tamaricaceae (family), Caryophyllales (order), ... Agents Facet 
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300419362 | Tamaricaceae (family) | Caryophyllales (order), Magnoliopsida (class), ... Agents Facet 
300419363 | Martes foina (species) | Martes (genus), Mustelidae (family), ... Agents Facet 
300419364 | Anatolian sculpture styles | Anatolian (culture or style), Near Eastern (Early Western World), ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300419365 | Kilia type | Anatolian sculpture styles, Anatolian (culture or style), ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300419366 | interfaces | technology-related concepts, <technology and related concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300419367 | user interfaces | interfaces, technology-related concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300419368 | denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis | electrophoresis, analysis and testing techniques, ... Activities Facet 
300419369 | command-line interfaces | interfaces, technology-related concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300419370 | iron coffins | coffins, funerary containers, ... Objects Facet 
300419371 | safety coffins | coffins, funerary containers, ... Objects Facet 
300419372 | brass powder | bronze powder, <metal by form>, ... Materials Facet 
300419373 | dry gardens | <gardens by form>, gardens (open spaces), ... Objects Facet 
300419374 | Zen gardens | <gardens by function>, gardens (open spaces), ... Objects Facet 
300419375 | oil of garlic | essential oil, vegetable oil, ... Materials Facet 
300419376 | tea tree oil | essential oil, vegetable oil, ... Materials Facet 
300419377 | thyme essential oil | essential oil, vegetable oil, ... Materials Facet 
300419378 | offering tables | <tables by function>, tables (support furniture), ... Objects Facet 
300419379 | biodegradation | degradation, deterioration, ... Activities Facet 
300419380 | aluminum composite panels | sandwich panels, building materials, ... Materials Facet 
300419381 | aluminum composite material | composite material, combination inorganic/organic material, ... Materials Facet 
300419382 | visual pollution | <pollution by agent>, pollution, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300419383 | conflict archaeology | archaeology, social sciences, ... Activities Facet 
300419384 | autonomous underwater vehicles | <utility and service vessels>, <watercraft by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300419385 | Assyriology | history-related disciplines, <history and related disciplines>, ... Activities Facet 
300419386 | moonmoons | moons, extraterrestrial bodies, ... Objects Facet 
300419387 | Anglo-Netherlandish | Netherlandish Renaissance-Baroque styles, Renaissance-Baroque regional styles, ... Styles and Periods 
Facet 
300419388 | black shale (rock) | shale, argillaceous rock, ... Materials Facet 
300419389 | basalt fiber | fiber, <fiber and fiber by product>, ... Materials Facet 
300419390 | cybersecurity | security, safety-related concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300419391 | production companies | <business enterprises by function>, businesses (business enterprises), ... Agents Facet 
300419392 | general information | <information by function>, information, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300419393 | malware | programs (computer), software, ... Objects Facet 
300419394 | fluid mechanics | mechanics (physics), physics, ... Activities Facet 
300419395 | blockchain (technology) | data (information), information, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300419396 | cryptocurrencies | currencies (systems of money), culture-related concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300419397 | Bitcoin | cryptocurrencies, currencies (systems of money), ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300419398 | block chains (objects) | chains (object genres), <object genres by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300419399 | loop-in-loop chains | chains (object genres), <object genres by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300419400 | strong rooms | protective spaces, <rooms and spaces by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300419401 | safe rooms | protective spaces, <rooms and spaces by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300419402 | schwarzlot | applied decoration, visual works components, ... Objects Facet 
300419403 | beachrock | <rock by form>, rock (inorganic material), ... Materials Facet 
300419404 | computational fluid dynamics | fluid mechanics, mechanics (physics), ... Activities Facet 
300419405 | general (extent designation) | multidisciplinary concepts, Associated Concepts (hierarchy name), Associated Concepts Facet 
300419406 | particular (extent designation) | multidisciplinary concepts, Associated Concepts (hierarchy name), Associated Concepts Facet 
300419407 | stamp art | <visual works by material or technique>, visual works (works), ... Objects Facet 
300419408 | rubber stamp art | stamp art, <visual works by material or technique>, ... Objects Facet 
300419409 | Chernyakhov | Ancient European, European, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300419410 | prayer wheels | religious visual works, <visual works by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300419411 | high school students | students, <people by degree of qualification>, ... Agents Facet 
300419474 | acrylic sheet | acrylic (resin), thermoplastic, ... Materials Facet 
300419475 | attaching | <processes and techniques by specific type>, Processes and Techniques (hierarchy name), Activities Facet 
300419476 | formatting | computer-use functions, information handling functions, ... Activities Facet 
300419477 | silane | compounds (materials), <materials by chemical form>, ... Materials Facet 
300419478 | marqueteurs | veneerers, <people in crafts and trades by material>, ... Agents Facet 
300419479 | infrared film | photographic film (photographic materials), photographic materials, ... Materials Facet 
300419480 | polycapillary optics | x-ray optics, optics, ... Activities Facet 
300419481 | polycapillary lenses | lenses (object genre), <components by general context>, ... Objects Facet 
300419482 | x-ray optics | optics, physics, ... Activities Facet 
300419483 | mutualism | economic ideologies, economic concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300419484 | landing gear | <aircraft and spacecraft components>, <vehicle components by vehicle type>, ... Objects Facet 
300419485 | mortise rack bolts | mortise locks, <locks by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300419486 | collimators | optical instruments, <equipment for science and technology>, ... Objects Facet 
300419487 | frosted glass | <glass by property>, glass (material), ... Materials Facet 
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300419488 | luster glass | <glass by property>, glass (material), ... Materials Facet 
300419489 | metallized glass | <glass by property>, glass (material), ... Materials Facet 
300419490 | arrested decay | <conditions and effects for architecture>, <conditions and effects by specific type>, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300419491 | bioconsolidation | consolidation, stabilizing, ... Activities Facet 
300419492 | Sphagnopsida (class) | Bryophyta (division), Plantae (kingdom), ... Agents Facet 
300419493 | Sphagnopsida (order) | Sphagnopsida (class), Bryophyta (division), ... Agents Facet 
300419494 | Sphagnaceae (family) | Sphagnopsida (order), Sphagnopsida (class), ... Agents Facet 
300419495 | Sphagnum (genus) | Sphagnaceae (family), Sphagnopsida (order), ... Agents Facet 
300419940 | net art | computer art (visual works), digital art (visual works), ... Objects Facet 
300419941 | case hardening (rock surface change) | surface or structural changes, condition changing (processes), ... Activities Facet 
300419942 | piupiu | skirts (garments), <main garments for the lower body>, ... Objects Facet 
300419943 | jícaras de chocolate | chocolate cups, <cups by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300419944 | mancerinas | <accessory containers for food service>, <containers for serving and consuming food>, ... Objects Facet 
300419945 | Crescentia (genus) | Bignoniaceae (family), Lamiales (order), ... Agents Facet 
300419946 | Crescentia cujete (species) | Crescentia (genus), Bignoniaceae (family), ... Agents Facet 
300419947 | Rosanae (superorder) | Magnoliopsida (class), Angiospermae (division), ... Agents Facet 
300419948 | Cucurbitales (order) | Rosanae (superorder), Magnoliopsida (class), ... Agents Facet 
300419949 | Cucurbitaceae (family) | Cucurbitales (order), Rosanae (superorder), ... Agents Facet 
300419950 | Lagenaria (genus) | Cucurbitaceae (family), Cucurbitales (order), ... Agents Facet 
300419951 | Lagenaria siceraria (species) | Lagenaria (genus), Cucurbitaceae (family), ... Agents Facet 
300419952 | knotted-pile carpets | pile-woven carpets, <rugs by technique>, ... Objects Facet 
300419955 | washeries | accessory industrial buildings, industrial buildings, ... Objects Facet 
300419956 | oxygen, oxygen isotopes, allotropes, compounds | inorganic material, <materials by composition>, ... Materials Facet 
300419957 | allotropes | <materials by chemical form>, <materials by form>, ... Materials Facet 
300419958 | oxygen allotropes | <oxygen, oxygen isotopes, allotropes, compounds>, inorganic material, ... Materials Facet 
300419959 | neodymium, neodymium isotopes, compounds, alloys | nonferrous metal, <metal by composition or origin>, ... Materials Facet 
300419960 | strontium, strontium isotopes, compounds, alloys | nonferrous metal, <metal by composition or origin>, ... Materials Facet 
300419961 | coal washeries | washeries, accessory industrial buildings, ... Objects Facet 
300419962 | Structurist | <post-1945 fine arts styles and movements>, <international post-1945 styles and movements>, ... Styles and Periods 
Facet 
300419963 | flexi discs | phonograph records, sound recordings, ... Objects Facet 
300419964 | memorial gardens | <gardens by function>, gardens (open spaces), ... Objects Facet 
300419966 | Cydippida (order) | Tentaculata (class), Ctenophora (phylum), ... Agents Facet 
300419967 | Pleurobrachidae (family) | Cydippida (order), Tentaculata (class), ... Agents Facet 
300419968 | Hormiphora (genus) | Pleurobrachidae (family), Cydippida (order), ... Agents Facet 
300419969 | Pleurobrachia (genus) | Pleurobrachidae (family), Cydippida (order), ... Agents Facet 
300419970 | fiberworking tools | <equipment by material processed>, equipment, ... Objects Facet 
300026617 | accession catalogs | <catalogs by function>, catalogs (documents), ... Objects Facet 
300212563 | costume by form | costume (mode of fashion), Costume (hierarchy name), ... Objects Facet 
300266734 | documentary exhibitions | exhibitions (events), events (activities), ... Activities Facet 
300303357 | concilia | councils (general), governing bodies, ... Agents Facet 
300374977 | glass block | <glass by form>, glass (material), ... Materials Facet 
300375141 | goalposts | sports and athletic equipment, recreational artifacts (equipment), ... Objects Facet 
300375249 | display armors | <armors by function>, armors (object groupings), ... Objects Facet 
300375286 | skirt weights | <accessories by location at the waist or below>, worn costume accessories, ... Objects Facet 
300375288 | ghillies | <shoes by form>, shoes (footwear), ... Objects Facet 
300400834 | Neo-Paganism | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400835 | Egyptian religion | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400836 | Roman religion | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400837 | Greek religion (ancient religion) | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts 
Facet 
300400838 | Etruscan religion | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400839 | Mesopotamian religion | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400841 | Baltic religion | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400842 | Arabian religion (ancient religion) | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated 
Concepts Facet 
300400843 | Celtic religion (ancient religion) | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts 
Facet 
300400844 | Hellenistic religion (ancient religion) | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated 
Concepts Facet 
300400846 | Peyotism | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400847 | Iranian religion (ancient religion) | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts 
Facet 
300400848 | Slavic religion (ancient religion) | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts 
Facet 
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300400850 | Orphism | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400851 | Canaanite religion | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400852 | SanterÃ¬a | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400853 | Germanic religion | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400854 | Aramean religion | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400855 | Finno-Ugric religion | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400856 | Native North American religions | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts 
Facet 
300400857 | Druidism (ancient religion) | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400889 | Mayan religion | Pre-Columbian religions, religions (belief systems, cultures), ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300410841 | tupus | pins (jewelry), jewelry worn on costume, ... Objects Facet 
300410913 | chamals | main garments, clothing, ... Objects Facet 
300410926 | aguja pectorals | pectorals (jewelry), jewelry worn around the neck or on the upper body, ... Objects Facet 
300410929 | chawai | earrings (jewelry), ear ornaments, ... Objects Facet 
300410934 | lloy lloy | pectorals (jewelry), jewelry worn around the neck or on the upper body, ... Objects Facet 
300410935 | runi | pectorals (jewelry), jewelry worn around the neck or on the upper body, ... Objects Facet 
300410938 | guanaco-skin cloaks (indigenous South American cloaks) | skin cloaks, cloaks, ... Objects Facet 
300417666 | minaudieres | clutch bags, bags (costume accessories), ... Objects Facet 
300417667 | seals (marks) | <marks by process or technique>, marks (symbols), ... Objects Facet 
300417668 | balsas (reed boats) | <watercraft by construction>, <watercraft by specific type>, ... Objects Facet 
300417669 | Schoenoplectus californicus ssp. tatora (subspecies) | Schoenoplectus californicus (species), Schoenoplectus (genus), ... Agents 
Facet 
300417670 | Å�llamaloni | <balls for sports>, ball game equipment, ... Objects Facet 
300417671 | ollama (Mesoamerican game) | ball games (general, games), games, ... Activities Facet 
300417672 | diasporas (migrations) | migrations (events), journeys, ... Activities Facet 
300417673 | diaspora (people) | <groups of people by state or condition>, groups of people, ... Agents Facet 
300417674 | African diaspora | African (general, continental cultures), <styles, periods, and cultures by region>, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300417675 | Jewish (culture or style) | Middle Eastern, <styles, periods, and cultures by region>, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300417676 | Jewish diaspora (culture) | Jewish (culture or style), Middle Eastern, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300417677 | feather workers | <people in crafts and trades by material>, <people in crafts and trades>, ... Agents Facet 
300417678 | raised field agriculture | farming (activity or system), agricultural functions, ... Activities Facet 
300417679 | animal husbandry (activity) | agricultural functions, <functions by specific context>, ... Activities Facet 
300417680 | subsistence farming | farming (activity or system), agricultural functions, ... Activities Facet 
300417681 | floodplain agriculture | farming (activity or system), agricultural functions, ... Activities Facet 
300417682 | hill farming | farming (activity or system), agricultural functions, ... Activities Facet 
300417683 | rice farming | farming (activity or system), agricultural functions, ... Activities Facet 
300417684 | terrace farming | farming (activity or system), agricultural functions, ... Activities Facet 
300417685 | dignity | psychological concepts, social science concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417686 | respect | psychological concepts, social science concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417687 | Selk'nam | Ona, <Native Pampean and Fuegian styles>, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300417688 | skin cloaks | cloaks, outerwear, ... Objects Facet 
300417689 | possum-skin cloaks (Australian Aboriginal cloaks) | skin cloaks, cloaks, ... Objects Facet 
300417690 | Didelphidae (family) | Didelphimorphia (order), Mammalia (class), ... Agents Facet 
300417691 | Phalangeriformes (suborder) | Diprotodontia (order), Mammalia (class), ... Agents Facet 
300417692 | Phalangeridae (family) | Phalangeriformes (suborder), Diprotodontia (order), ... Agents Facet 
300417693 | rule books | rules (instructional materials), instructional materials, ... Objects Facet 
300417694 | laws (legal concept) | legal concepts, social science concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417695 | sumptuary laws | laws (legal concept), legal concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417696 | rights (legal concept) | legal concepts, social science concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417697 | women's rights | social issues, sociological concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417698 | nahualli | wizards, <people in the occult sciences>, ... Agents Facet 
300417699 | human sacrifices | sacrifices, religious ceremonies, ... Activities Facet 
300417700 | offerings (object genre) | <object genres by function>, object genres (object classifications), ... Objects Facet 
300417701 | gifts (object genre) | <object genres by function>, object genres (object classifications), ... Objects Facet 
300417702 | grave gifts | grave goods, <object genres by location, context or origin>, ... Objects Facet 
300417703 | spirit objects | ceremonial objects, <object genres by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300417704 | mingqi | <visual works by function>, visual works (works), ... Objects Facet 
300417705 | tribute gifts | <object genres by function>, object genres (object classifications), ... Objects Facet 
300417706 | public parks | <parks by ownership or administration>, parks (public recreation areas), ... Objects Facet 
300417707 | pleasure parks | parks (grounds), grounds (open spaces), ... Objects Facet 
300417708 | hunting parks | parks (grounds), grounds (open spaces), ... Objects Facet 
300417709 | royal hunts | hunts, contests, ... Activities Facet 
300417710 | turtle shell | keratinous material, animal material, ... Materials Facet 
300417711 | legal systems | legal concepts, social science concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417712 | religious law | legal systems, legal concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
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300417713 | common law | legal systems, legal concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417714 | breastplates (ornaments) | pectorals (jewelry), jewelry worn around the neck or on the upper body, ... Objects Facet 
300417715 | priestly breastplates | breastplates (ornaments), pectorals (jewelry), ... Objects Facet 
300417716 | repurposing | <processes and techniques by specific type>, Processes and Techniques (hierarchy name), Activities Facet 
300417717 | walrus ivory | ivory (material), dentin (material), ... Materials Facet 
300417718 | whale ivory | ivory (material), dentin (material), ... Materials Facet 
300417719 | whale bone | <bone by form as material>, bone (material), ... Materials Facet 
300417720 | elephant ivory | ivory (material), dentin (material), ... Materials Facet 
300417721 | funerary masks | ceremonial masks, masks (costume), ... Objects Facet 
300417722 | ceremonial groupings | <object groupings by specific context>, object groupings, ... Objects Facet 
300417723 | funerary bundles | ceremonial groupings, <object groupings by specific context>, ... Objects Facet 
300417724 | mummy bundles | funerary bundles, ceremonial groupings, ... Objects Facet 
300417725 | bundle cloths | shrouds, <coverings and hangings by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300417726 | bundles | <object genres by form>, object genres (object classifications), ... Objects Facet 
300417727 | unprimed canvas | canvas (textile material), <textile materials by process or technique>, ... Materials Facet 
300417728 | unsized canvas | canvas (textile material), <textile materials by process or technique>, ... Materials Facet 
300417729 | needlepoint canvas | needlepoint mesh, mesh, ... Materials Facet 
300417730 | needlepoint mesh | mesh, <materials by form>, ... Materials Facet 
300417731 | alkoxysilane | inorganic material, <materials by composition>, ... Materials Facet 
300417732 | royal costume | ceremonial costume, <costume by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300417733 | dance costume | dancewear, <costume by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300417734 | serpents (general, animals) | <animals by form>, Animalia (kingdom), ... Agents Facet 
300417735 | tecuhtli | rulers (people), <people in government and administration>, ... Agents Facet 
300417736 | Pre-Columbian religions | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417737 | Aztec religion | Pre-Columbian religions, religions (belief systems, cultures), ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417738 | wedding books | festival books, <documents by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300417739 | publishers' catalogs | <catalogs by function>, catalogs (documents), ... Objects Facet 
300417740 | original photographs | <photographs by processing or presentation technique>, <photographs by technique>, ... Objects Facet 
300417741 | painted leather bindings | <bindings by style or decoration>, bindings (gathered matter components), ... Objects Facet 
300417742 | scanning | analysis and testing techniques, <processes and techniques by specific type>, ... Activities Facet 
300417743 | laser scanning | scanning, analysis and testing techniques, ... Activities Facet 
300417744 | 3-D laser scanning | laser scanning, scanning, ... Activities Facet 
300417745 | reflectance spectroscopy | spectroscopy, analysis and testing techniques, ... Activities Facet 
300417746 | Cactaceae (family) | Caryophyllales (order), Magnoliopsida (class), ... Agents Facet 
300417747 | Lophophora (genus) | Cactaceae (family), Caryophyllales (order), ... Agents Facet 
300417748 | Lophophora williamsii (species) | Lophophora (genus), Cactaceae (family), ... Agents Facet 
300417749 | academic dissertations | dissertations, theses, ... Objects Facet 
300417750 | ecclesiastical laws | laws (legal concept), legal concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417751 | poetry and poems | <genres for literature>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417752 | limericks | <poems by function>, poems, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417753 | epithalamia | <poems by function>, poems, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417754 | fÃ¼hrers | rulers (people), <people in government and administration>, ... Agents Facet 
300417755 | epithalamic poetry | poetry, <poetry and poems>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417756 | leather bindings (bookbindings) | <bindings by style or decoration>, bindings (gathered matter components), ... Objects Facet 
300417757 | prize books | <books by conditions of production>, books, ... Objects Facet 
300417758 | art exhibitions | exhibitions (events), events (activities), ... Activities Facet 
300417759 | sheet music covers | <coverings for gathered matter>, gathered matter components, ... Objects Facet 
300417760 | stories in rhyme | <genres for literature>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417761 | cloth bindings (bookbindings) | <bindings by style or decoration>, bindings (gathered matter components), ... Objects Facet 
300417762 | art sales | sales events, events (activities), ... Activities Facet 
300417763 | erotic stories | <genres for literature>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417764 | humorous poetry | poetry, <poetry and poems>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417765 | children's stories | children's literature, <genres for literature>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417766 | western (motion picture genre) | <genres for motion pictures>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts 
Facet 
300417767 | travelersâ€™ writings | travel literature, <genres for literature>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417768 | hieroglyphic bibles | Bibles, religious texts, ... Objects Facet 
300417769 | illustrated works (documents) | <documents by form>, document genres, ... Objects Facet 
300417770 | funeral orations | orations, speeches (compositions), ... Objects Facet 
300417771 | funeral sermons | sermons, speeches (compositions), ... Objects Facet 
300417772 | booksellers' catalogs | <catalogs by function>, catalogs (documents), ... Objects Facet 
300417773 | imaginary conversations | dialogues, <genres for literature>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417774 | drawing books | <documents by function>, document genres, ... Objects Facet 
300417775 | school plays | plays (performing arts compositions), Literary and Performing Arts Works (hierarchy name), ... Objects Facet 
300417776 | writing books | <documents by function>, document genres, ... Objects Facet 
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300417777 | library catalogs | <catalogs by function>, catalogs (documents), ... Objects Facet 
300417778 | multiple-pass color printing | color printing, printing processes, ... Activities Facet 
300417779 | single-pass color printing | color printing, printing processes, ... Activities Facet 
300417780 | laudatory poetry | poetry, <poetry and poems>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417781 | embossed bindings | <bindings by style or decoration>, bindings (gathered matter components), ... Objects Facet 
300417782 | mock heroic literature | <genres for literature>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417783 | botanical literature | <genres for literature>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417784 | coronation books | festival books, <documents by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300417785 | avant-garde books | artists' books (books), <books by conditions of production>, ... Objects Facet 
300417786 | Greek hymns (Classical Greek songs) | hymns, songs (musical compositions), ... Objects Facet 
300417787 | stories | <genres for literature>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417788 | anecdotes | <genres for literature>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417789 | publishers' cloth bindings | cloth bindings (bookbindings), <bindings by style or decoration>, ... Objects Facet 
300417790 | conference proceedings | proceedings (reports), reports, ... Objects Facet 
300417791 | natural history literature | <genres for literature>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417792 | nature stories | natural history literature, <genres for literature>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417793 | personal narratives | narratives (literary works), <genres for literature>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417794 | literary forgeries | <genres for literature>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417795 | bio-bibliographies | bibliographies, <lists by form or function>, ... Objects Facet 
300417796 | children's plays | children's literature, <genres for literature>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417797 | tournament books | festival books, <documents by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300417798 | verse drama | drama (literary genre), <genres for literature>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417799 | booksellers' advertisements | advertisements, declaratory documents, ... Objects Facet 
300417800 | manufacturers’ catalogs | trade catalogs, sales catalogs, ... Objects Facet 
300417801 | comedy plays | plays (performing arts compositions), Literary and Performing Arts Works (hierarchy name), ... Objects Facet 
300417802 | publishers' advertisements | advertisements, declaratory documents, ... Objects Facet 
300417803 | extra-illustrated books | illustrated books, <books by internal form>, ... Objects Facet 
300417804 | children's poetry | children's literature, <genres for literature>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417805 | libri amicorum | <books by internal form>, books, ... Objects Facet 
300417806 | humorous poetry | <poems by function>, poems, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417807 | architectural pattern books | pattern books, reference sources, ... Objects Facet 
300417808 | woven pictures | textile art (visual works), <visual works by material or technique>, ... Objects Facet 
300417809 | books of speeches | <books by internal form>, books, ... Objects Facet 
300417810 | early maps | <maps by subject type>, maps (documents), ... Objects Facet 
300417811 | literary almanacs | almanacs, reference sources, ... Objects Facet 
300417812 | popular literature | <genres for literature>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417813 | popular works (object genre) | <object genres by cultural or intellectual evaluation>, object genres (object classifications), ... 
Objects Facet 
300417814 | pictorial cloth bindings | cloth bindings (bookbindings), <bindings by style or decoration>, ... Objects Facet 
300417815 | authorsâ€™ presentation copies | presentation copies, <information artifacts by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300417816 | religious poetry | poetry, <poetry and poems>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417817 | religious literature (genre) | <genres for literature>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417818 | festival decorations | <visual works by subject type>, visual works (works), ... Objects Facet 
300417819 | museum catalogs | <catalogs by function>, catalogs (documents), ... Objects Facet 
300417820 | fantasy fiction | fiction (general genre), <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417821 | religious poems | religious texts, <documents by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300417822 | academic addresses (documents) | speeches (documents), <documents for oral or performed works>, ... Objects Facet 
300417823 | transatlantic imprints | imprints (publication statements), partial documents, ... Objects Facet 
300417824 | psychological fiction | fiction (general genre), <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417825 | Latin poetry | poetry, <poetry and poems>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417826 | motion picture theater programs | programs (documents), <documents by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300417827 | xantiles | censers, ceremonial containers, ... Objects Facet 
300417828 | pacchas | ritual vessels, ceremonial containers, ... Objects Facet 
300417829 | dinner parties | parties (events), cultural events, ... Activities Facet 
300417830 | hyperboloid | geometric shape, shape (form attribute), ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300417831 | floor-length | form attributes, <attributes and properties by specific type>, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300417832 | impurity | culture-related concepts, <culture and related concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417833 | purity | culture-related concepts, <culture and related concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417834 | palindromes | language-related concepts, Associated Concepts (hierarchy name), Associated Concepts Facet 
300417835 | ice cream cones | dessert, food, ... Materials Facet 
300417836 | sex (personal activity) | <personal and passive activities>, <physical activities by specific context>, ... Activities Facet 
300417837 | fellatio | sex (personal activity), <personal and passive activities>, ... Activities Facet 
300417838 | heiresses | <people by state or condition>, people (agents), ... Agents Facet 
300417839 | ellipsoid | geometric shape, shape (form attribute), ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300417840 | type designers | typographers, <people in visual arts-related occupations>, ... Agents Facet 
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300417841 | type design | <typography and typographic processes and techniques>, <image-making processes and techniques>, ... Activities 
Facet 
300417842 | vaudeville | <genres for performing arts>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417843 | restitution | legal concepts, social science concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417844 | Iguania (suborder) | Squamata (order), Reptilia (class), ... Agents Facet 
300417845 | Iguanidae (family) | Iguania (suborder), Squamata (order), ... Agents Facet 
300417846 | Iguana (genus) | Iguanidae (family), Iguania (suborder), ... Agents Facet 
300417847 | virtual works (visual works) | <visual works by material or technique>, visual works (works), ... Objects Facet 
300419971 | rail transportation equipment | vehicle equipment, <equipment by context>, ... Objects Facet 
300419972 | water transportation equipment | vehicle equipment, <equipment by context>, ... Objects Facet 
300419973 | game equipment | recreational artifacts (equipment), Recreational Artifacts (hierarchy name ), ... Objects Facet 
300419455 | lapidaria | <display rooms and spaces>, <rooms and spaces by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300419456 | eye masks (costume) | masks (costume), <costume by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300419457 | principles (tenets) | multidisciplinary concepts, Associated Concepts (hierarchy name), Associated Concepts Facet 
300419458 | SQL | computer languages, languages (established systems of communication), ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300419459 | computer languages | languages (established systems of communication), <languages and writing systems by general type>, ... 
Associated Concepts Facet 
300419460 | low resolution | resolution (optical concept), optical concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300419461 | Azadirachta indica (species) | Azadirachta (genus), Meliaceae (family), ... Agents Facet 
300419462 | Azadirachta (genus) | Meliaceae (family), Sapindales (order), ... Agents Facet 
300024379 | animal cages | animal husbandry containers, <containers by function or context>, ... Objects Facet 
300241994 | hallmarking | stamping (marking), <surface marking processes and techniques>, ... Activities Facet 
300242002 | strain cracking | cracking, surface or structural changes, ... Activities Facet 
300249525 | animals (general term) | <animals by form>, Animalia (kingdom), ... Agents Facet 
300262597 | nyais | <people in service occupations>, <people by occupation>, ... Agents Facet 
300262621 | simars | vestments (ecclesiastical costume), liturgical costume, ... Objects Facet 
300262697 | tobacco rasps | <equipment for smoking and tobacco use>, personal equipment, ... Objects Facet 
300262909 | revetments (icon covers) | cases (containers), <containers by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300263098 | display easels | easels, support furniture, ... Objects Facet 
300263099 | suppedions | cushions, soft furnishings, ... Objects Facet 
300263101 | étagères dressoirs | <storage and display furniture>, <furniture by form or function>, ... Objects Facet 
300263108 | pharmaceutical factories | <factories by product>, factories (structures), ... Objects Facet 
300263110 | planter boxes | planters (containers), horticultural containers, ... Objects Facet 
300263111 | tall stools | <stools by design>, stools (seating furniture), ... Objects Facet 
300263112 | hideaway bathtubs | bathtubs, plumbing fixtures, ... Objects Facet 
300263113 | lamp mats | <coverings and hangings for storage and support furniture>, <coverings and hangings for furniture>, ... Objects 
Facet 
300263125 | medal cabinets | <cabinets by function>, cabinets (case furniture), ... Objects Facet 
300263178 | advertising agencies | agencies, organizations (groups), ... Agents Facet 
300263179 | building trades | trades (occupations), occupations (livelihoods), ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300263185 | grimoires | manuals (instructional materials), instructional materials, ... Objects Facet 
300263187 | Academic (ancient Greek) | Ancient Greek (culture or style), Aegean periods, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300263315 | relic inventories | inventories, <lists by form or function>, ... Objects Facet 
300263545 | indeterminate colors | colors (hues or tints), Color (hierarchy name), Physical Attributes Facet 
300264589 | track and field (sport) | sports, games, ... Activities Facet 
300266498 | panorama boxes | light boxes, <lighting devices by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300266528 | Herat carpets | <rugs by geographic origin or style>, rugs (textiles), ... Objects Facet 
300299154 | Brunia (genus) | Bruniaceae (family), Bruniales (order), ... Agents Facet 
300311132 | Lavandula (genus) | Lamiaceae (family), Lamiales (order), ... Agents Facet 
300311135 | Vinca (genus) | Apocynaceae (family), Gentianales (order), ... Agents Facet 
300427344 | medicine kit | <temporary alphabetical list: medical equipment>, medical equipment, ... Objects Facet 
300427346 | meeting announcement | <temporary alphabetical list: declaratory documents>, <documents by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300427350 | megger | <temporary alphabetical list: measuring devices>, measuring devices (instruments), ... Objects Facet 
300427351 | melanoscope | <temporary alphabetical list: chemistry equipment>, chemistry equipment, ... Objects Facet 
300427353 | mellotron | <temporary alphabetical list: musical instruments>, musical instruments, ... Objects Facet 
300427358 | membership application | <temporary alphabetical list: document genres>, document genres, ... Objects Facet 
300427359 | membership badge | <temporary alphabetical list: objects>, Objects Facet 
300026617 | accession catalogs | <catalogs by function>, catalogs (documents), ... Objects Facet 
300212563 | costume by form | costume (mode of fashion), Costume (hierarchy name), ... Objects Facet 
300266734 | documentary exhibitions | exhibitions (events), events (activities), ... Activities Facet 
300303357 | concilia | councils (general), governing bodies, ... Agents Facet 
300374977 | glass block | <glass by form>, glass (material), ... Materials Facet 
300375141 | goalposts | sports and athletic equipment, recreational artifacts (equipment), ... Objects Facet 
300375249 | display armors | <armors by function>, armors (object groupings), ... Objects Facet 
300375286 | skirt weights | <accessories by location at the waist or below>, worn costume accessories, ... Objects Facet 
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300375288 | ghillies | <shoes by form>, shoes (footwear), ... Objects Facet 
300400834 | Neo-Paganism | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400835 | Egyptian religion | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400836 | Roman religion | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400837 | Greek religion (ancient religion) | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts 
Facet 
300400838 | Etruscan religion | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400839 | Mesopotamian religion | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400841 | Baltic religion | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400842 | Arabian religion (ancient religion) | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated 
Concepts Facet 
300400843 | Celtic religion (ancient religion) | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts 
Facet 
300400844 | Hellenistic religion (ancient religion) | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated 
Concepts Facet 
300400846 | Peyotism | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400847 | Iranian religion (ancient religion) | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts  
  
Facet 
300400848 | Slavic religion (ancient religion) | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts 
Facet 
300400850 | Orphism | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400851 | Canaanite religion | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400852 | Santera| religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400853 | Germanic religion | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400854 | Aramean religion | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400855 | Finno-Ugric religion | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400856 | Native North American religions | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts 
Facet 
300400857 | Druidism (ancient religion) | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300400889 | Mayan religion | Pre-Columbian religions, religions (belief systems, cultures), ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300410841 | tupus | pins (jewelry), jewelry worn on costume, ... Objects Facet 
300410913 | chamals | main garments, clothing, ... Objects Facet 
300410926 | aguja pectorals | pectorals (jewelry), jewelry worn around the neck or on the upper body, ... Objects Facet 
300410929 | chawai | earrings (jewelry), ear ornaments, ... Objects Facet 
300410934 | lloy lloy | pectorals (jewelry), jewelry worn around the neck or on the upper body, ... Objects Facet 
300410935 | runi | pectorals (jewelry), jewelry worn around the neck or on the upper body, ... Objects Facet 
300410938 | guanaco-skin cloaks (indigenous South American cloaks) | skin cloaks, cloaks, ... Objects Facet 
300417666 | minaudieres | clutch bags, bags (costume accessories), ... Objects Facet 
300417667 | seals (marks) | <marks by process or technique>, marks (symbols), ... Objects Facet 
300417668 | balsas (reed boats) | <watercraft by construction>, <watercraft by specific type>, ... Objects Facet 
300417669 | Schoenoplectus californicus ssp. tatora (subspecies) | Schoenoplectus californicus (species), Schoenoplectus (genus), ... Agents 
Facet 
300417670 | Allamaloni | <balls for sports>, ball game equipment, ... Objects Facet 
300417671 | ollama (Mesoamerican game) | ball games (general, games), games, ... Activities Facet 
300417672 | diasporas (migrations) | migrations (events), journeys, ... Activities Facet 
300417673 | diaspora (people) | <groups of people by state or condition>, groups of people, ... Agents Facet 
300417674 | African diaspora | African (general, continental cultures), <styles, periods, and cultures by region>, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300417675 | Jewish (culture or style) | Middle Eastern, <styles, periods, and cultures by region>, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300417676 | Jewish diaspora (culture) | Jewish (culture or style), Middle Eastern, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300417677 | feather workers | <people in crafts and trades by material>, <people in crafts and trades>, ... Agents Facet 
300417678 | raised field agriculture | farming (activity or system), agricultural functions, ... Activities Facet 
300417679 | animal husbandry (activity) | agricultural functions, <functions by specific context>, ... Activities Facet 
300417680 | subsistence farming | farming (activity or system), agricultural functions, ... Activities Facet 
300417681 | floodplain agriculture | farming (activity or system), agricultural functions, ... Activities Facet 
300417682 | hill farming | farming (activity or system), agricultural functions, ... Activities Facet 
300417683 | rice farming | farming (activity or system), agricultural functions, ... Activities Facet 
300417684 | terrace farming | farming (activity or system), agricultural functions, ... Activities Facet 
300417685 | dignity | psychological concepts, social science concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417686 | respect | psychological concepts, social science concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417687 | Selk'nam | Ona, <Native Pampean and Fuegian styles>, ... Styles and Periods Facet 
300417688 | skin cloaks | cloaks, outerwear, ... Objects Facet 
300417689 | possum-skin cloaks (Australian Aboriginal cloaks) | skin cloaks, cloaks, ... Objects Facet 
300417690 | Didelphidae (family) | Didelphimorphia (order), Mammalia (class), ... Agents Facet 
300417691 | Phalangeriformes (suborder) | Diprotodontia (order), Mammalia (class), ... Agents Facet 
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300417692 | Phalangeridae (family) | Phalangeriformes (suborder), Diprotodontia (order), ... Agents Facet 
300417693 | rule books | rules (instructional materials), instructional materials, ... Objects Facet 
300417694 | laws (legal concept) | legal concepts, social science concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417695 | sumptuary laws | laws (legal concept), legal concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417696 | rights (legal concept) | legal concepts, social science concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417697 | women's rights | social issues, sociological concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417698 | nahualli | wizards, <people in the occult sciences>, ... Agents Facet 
300417699 | human sacrifices | sacrifices, religious ceremonies, ... Activities Facet 
300417700 | offerings (object genre) | <object genres by function>, object genres (object classifications), ... Objects Facet 
300417701 | gifts (object genre) | <object genres by function>, object genres (object classifications), ... Objects Facet 
300417702 | grave gifts | grave goods, <object genres by location, context or origin>, ... Objects Facet 
300417703 | spirit objects | ceremonial objects, <object genres by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300417704 | mingqi | <visual works by function>, visual works (works), ... Objects Facet 
300417705 | tribute gifts | <object genres by function>, object genres (object classifications), ... Objects Facet 
300417706 | public parks | <parks by ownership or administration>, parks (public recreation areas), ... Objects Facet 
300417707 | pleasure parks | parks (grounds), grounds (open spaces), ... Objects Facet 
300417708 | hunting parks | parks (grounds), grounds (open spaces), ... Objects Facet 
300417709 | royal hunts | hunts, contests, ... Activities Facet 
300417710 | turtle shell | keratinous material, animal material, ... Materials Facet 
300417711 | legal systems | legal concepts, social science concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417712 | religious law | legal systems, legal concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417713 | common law | legal systems, legal concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417714 | breastplates (ornaments) | pectorals (jewelry), jewelry worn around the neck or on the upper body, ... Objects Facet 
300417715 | priestly breastplates | breastplates (ornaments), pectorals (jewelry), ... Objects Facet 
300417716 | repurposing | <processes and techniques by specific type>, Processes and Techniques (hierarchy name), Activities Facet 
300417717 | walrus ivory | ivory (material), dentin (material), ... Materials Facet 
300417718 | whale ivory | ivory (material), dentin (material), ... Materials Facet 
300417719 | whale bone | <bone by form as material>, bone (material), ... Materials Facet 
300417720 | elephant ivory | ivory (material), dentin (material), ... Materials Facet 
300417721 | funerary masks | ceremonial masks, masks (costume), ... Objects Facet 
300417722 | ceremonial groupings | <object groupings by specific context>, object groupings, ... Objects Facet 
300417723 | funerary bundles | ceremonial groupings, <object groupings by specific context>, ... Objects Facet 
300417724 | mummy bundles | funerary bundles, ceremonial groupings, ... Objects Facet 
300417725 | bundle cloths | shrouds, <coverings and hangings by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300417726 | bundles | <object genres by form>, object genres (object classifications), ... Objects Facet 
300417727 | unprimed canvas | canvas (textile material), <textile materials by process or technique>, ... Materials Facet 
300417728 | unsized canvas | canvas (textile material), <textile materials by process or technique>, ... Materials Facet 
300417729 | needlepoint canvas | needlepoint mesh, mesh, ... Materials Facet 
300417730 | needlepoint mesh | mesh, <materials by form>, ... Materials Facet 
300417731 | alkoxysilane | inorganic material, <materials by composition>, ... Materials Facet 
300417732 | royal costume | ceremonial costume, <costume by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300417733 | dance costume | dancewear, <costume by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300417734 | serpents (general, animals) | <animals by form>, Animalia (kingdom), ... Agents Facet 
300417735 | tecuhtli | rulers (people), <people in government and administration>, ... Agents Facet 
300417736 | Pre-Columbian religions | religions (belief systems, cultures), <religions and religious concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417737 | Aztec religion | Pre-Columbian religions, religions (belief systems, cultures), ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417738 | wedding books | festival books, <documents by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300417739 | publishers' catalogs | <catalogs by function>, catalogs (documents), ... Objects Facet 
300417740 | original photographs | <photographs by processing or presentation technique>, <photographs by technique>, ... Objects Facet 
300417741 | painted leather bindings | <bindings by style or decoration>, bindings (gathered matter components), ... Objects Facet 
300417742 | scanning | analysis and testing techniques, <processes and techniques by specific type>, ... Activities Facet 
300417743 | laser scanning | scanning, analysis and testing techniques, ... Activities Facet 
300417744 | 3-D laser scanning | laser scanning, scanning, ... Activities Facet 
300417745 | reflectance spectroscopy | spectroscopy, analysis and testing techniques, ... Activities Facet 
300417746 | Cactaceae (family) | Caryophyllales (order), Magnoliopsida (class), ... Agents Facet 
300417747 | Lophophora (genus) | Cactaceae (family), Caryophyllales (order), ... Agents Facet 
300417748 | Lophophora williamsii (species) | Lophophora (genus), Cactaceae (family), ... Agents Facet 
300417749 | academic dissertations | dissertations, theses, ... Objects Facet 
300417750 | ecclesiastical laws | laws (legal concept), legal concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417751 | poetry and poems | <genres for literature>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417752 | limericks | <poems by function>, poems, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417753 | epithalamia | <poems by function>, poems, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417754 | fÃ¼hrers | rulers (people), <people in government and administration>, ... Agents Facet 
300417755 | epithalamic poetry | poetry, <poetry and poems>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417756 | leather bindings (bookbindings) | <bindings by style or decoration>, bindings (gathered matter components), ... Objects Facet 
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300417757 | prize books | <books by conditions of production>, books, ... Objects Facet 
300417758 | art exhibitions | exhibitions (events), events (activities), ... Activities Facet 
300417759 | sheet music covers | <coverings for gathered matter>, gathered matter components, ... Objects Facet 
300417760 | stories in rhyme | <genres for literature>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417761 | cloth bindings (bookbindings) | <bindings by style or decoration>, bindings (gathered matter components), ... Objects Facet 
300417762 | art sales | sales events, events (activities), ... Activities Facet 
300417763 | erotic stories | <genres for literature>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417764 | humorous poetry | poetry, <poetry and poems>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417765 | children's stories | children's literature, <genres for literature>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417766 | western (motion picture genre) | <genres for motion pictures>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts 
Facet 
300417767 | travelers’ writings | travel literature, <genres for literature>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417768 | hieroglyphic bibles | Bibles, religious texts, ... Objects Facet 
300417769 | illustrated works (documents) | <documents by form>, document genres, ... Objects Facet 
300417770 | funeral orations | orations, speeches (compositions), ... Objects Facet 
300417771 | funeral sermons | sermons, speeches (compositions), ... Objects Facet 
300417772 | booksellers' catalogs | <catalogs by function>, catalogs (documents), ... Objects Facet 
300417773 | imaginary conversations | dialogues, <genres for literature>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417774 | drawing books | <documents by function>, document genres, ... Objects Facet 
300417775 | school plays | plays (performing arts compositions), Literary and Performing Arts Works (hierarchy name), ... Objects Facet 
300417776 | writing books | <documents by function>, document genres, ... Objects Facet 
300417777 | library catalogs | <catalogs by function>, catalogs (documents), ... Objects Facet 
300417778 | multiple-pass color printing | color printing, printing processes, ... Activities Facet 
300417779 | single-pass color printing | color printing, printing processes, ... Activities Facet 
300417780 | laudatory poetry | poetry, <poetry and poems>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417781 | embossed bindings | <bindings by style or decoration>, bindings (gathered matter components), ... Objects Facet 
300417782 | mock heroic literature | <genres for literature>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417783 | botanical literature | <genres for literature>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417784 | coronation books | festival books, <documents by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300417785 | avant-garde books | artists' books (books), <books by conditions of production>, ... Objects Facet 
300417786 | Greek hymns (Classical Greek songs) | hymns, songs (musical compositions), ... Objects Facet 
300417787 | stories | <genres for literature>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417788 | anecdotes | <genres for literature>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417789 | publishers' cloth bindings | cloth bindings (bookbindings), <bindings by style or decoration>, ... Objects Facet 
300417790 | conference proceedings | proceedings (reports), reports, ... Objects Facet 
300417791 | natural history literature | <genres for literature>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417792 | nature stories | natural history literature, <genres for literature>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417793 | personal narratives | narratives (literary works), <genres for literature>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417794 | literary forgeries | <genres for literature>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417795 | bio-bibliographies | bibliographies, <lists by form or function>, ... Objects Facet 
300417796 | children's plays | children's literature, <genres for literature>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417797 | tournament books | festival books, <documents by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300417798 | verse drama | drama (literary genre), <genres for literature>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417799 | booksellers' advertisements | advertisements, declaratory documents, ... Objects Facet 
300417800 | manufacturers’ catalogs | trade catalogs, sales catalogs, ... Objects Facet 
300417801 | comedy plays | plays (performing arts compositions), Literary and Performing Arts Works (hierarchy name), ... Objects Facet 
300417802 | publishers' advertisements | advertisements, declaratory documents, ... Objects Facet 
300417803 | extra-illustrated books | illustrated books, <books by internal form>, ... Objects Facet 
300417804 | children's poetry | children's literature, <genres for literature>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417805 | libri amicorum | <books by internal form>, books, ... Objects Facet 
300417806 | humorous poetry | <poems by function>, poems, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417807 | architectural pattern books | pattern books, reference sources, ... Objects Facet 
300417808 | woven pictures | textile art (visual works), <visual works by material or technique>, ... Objects Facet 
300417809 | books of speeches | <books by internal form>, books, ... Objects Facet 
300417810 | early maps | <maps by subject type>, maps (documents), ... Objects Facet 
300417811 | literary almanacs | almanacs, reference sources, ... Objects Facet 
300417812 | popular literature | <genres for literature>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417813 | popular works (object genre) | <object genres by cultural or intellectual evaluation>, object genres (object classifications), ... 
Objects Facet 
300417814 | pictorial cloth bindings | cloth bindings (bookbindings), <bindings by style or decoration>, ... Objects Facet 
300417815 | authors’ presentation copies | presentation copies, <information artifacts by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300417816 | religious poetry | poetry, <poetry and poems>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417817 | religious literature (genre) | <genres for literature>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417818 | festival decorations | <visual works by subject type>, visual works (works), ... Objects Facet 
300417819 | museum catalogs | <catalogs by function>, catalogs (documents), ... Objects Facet 
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300417820 | fantasy fiction | fiction (general genre), <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417821 | religious poems | religious texts, <documents by function>, ... Objects Facet 
300417822 | academic addresses (documents) | speeches (documents), <documents for oral or performed works>, ... Objects Facet 
300417823 | transatlantic imprints | imprints (publication statements), partial documents, ... Objects Facet 
300417824 | psychological fiction | fiction (general genre), <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417825 | Latin poetry | poetry, <poetry and poems>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417826 | motion picture theater programs | programs (documents), <documents by form>, ... Objects Facet 
300417827 | xantiles | censers, ceremonial containers, ... Objects Facet 
300417828 | pacchas | ritual vessels, ceremonial containers, ... Objects Facet 
300417829 | dinner parties | parties (events), cultural events, ... Activities Facet 
300417830 | hyperboloid | geometric shape, shape (form attribute), ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300417831 | floor-length | form attributes, <attributes and properties by specific type>, ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300417832 | impurity | culture-related concepts, <culture and related concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417833 | purity | culture-related concepts, <culture and related concepts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417834 | palindromes | language-related concepts, Associated Concepts (hierarchy name), Associated Concepts Facet 
300417835 | ice cream cones | dessert, food, ... Materials Facet 
300417836 | sex (personal activity) | <personal and passive activities>, <physical activities by specific context>, ... Activities Facet 
300417837 | fellatio | sex (personal activity), <personal and passive activities>, ... Activities Facet 
300417838 | heiresses | <people by state or condition>, people (agents), ... Agents Facet 
300417839 | ellipsoid | geometric shape, shape (form attribute), ... Physical Attributes Facet 
300417840 | type designers | typographers, <people in visual arts-related occupations>, ... Agents Facet 
300417841 | type design | <typography and typographic processes and techniques>, <image-making processes and techniques>, ... Activities 
Facet 
300417842 | vaudeville | <genres for performing arts>, <genres in literature and performing arts>, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417843 | restitution | legal concepts, social science concepts, ... Associated Concepts Facet 
300417844 | Iguania (suborder) | Squamata (order), Reptilia (class), ... Agents Facet 
300417845 | Iguanidae (family) | Iguania (suborder), Squamata (order), ... Agents Facet 
300417846 | Iguana (genus) | Iguanidae (family), Iguania (suborder), ... Agents Facet 
300417847 | virtual works (visual works) | <visual works by material or technique>, visual works (works), ... Objects Facet 
 
 
  
TGN 
8713108 | Meidum (archaeological site) | Banī Suwayf, Egypt, ... World 
8713109 | Samshvilde (deserted settlement) | Kvemo Kartli, Georgia, ... World 
8713110 | Anacopia Fortress (ancient site) | Apkhazeti, Georgia, ... World 
8713111 | Armazi (archaeological site) | Mtskheta Mtianeti, Georgia, ... World 
8713112 | Dedoplis mindori (archaeological site) | Shida Kartli, Georgia, ... World 
8713113 | Didnauri (archaeological site) | K'akheti, Georgia, ... World 
8713171 | Milecastle 5 (ancient site) | Newcastle upon Tyne, Newcastle upon Tyne, ... World 
8713172 | Suhu (former nation/state/empire) | Asia, World 
8713125 | Dioscuri, Casa dei (archaeological site) | Napoli, Campania, ... World 
8713126 | Adro Vello (ancient site) | Pontevedra, Galicia, ... World 
8713131 | Lyktos (deserted settlement) | Iráklion, Crete, ... World 
8713132 | Castellas (deserted settlement) | Occitanie, France, ... World 
8713137 | Nascus (deserted settlement) | Al Jawf, Yemen, ... World 
8713138 | Bin Tepe (ancient site) | Manisa, Turkey, ... World 
8713140 | Triangular Forum (ancient site) | Napoli, Campania, ... World 
8713155 | Stratos (deserted settlement) | Aetolia and Acarnania regional division, Central Greece and Euboea, ... World 
8713162 | Vagniacis (deserted settlement) | Kent, England, ... World 
8713150 | Tell Baqqaq (deserted settlement) | Nīnawá, Iraq, ... World 
8713151 | Saucillo, El (inhabited place) | Hidalgo, Mexico, ... World 
8713148 | Palace of the Dux (deserted settlement) | Al Jabal al Akhḑar, Libya, ... World 
8713149 | Takht-i Rustam (ancient site) | Samangān, Afghanistan, ... World 
8713146 | Aquincum (deserted settlement) | Budapest, Budapest, ... World 
8713147 | Hyrkania (ancient site) | West Bank, Asia, World 
8713135 | Maternum (lost settlement) | <lost & found/Viterbo>, Viterbo, ... World 
8713136 | Tyre Hippodrome (Ancient Roman) | Liban-Sud, Lebanon, ... World 
8713130 | Castelseprio, Parco archeologico di (park) | Varese, Lombardy, ... World 
8713131 | Lyktos (archaeological site) | Iráklion, Crete, ... World 
8713128 | Shikmona, Tel (deserted settlement) | Haifa, Israel, ... World 
8713129 | Karamağara Köprüsü (Ancient Roman) | Elazığ, Turkey, ... World 
8713126 | Adro Vello (ruins) | Pontevedra, Galicia, ... World 
8713127 | Atrianorum Paludes (ancient site) | Bologna, Emilia-Romagna, ... World 
8713123 | Muziris (lost settlement) | lost & found/Kerala, Kerala, ... World 
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8713124 | Hércules, Torre de (Ancient Roman) | Coruña, A, Galicia, ... World 
8713119 | Grotta della Dragonara (archaeological site) | Napoli, Campania, ... World 
8713120 | Tell Jerablus Tahtani (Bronze Age) | Ḩalab, Syria, ... World 
8713121 | Kouloupene (ancient region) | Turkey, Asia, World 
8713114 | Sekhemkhet, Pyramid of (pyramid) | Giza, Egypt, ... World 
8713115 | Great Enclosure (ancient site) | Giza, Egypt, ... World 
8713116 | Pont Serme (ancient site) | Occitanie, France, ... World 
8713192 | Cilicius Aulon (passage) | <Oceans>, World 
8713193 | Seebarn (inhabited place) | Niederösterreich, Austria, ... World 
8713803 | Obersiebenbrunn (inhabited place) | Niederösterreich, Austria, ... World 
8713804 | Litíč (inhabited place) | Královéhradecký Kraj, Czech Republic, ... World 
8713805 | Mitterkirchen im Machland (inhabited place) | Oberösterreich, Austria, ... World 
8713806 | Kleinreifling (inhabited place) | Oberösterreich, Austria, ... World 
8713807 | Ritzing (inhabited place) | Kärnten, Austria, ... World 
8713808 | Schrattenberg (inhabited place) | Niederösterreich, Austria, ... World 
8713809 | Fugau (inhabited place) | Ústecký Kraj, Czech Republic, ... World 
8713810 | Höhnhart (inhabited place) | Oberösterreich, Austria, ... World 
8713811 | Södingberg (inhabited place) | Steiermark, Austria, ... World 
8713821 | Bad Radein (inhabited place) | Steiermark, Austria, ... World 
8713822 | Hassbach (inhabited place) | Niederösterreich, Austria, ... World 
8713823 | Mühlen (inhabited place) | Tyrol, Austria, ... World 
8713824 | Flattach (inhabited place) | Kärnten, Austria, ... World 
8713825 | Sankt Christophen (inhabited place) | Niederösterreich, Austria, ... World 
8713827 | Fluentia (area) | Florence, Firenze, ... World 
8713828 | Tetamazolco (lost area) | Mexico City, Distrito Federal, ... World 
8713829 | Norton Folgate (administrative division) | London, Greater London, ... World 
8713830 | Thon (inhabited place) | Kärnten, Austria, ... World 
8713831 | Bschlabs (inhabited place) | Tyrol, Austria, ... World 
8712569 | Lopud, Otok (island) | Dubrovačko-Neretvanska Županija, Croatia, ... World 
8712570 | Gribskov (forest) | Hovedstaden, Denmark, ... World 
8712571 | Umm Al Houl (deserted settlement) | Al Wakrah, Qatar, ... World 
8712572 | El Reno Cave Site (abandoned dwelling) | Guadalajara, Castilla-La Mancha, ... World 
8712618 | Candelaria, Cueva de la (archaeological site) | Coahuila, Mexico, ... World 
8712619 | Standing Rock Indian Reservation (Indian reservation (Native American reservation)) | United States, North and Central America, 
World 
8712620 | Dīz Jadīz (inhabited place) | West Azerbaijan, Iran, ... World 
8712621 | Dava Göz (deserted settlement) | West Azerbaijan, Iran, ... World 
8712622 | Beringia (former landmass) | World 
8712623 | Aşgabat (national district) | Turkmenistan, Asia, World 
8712624 | Periam (inhabited place) | Timiș, Romania, ... World 
8712626 | Alo (kingdom) | Wallis and Futuna Islands, Oceania, World 
8712627 | Sigave (kingdom) | Wallis and Futuna Islands, Oceania, World 
8712628 | Uvea (kingdom) | Wallis and Futuna Islands, Oceania, World 
8712629 | Arkhabīl Suquţrá (governorate) | Yemen, Asia, World  
8712573 | Qaḑā’ Dahūk (second level subdivision) | Dahūk, Iraq, ... World 
8712574 | Terra Fria Transmontana (region (geographic)) | Portugal, Europe, World 
8712575 | Lampugnano (neighborhood) | Milan, Milano, ... World 
8712576 | Morsasco (third level subdivision) | Alessandria, Piedmont, ... World 
8712577 | Burs (inhabited place) | Gotland, Sweden, ... World 
8712578 | Gråborg (deserted settlement) | Kalmar, Sweden, ... World 
8712579 | Björsäter (inhabited place) | Östergötland, Sweden, ... World 
8712580 | Finale (inhabited place) | Vicenza, Veneto, ... World 
8712581 | Gwaii Haanas (national park) | British Columbia, Canada, ... World 
8712582 | SG̱ang Gwaay (island) | British Columbia, Canada, ... World 
8712583 | SG̱ang Gwaay Llnagaay (deserted settlement) | British Columbia, Canada, ... World 
8712584 | Skedans Islands (islands) | British Columbia, Canada, ... World 
8712585 | Ḵ'uuna Llnagaay (deserted settlement) | British Columbia, Canada, ... World 
8712586 | Nouakchott Nord (region (administrative division)) | Mauritania, Africa, World 
8712587 | Nouakchott Ouest (region (administrative division)) | Mauritania, Africa, World 
8712588 | Nouakchott Sud (region (administrative division)) | Mauritania, Africa, World 
8712589 | Dar Naim (inhabited place) | Nouakchott Nord, Mauritania, ... World 
8712590 | Tevragh Zeina (inhabited place) | Nouakchott Ouest, Mauritania, ... World 
8712591 | Arafat (inhabited place) | Nouakchott Sud, Mauritania, ... World 
8712592 | Black River (national district) | Mauritius, Africa, World 
8712593 | Flacq (national district) | Mauritius, Africa, World 
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8712594 | Grand Port (national district) | Mauritius, Africa, World 
8712595 | Moka (national district) | Mauritius, Africa, World 
8712596 | Pamplemousses (national district) | Mauritius, Africa, World 
8712597 | Plaines Wilhems (national district) | Mauritius, Africa, World 
8712598 | Port Louis (national district) | Mauritius, Africa, World 
8712599 | Rivière du Rempart (national district) | Mauritius, Africa, World 
8712600 | Savanne (national district) | Mauritius, Africa, World 
8712601 | Agalega Islands (national district) | Mauritius, Africa, World 
8712602 | Cargados Carajos (national district) | Mauritius, Africa, World 
8712603 | Rodrigues (national district) | Mauritius, Africa, World 
8712604 | Trøndelag (county) | Norway, Europe, World 
8712605 | Davao Occidental (province) | Philippines, Asia, World 
8712606 | Ash Shīḩānīyah (municipality) | Qatar, Asia, World 
8712607 | Canaries (quarter) | Saint Lucia, North and Central America, World 
8712608 | Água Grande (province) | Sao Tome and Principe, Africa, World 
8712609 | Cantagalo (province) | Sao Tome and Principe, Africa, World 
8712610 | Caué (province) | Sao Tome and Principe, Africa, World 
8712611 | Lembá (province) | Sao Tome and Principe, Africa, World 
8712612 | Lobata (province) | Sao Tome and Principe, Africa, World 
8712613 | Mé-Zóchi (province) | Sao Tome and Principe, Africa, World 
8712614 | North Western (province) | Sierra Leone, Africa, World 
8712615 | Ankaran (municipality) | Slovenia, Europe, World 
8712617 | West Kordofan (state) | Sudan, Africa, World 
8712630 | Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth (former nation/state/empire) | Europe, World 
8712632 | Aceh, Sultanate of (former nation/state/empire) | Asia, World 
8712633 | Brazil, Empire of (former nation/state/empire) | South America, World 
8712635 | Mixtec Empire (former nation/state/empire) | Mexico, North and Central America, World 
8712636 | Tarascan Empire (former nation/state/empire) | Mexico, North and Central America, World 
8712637 | Tepanec Empire (former nation/state/empire) | Mexico, North and Central America, World 
8712638 | Indo-Parthian Kingdom (former nation/state/empire) | Asia, World 
8712639 | Great Kromanti High Town (inhabited place) | Central, Ghana, ... World 
8712640 | lost & found/Tajikistan (miscellaneous) | Tajikistan, Asia, World 
8712641 | Kurkat (inhabited place) | Sughd, Tajikistan, ... World 
8712454 | Westelijke Tuinsteden (neighborhood) | North Holland, Netherlands, ... World 
8712455 | Piua Petrii (deserted settlement) | Ialomiţa, Romania, ... World 
8712456 | Scampia (neighborhood) | Naples, Napoli, ... World 
8712457 | Mina Altîn-Tepe (inhabited place) | Tulcea, Romania, ... World 
8712458 | lost & found/Fiji (miscellaneous) | Fiji, Oceania, World 
8712459 | Sanasana (inhabited place) | Nadroga and Navosa, Fiji, ... World 
8712460 | Érd (urban county) | Hungary, Europe, World 
8712461 | Akrahreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712281 | Acidava (deserted settlement) | Olt, Romania, ... World 
8712282 | Aizisis (deserted settlement) | Caraș-Severin, Romania, ... World 
8712283 | Ad Mutrium (deserted settlement) | Dolj, Romania, ... World 
8712284 | Arutela (deserted settlement) | Vâlcea, Romania, ... World 
8712285 | Buridava (deserted settlement) | Vâlcea, Romania, ... World 
8712286 | Capidava (deserted settlement) | Constanţa, Romania, ... World 
8712287 | Comidava (deserted settlement) | Brașov, Romania, ... World 
8712288 | Stuhuleţ (inhabited place) | Vaslui, Romania, ... World 
8712289 | Micia (deserted settlement) | Hunedoara, Romania, ... World 
8712290 | Xumishan Grottoes (ancient site) | Ningxia, China, ... World 
8712291 | Contrada Mella (deserted settlement) | Reggio di Calabria, Calabria, ... World 
8712292 | Piroboridava (deserted settlement) | Galaţi, Romania, ... World 
8712293 | Sarmizegetusa Regia (deserted settlement) | Hunedoara, Romania, ... World 
8712294 | Sucidava (deserted settlement) | Olt, Romania, ... World 
8712295 | Tibiscum (deserted settlement) | Caraș-Severin, Romania, ... World 
8712296 | Ulpia Traiana Sarmizegetusa (deserted settlement) | Hunedoara, Romania, ... World 
8712297 | Moldoveni (inhabited place) | Neamţ, Romania, ... World 
8712298 | Dealul Gabâra (necropolis) | Neamţ, Romania, ... World 
8712299 | Ad Pannonios (deserted settlement) | Caraș-Severin, Romania, ... World 
8712300 | Deir el-Shelwit Temple (ancient site) | Al Uqşur, Egypt, ... World 
8712301 | Arcidava (deserted settlement) | Caraș-Severin, Romania, ... World 
8712302 | Berzobis (deserted settlement) | Caraș-Severin, Romania, ... World 
8712303 | Caput Bubali (deserted settlement) | Caraș-Severin, Romania, ... World 
8712304 | Gilău (deserted settlement) | Cluj, Romania, ... World 
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8712305 | Hoghiz (deserted settlement) | Brașov, Romania, ... World 
8712306 | Cedonia (deserted settlement) | Sibiu, Romania, ... World 
8712307 | Costești-Cetățuie (deserted settlement) | Hunedoara, Romania, ... World 
8712308 | Piatra Roşie (deserted settlement) | Tulcea, Romania, ... World 
8712309 | Jidava (deserted settlement) | Argeș, Romania, ... World 
8712310 | Pelendava (deserted settlement) | Dolj, Romania, ... World 
8712311 | Ranisstorum (deserted settlement) | Hunedoara, Romania, ... World 
8712312 | Agsu (deserted settlement) | Ağsu, Azerbaijan, ... World 
8712313 | Gilf Kebir National Park (national park) | Al Wādī al Jadīd, Egypt, ... World 
8712314 | Wadi Sura I (abandoned dwelling) | Al Wādī al Jadīd, Egypt, ... World 
8712315 | Wadi Sura II (abandoned dwelling) | Al Wādī al Jadīd, Egypt, ... World 
8712316 | Archers, Cave of (abandoned dwelling) | Al Wādī al Jadīd, Egypt, ... World 
8712317 | Zenòbito, Torre dello (historic site) | Livorno, Tuscany, ... World 
8712318 | Romula (deserted settlement) | Olt, Romania, ... World 
8712319 | Via Triumphalis (road) | Holy See, Europe, World 
8712320 | Tesoro, Cueva del (cave) | Málaga, Andalusia, ... World 
8712321 | Kapova Peshchera (deserted settlement) | Bashkortostan, Russia, ... World 
8712322 | Drayton Hall (locale) | Charleston, South Carolina, ... World 
8712323 | Necrópolis del Monte de Santa Mariña (necropolis) | Lugo, Galicia, ... World 
8712324 | Al Khashabah (inhabited place) | Shamāl ash Sharqīyah, Oman, ... World 
8712325 | Parco Nazionale delle Incisioni Rupestri di Naquane (park) | Brescia, Lombardy, ... World 
8712326 | Baelo Claudia (deserted settlement) | Cádiz, Andalusia, ... World 
8712327 | Rough Cilicia (general region) | Cilicia, Turkey, ... World 
8712328 | Flat Cilicia (general region) | Cilicia, Turkey, ... World 
8712329 | Selinus (deserted settlement) | Antalya, Turkey, ... World 
8712330 | Cubolta (inhabited place) | Sîngerei, Moldova, ... World 
8712331 | Cubolta (stream) | Sîngerei, Moldova, ... World 
8712332 | Cubolta River Valley (valley) | Moldova, Europe, World 
8712333 | Tell el-Farkha (deserted settlement) | Ad Daqahlīyah, Egypt, ... World 
8712334 | Nedvigovka (inhabited place) | Rostovskaya Oblast’, Russia, ... World 
8712335 | Pilak (deserted settlement) | Tripura, India, ... World 
8712336 | Baldramsdorf (inhabited place) | Kärnten, Austria, ... World 
8712337 | Boulingrin (neighborhood) | Grand Est, France, ... World 
8712338 | Policun (inhabited place) | Shandong, China, ... World 
8712339 | SS. Nazario e Celso (monastery) | Imperia, Liguria, ... World 
8712462 | Akranes (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712463 | Akureyri (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712464 | Árneshreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712465 | Ásahreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712466 | Bláskógabyggð (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712467 | Blönduósbær (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712468 | Bolungarvík (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712469 | Borgarbyggð (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712470 | Borgarfjarðarhreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712471 | Breiðdalshreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712472 | Dalabyggð (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712473 | Dalvíkurbyggð (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712474 | Djúpavogshreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712475 | Eyjafjarðarsveit (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712476 | Eyja- og Miklaholtshreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712477 | Fjarðabyggð (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712478 | Fljótsdalshérað (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712479 | Fljótsdalshreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712480 | Flóahreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712481 | Garðabær (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712482 | Grímsnes- og Grafningshreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712483 | Grindavíkurbær (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712484 | Grundarfjarðarbær (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712485 | Grýtubakkahreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712486 | Hafnarfjörður (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712487 | Helgafellssveit (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712488 | Hörgársveit (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712489 | Hrunamannahreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712490 | Húnaþing Vestra (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712491 | Húnavatnshreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
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8712492 | Hvalfjarðarsveit (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712493 | Hveragerði (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712494 | Ísafjarðarbær (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712495 | Kaldrananeshreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712496 | Kjósarhreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712497 | Kópavogur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712498 | Langanesbyggð (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712499 | Mosfellsbær (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712500 | Mýrdalshreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712501 | Norðurþing (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712502 | Rangárþing Eystra (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712503 | Rangárþing Ytra (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712504 | Reykhólahreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712505 | Reykjanesbær (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712506 | Reykjavík (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712507 | Sandgerði (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712508 | Seltjarnarnes (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712509 | Seyðisfjörður (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712510 | Skaftárhreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712511 | Skagabyggð (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712512 | Skeiða- og Gnúpverjahreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712513 | Skorradalshreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712514 | Skútustaðahreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712515 | Snæfellsbær (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712516 | Strandabyggð (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712517 | Stykkishólmur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712518 | Súðavíkurhreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712519 | Svalbarðshreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712520 | Svalbarðsstrandarhreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712521 | Sveitarfélagið Árborg (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712522 | Sveitarfélagið Garður (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712523 | Sveitarfélagið Hornafjörður (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712524 | Sveitarfélagið Ölfus (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712525 | Sveitarfélagið Skagafjörður (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712526 | Sveitarfélagið Skagaströnd (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712527 | Sveitarfélagið Vogar (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712528 | Tálknafjarðarhreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712529 | Þingeyjarsveit (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712530 | Tjörneshreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712531 | Vestmannaeyjar (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712532 | Vesturbyggð (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712533 | Vopnafjarðarhreppur (municipality) | Iceland, Europe, World 
8712534 | Musanze Caves (caves) | Northern Province, Rwanda, ... World 
8712535 | Dupuș (inhabited place) | Sibiu, Romania, ... World 
8712536 | Dülük Baba Tepesi (hill) | Gaziantep, Turkey, ... World 
8712537 | Všeměřice (inhabited place) | Jihocesky, Czech Republic, ... World 
8712538 | Fossoli, Campo di (concentration camp site) | Modena, Emilia-Romagna, ... World 
8712539 | Cristian (inhabited place) | Sibiu, Romania, ... World 
8712540 | Shymkent (special city) | Kazakhstan, Asia, World 
8712541 | Mereşti (inhabited place) | Harghita, Romania, ... World 
8712542 | Sejong (inhabited place) | Sejong, South Korea, ... World 
8712543 | Chüy (inhabited place) | Chüy, Kyrgyzstan, ... World 
8712545 | Addu (special city) | Maldives, Asia, World 
8712547 | Aur (municipality) | Marshall Islands, Oceania, World 
8712548 | Lazuri (inhabited place) | Satu Mare, Romania, ... World 
8712549 | Sîndominic (inhabited place) | Harghita, Romania, ... World 
8712550 | Qal'at al Ḩasā (deserted settlement) | Aţ Ţafīlah, Jordan, ... World 
8712551 | Bataville (inhabited place) | Grand Est, France, ... World 
8712553 | Zemplín (inhabited place) | Košický, Slovakia, ... World 
8712554 | Hitachinaka-shi (second level subdivision) | Ibaraki, Japan, ... World 
8712555 | Hitachi-Naka (inhabited place) | Ibaraki, Japan, ... World 
8712556 | Gobelsburg (inhabited place) | Niederösterreich, Austria, ... World 
8712557 | Serrabona, Prieuré de (historic site) | Occitanie, France, ... World 
8712558 | Šernai (inhabited place) | Klaipėda, Lithuania, ... World 
8712559 | Marais de Nantes (protected area) | Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes, France, ... World 
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8712560 | Parc Longchamp (park) | Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur, France, ... World 
8712561 | Australes, Îles (first level subdivision) | French Polynesia, Oceania, World 
8712562 | Vent, Îles du (first level subdivision) | French Polynesia, Oceania, World 
8712563 | Marquises, Îles (first level subdivision) | French Polynesia, Oceania, World 
8712564 | Sous-le-Vent, Îles (first level subdivision) | French Polynesia, Oceania, World 
8712565 | Tuamotu-Gambier, Îles (first level subdivision) | French Polynesia, Oceania, World 
8712566 | lost & found/ Polynésie française (miscellaneous) | French Polynesia, Oceania, World 
8712567 | Agakauitai, Île (island) | Tuamotu-Gambier, Îles, French Polynesia, ... World 
8712568 | Dulsberg (neighborhood) | Hamburg, Germany, ... World 
8712642 | Donets Basin (region (geographic)) | Europe, World 
8712643 | Al Hasa (region (geographic)) | Ash Sharqīyah, Saudi Arabia, ... World 
8712342 | Brymbo Fossil Forest (archaeological site) | Wrexham, Wales, ... World 
8712343 | Boscéaz (inhabited place) | Vaud, Switzerland, ... World 
8712344 | El Romeral (deserted settlement) | Lleida, Catalonia, ... World 
8712345 | Tcharé (inhabited place) | Kara, Togo, ... World 
8712346 | Dakpodzi (deserted settlement) | Plateaux, Togo, ... World 
8712347 | Dashilan (inhabited place) | Beijing Shi, China, ... World 
8712348 | Santiago del Príncipe (deserted settlement) | Colón, Panama, ... World 
8712349 | Carlsbad Caverns National Park (national park) | Eddy, New Mexico, ... World 
8712350 | Brokeoff Mountains Wilderness Study Area (protected area) | Otero, New Mexico, ... World 
8712351 | Lonesome Ridge Wilderness Study Area (protected area) | Eddy, New Mexico, ... World 
8712352 | Devil's Den Canyon Wilderness Study Area (protected area) | Otero, New Mexico, ... World 
8712353 | Lost Again Shelter (abandoned dwelling) | Eddy, New Mexico, ... World 
8712354 | La Casa de las Golondrinas (ancient site) | Sacatepéquez, Guatemala, ... World 
8712355 | Picture Cave (abandoned dwelling) | El Paso, Texas, ... World 
8712356 | Hueco Tanks State Park & Historic Site (state park) | El Paso, Texas, ... World 
8712357 | Picture Cave (abandoned dwelling) | Warren, Missouri, ... World 
8712358 | Ziban Oasis (oasis) | Biskra, Algeria, ... World 
8712359 | Béni Mellal-Khénifra (region (administrative division)) | Morocco, Africa, World 
8712360 | Casablanca-Settat (region (administrative division)) | Morocco, Africa, World 
8712361 | Drâa-Tafilalet (region (administrative division)) | Morocco, Africa, World 
8712362 | Fès-Meknès (region (administrative division)) | Morocco, Africa, World 
8712363 | Guelmim-Oued Noun (region (administrative division)) | Morocco, Africa, World 
8712364 | Laäyoune-Sakia El Hamra (region (administrative division)) | Morocco, Africa, World 
8712365 | Marrakech-Safi (region (administrative division)) | Morocco, Africa, World 
8712366 | Rabat-Salé-Kénitra (region (administrative division)) | Morocco, Africa, World 
8712367 | Souss-Massa (region (administrative division)) | Morocco, Africa, World 
8712368 | Tanger-Tétouan-Al Hoceïma (region (administrative division)) | Morocco, Africa, World 
8712369 | Coranzulí (inhabited place) | Jujuy, Argentina, ... World 
8712370 | Laaouama (inhabited place) | Tanger-Tétouan-Al Hoceïma, Morocco, ... World 
8712371 | Guanghan Sanxingdui (deserted settlement) | Sichuan, China, ... World 
8712372 | Jinsha Site (deserted settlement) | Sichuan, China, ... World 
8712373 | Sanxingdui Nation Archaeology Relics Park (park) | Sichuan, China, ... World 
8712374 | Chinese Eastern Railway (railroad) | China, Asia, World 
8712375 | Kunduchi (third level subdivision) | Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, ... World 
8712376 | Cancun-Isla Mujeres Marine Park (park) | Quintana Roo, Mexico, ... World 
8712377 | Songwe (region (administrative division)) | Tanzania, Africa, World 
8712378 | Vwawa (inhabited place) | Songwe, Tanzania, ... World 
8712379 | Mymensingh (national division) | Bangladesh, Asia, World 
8712380 | Mons Porphyrites (deserted settlement) | Al Baḥr al Aḥmar, Egypt, ... World 
8712381 | Szelków Stary (inhabited place) | Mazowieckie, Poland, ... World 
8712382 | Grodziec (inhabited place) | Dolnośla̜skie, Poland, ... World 
8712383 | Rumonge (province) | Burundi, Africa, World 
8712384 | Boa Vista, Ilha da (island) | Boa Vista, Cape Verde, ... World 
8712385 | Brava, Ilha (island) | Brava, Cape Verde, ... World 
8712386 | Maio, Ilha de (island) | Maio, Cape Verde, ... World 
8712387 | Sal (municipality) | Cape Verde, Africa, World 
8712388 | São Vicente (municipality) | Cape Verde, Africa, World 
8712389 | Mosteiros (municipality) | Cape Verde, Africa, World 
8712390 | São Domingos (municipality) | Cape Verde, Africa, World 
8712391 | São Filipe (municipality) | Cape Verde, Africa, World 
8712392 | São Miguel (municipality) | Cape Verde, Africa, World 
8712393 | Ribeira Brava (municipality) | Cape Verde, Africa, World 
8712394 | Ribeira Grande de Santiago (municipality) | Cape Verde, Africa, World 
8712395 | Santa Catarina do Fogo (municipality) | Cape Verde, Africa, World 
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8712396 | São Lourenço dos Órgãos (municipality) | Cape Verde, Africa, World 
8712397 | São Salvador do Mundo (municipality) | Cape Verde, Africa, World 
8712398 | Tarrafal de São Nicolau (municipality) | Cape Verde, Africa, World 
8712399 | Mosteiros, Porto dos (inhabited place) | Mosteiros, Cape Verde, ... World 
8712400 | Cidade Velha (inhabited place) | Ribeira Grande de Santiago, Cape Verde, ... World 
8712401 | São Domingos (inhabited place) | São Domingos, Cape Verde, ... World 
8712402 | João Teves (inhabited place) | São Lourenço dos Órgãos, Cape Verde, ... World 
8712403 | São Miguel, Calheta de (inhabited place) | São Miguel, Cape Verde, ... World 
8712404 | Picos (inhabited place) | São Salvador do Mundo, Cape Verde, ... World 
8712405 | Tarrafal (inhabited place) | Tarrafal de São Nicolau, Cape Verde, ... World 
8712406 | Sal Rei, Ilhéu de (island) | Boa Vista, Cape Verde, ... World 
8712407 | Baluarte, Ilhéu do (island) | Boa Vista, Cape Verde, ... World 
8712408 | Pássaros, Ilhéu dos (island) | São Vicente, Cape Verde, ... World 
8712409 | Rabo de Junco, Ilhéu de (island) | Sal, Cape Verde, ... World 
8712410 | Ñuble (region (administrative division)) | Chile, South America, World 
8712411 | Bas-Uélé (province) | Democratic Republic of the Congo, Africa, World 
8712412 | Haut-Katanga (province) | Democratic Republic of the Congo, Africa, World 
8712413 | Haut-Lomami (province) | Democratic Republic of the Congo, Africa, World 
8712414 | Haut-Uélé (province) | Democratic Republic of the Congo, Africa, World 
8712415 | Ituri (province) | Democratic Republic of the Congo, Africa, World 
8712416 | Kasaï (province) | Democratic Republic of the Congo, Africa, World 
8712417 | Kwango (province) | Democratic Republic of the Congo, Africa, World 
8712418 | Kwilu (province) | Democratic Republic of the Congo, Africa, World 
8712419 | Lomami (province) | Democratic Republic of the Congo, Africa, World 
8712420 | Lualaba (province) | Democratic Republic of the Congo, Africa, World 
8712421 | Kasaï Central (province) | Democratic Republic of the Congo, Africa, World 
8712422 | Mai-Ndombe (province) | Democratic Republic of the Congo, Africa, World 
8712423 | Mongala (province) | Democratic Republic of the Congo, Africa, World 
8712424 | Nord-Ubangi (province) | Democratic Republic of the Congo, Africa, World 
8712425 | Sankuru (province) | Democratic Republic of the Congo, Africa, World 
8712426 | Sud-Ubangi (province) | Democratic Republic of the Congo, Africa, World 
8712427 | Tanganyika (province) | Democratic Republic of the Congo, Africa, World 
8712428 | Tshopo (province) | Democratic Republic of the Congo, Africa, World 
8712429 | Tshuapa (province) | Democratic Republic of the Congo, Africa, World 
8712430 | Aqua Augusta (ancient site) | Napoli, Campania, ... World 
8712431 | Alba-la-Romaine (inhabited place) | Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes, France, ... World 
8712432 | Maulnes, Château de (historic site) | Bourgogne-Franche-Comté, France, ... World 
8712433 | Tuileries, Jardin des (garden) | Île-de-France, France, ... World 
8712434 | Moinhos de Golas (deserted settlement) | Vila Real, Portugal, ... World 
8712435 | Witley Court and Gardens (estate) | Worcestershire, England, ... World 
8712436 | Cave of Letters (abandoned dwelling) | West Bank, Asia, World 
8712438 | Casaleggio (inhabited place) | Piacenza, Emilia-Romagna, ... World 
8712439 | Boffalora, Castello di (historic site) | Piacenza, Emilia-Romagna, ... World 
8712440 | Robella (third level subdivision) | Asti, Piedmont, ... World 
8712441 | Mugeni (inhabited place) | Harghita, Romania, ... World 
8712442 | Koura, Caza de (second level subdivision) | Liban-Nord, Lebanon, ... World 
8712443 | Enfé (inhabited place) | Liban-Nord, Lebanon, ... World 
8712444 | Ed Dîmâne (inhabited place) | Liban-Nord, Lebanon, ... World 
8712445 | Balamand (inhabited place) | Liban-Nord, Lebanon, ... World 
8712446 | Balmand, Deïr el (monastery) | Liban-Nord, Lebanon, ... World 
8712448 | Stary Bubel (inhabited place) | Lubelskie, Poland, ... World 
8712449 | Le Trezze (deserted settlement) | Venezia, Veneto, ... World 
8712644 | Imerina (kingdom) | Madagascar, Africa, World 
8712645 | Ngombe Ilede National Monument (historic site) | Southern, Zambia, ... World 
8712646 | Zaria (former nation/state/empire) | Kaduna, Nigeria, ... World 
8712647 | Fort Nassau (deserted settlement) | Central, Ghana, ... World 
8712648 | Nariokotombe (stream) | Turkana, Kenya, ... World 
8712649 | Ed-Dur (deserted settlement) | Umm al Qaywayn, United Arab Emirates, ... World 
8712650 | Muṣaṣir (lost settlement) | <lost & found/Turkey>, Turkey, ... World 
8712655 | Croix-des-Bouquets (inhabited place) | Ouest, Haiti, ... World 
8712657 | Abbatija Tad-Dejr (ancient site) | Rabat, Malta, ... World 
8712658 | Domvs Romana (deserted settlement) | Rabat, Malta, ... World 
8712659 | Għajn Tuffieħa (inhabited place) | Imġarr, Malta, ... World 
8712660 | Ir-Ramla ta' Għajn Tuffieħa (cove) | Imġarr, Malta, ... World 
8712661 | Banjijiet Rumani f'Għajn Tuffieħa (ancient site) | Imġarr, Malta, ... World 
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8712662 | Għar Dalam (abandoned dwelling) | Birżebbuġa, Malta, ... World 
8712663 | Ras il-Wardija (point) | San Lawrenz, Malta, ... World 
8712664 | San Pawl Milqi (deserted settlement) | San Pawl il-Baħar, Malta, ... World 
8712665 | Safi (inhabited place) | Safi, Malta, ... World 
8712666 | Torri ta' Ġawhar (ancient site) | Safi, Malta, ... World 
8712667 | Tal-Barrani (inhabited place) | Żejtun, Malta, ... World 
8712668 | Iċ-Ċirku tax-Xagħra (abandoned complex) | Xagħra, Malta, ... World 
8712838 | Chiaha (deserted settlement) | Jefferson, Tennessee, ... World 
8712839 | Citico Mound (deserted settlement) | Hamilton, Tennessee, ... World 
8712841 | Beasley Mounds (deserted settlement) | Smith, Tennessee, ... World 
8712842 | Whangarei (inhabited place) | Northland, New Zealand, ... World 
8712803 | Eastern Shawnee Oklahoma Tribal Statistical Area (statistical area) | Ottawa, Oklahoma, ... World 
8712804 | Mohegan Reservation (Indian reservation (Native American reservation)) | New London, Connecticut, ... World 
8712805 | Wampanoag-Aquinnah Trust Land (Indian reservation (Native American reservation)) | Dukes, Massachusetts, ... World 
8712806 | Mashpee Wampanoag Trust Land (Indian reservation (Native American reservation)) | Bristol, Massachusetts, ... World 
8712807 | Ponca Trust Land (Indian reservation (Native American reservation)) | Knox, Nebraska, ... World 
8712808 | Santee Reservation (Indian reservation (Native American reservation)) | Knox, Nebraska, ... World 
8712809 | Grand Traverse Reservation (Indian reservation (Native American reservation)) | Michigan, United States, ... World 
8712810 | Lac Vieux Desert Reservation (Indian reservation (Native American reservation)) | Gogebic, Michigan, ... World 
8712669 | Kalavasos-Tenta (deserted settlement) | Lárnaka, Cyprus, ... World 
8712670 | Kalavasos-Ayios Dhimitrios (deserted settlement) | Lárnaka, Cyprus, ... World 
8712671 | Kalavasos-Kopetra (deserted settlement) | Lárnaka, Cyprus, ... World 
8712674 | Aetokremnos (abandoned dwelling) | Lemesós, Cyprus, ... World 
8712675 | Seuthopolis (deserted settlement) | Stara Zagora, Bulgaria, ... World 
8712676 | Apuolės Piliakalnis (mound) | Skuodas, Lithuania, ... World 
8712677 | Inland Empire (region (geographic)) | California, United States, ... World 
8712678 | Falenty (inhabited place) | Mazowieckie, Poland, ... World 
8712679 | Scituate (inhabited place) | Providence, Rhode Island, ... World 
8712680 | Złotopole (inhabited place) | Kujawsko-Pomorskie, Poland, ... World 
8712681 | Clayton Green (neighborhood) | Clayton-le-Woods, Lancashire, ... World 
8712682 | Nagymányok (inhabited place) | Tolna, Hungary, ... World 
8712683 | Negelëvo (inhabited place) | Tul’skaya Oblast’, Russia, ... World 
8712684 | North Buxton (inhabited place) | Ontario, Canada, ... World 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/1065077  Kraljevo (inhabited place) Serbia 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/6005488 Sioux Tribes (tribal entity)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712250 Bonaly (neighborhood) Edinburgh, Scotland 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712251  Valley de los Ingenios (historical region) Cuba 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712252 Zamala (inhabited place) Camaroun 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712253 Magara Deresi (ravine) Turkey 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712277 Daliyah, Wadi ad (wadi) West Bank 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712278 Abu Shinjeh, Cave of (abandoned dwelling) West Bank 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712269 Domo (deserted settlement) Italy 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712260 Kaufering VII (historic site) Germany 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712261 Thorsberg Moor (bog) Germany 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712262 Pas, Cova des (burial site) Spain 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712263 Petrified Forest National Park (national park) Arizona, USA 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712264 Marsoulas Cave (abandoned dwelling) France 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712256 Hohensalzburg, Festung (historic site) Austria 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712257 Font-de-Gaume, Grotte de (abandoned dwelling) France 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712258 Roca dels Moros (abandoned dwelling) Spain 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/7018653   Fleury (historic site) (Grand Est, France, Europe, World) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712213   Ha-Magoro (inhabited place) (Limpopo, South Africa, Africa, World) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712214   Ha-Magoro (hill) (Limpopo, South Africa, Africa, World) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712242   Nasitai (deserted settlement) (Nei Mongol, Zhongguo, Asia, World) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712216   Blickling Estate (estate) (Norfolk, England, United Kingdom, Europe, World) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712221   Quttinirpaaq National Park (national park) (Nunavut, Canada, North and Central America, World) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712228   Kabeirion (deserted settlement) (Boeotia, Central Greece and Euboea, Greece, Europe, World) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712230    Pianelle, Le (deserted settlement) (Campobasso, Molise, Italia, Europe, World) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712164   Mansfeld-Südharz (third level subdivision) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712165   Peñalosa (deserted settlement) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712166   La Prunera (deserted settlement) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712167   Bukchon (village) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712168   Senir (inhabited place) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712169   Omrit (deserted settlement) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712170   Petros and Paulos Melehayzenghi (deserted settlement) 
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http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712171   Medhane Alem Adi Kasho (deserted settlement) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712172   Erimi-Laonin tou Porakou (deserted settlement) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712173   Cuciurpula (deserted settlement) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712174  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712175  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712176  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712177  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712178  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712179  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712180  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712181  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712182  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712183  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712184  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712185  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712186  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712187  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712188  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712189  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712190  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712191  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712192  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712193  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712194  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712195  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712196  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712197  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712198  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712199  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712200  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712201  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712202  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712203  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712204  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712205  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712206  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712207  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712208  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712209  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712210  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712211  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712212  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712222  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712215  
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http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712217  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712218  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712219  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/7650446  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712220  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712223  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712224  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712225  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712226  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712227  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712229  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712231  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712232  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712233  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712234  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712235  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712236  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712237  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712238  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712239  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712240  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712241  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712243  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712244  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712245  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712246  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712247  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712248  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/1100993  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/2020342  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/2020347  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/2020348  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/2020349  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/2020351  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/2020352  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/2020355  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/2020360  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712249  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712254  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712255  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712259  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712265  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712266  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712267  
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http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712268  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712271  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712272  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712273  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712274  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712275  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712276  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712279  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/tgn/8712280  
 
  
ULAN:  
500490089 | Pinã Mora, Aarón (Mexican muralist, 1914-2009) | Persons, Artists 
500490090 | Garduno, Alberto (Mexican painter, graphic artist, and printmaker, 1885-1948) | Persons, Artists 
500490092 | Naha City Museum of History (Japanese repository, established 2006) | Corporate Bodies 
500490082 | Tecumseh (Shawnee chief and orator, 1768-1813) | Non-Artists 
500490083 | Catahecassa (Shawnee leader and diplomat, died 1831) | Non-Artists 
500490084 | Wovoka (Numu religious leader, ca.1856-1932) | Non-Artists 
500490085 | Parker, Quanah (Comanche leader, c. 1845-1911) | Non-Artists 
500490093 | Beynon, Kate (Australian installation artist, born 1970) | Persons, Artists 
500490095 | Büttner, Georg (German architect and conservator, 1858-1914) | Persons, Artists 
500490096 | Guarc, Antoni (master builder, active 14th century, active in Spain) | Persons, Artists 
500490097 | Jackson, Magnus (Scottish photographer, 1831-1891) | Persons, Artists 
500490098 | Baud (violin maker and musical inventor, active late 18th – early 19th century, active in France) | Persons, Artists 
500490102 | Dumont, Nicolas (Parisian harpsichord maker, active 1675-1707 in Paris, France) | Persons, Artists 
500490103 | Ctein (American photographer, printer, and author, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500490104 | Guadagnini, Giovanni Battista (Italian luthier, 1711-1786) | Persons, Artists 
500490105 | Verboeckhoven, Barthélemy (Belgian sculptor, 1759-1840) | Persons, Artists 
500490110 | Tzortzis (Cretan iconographer and church painter, active mid-16th century) | Persons, Artists 
500490111 | Unobadula (Zulu woodcarver, active 19th century, active in Natal province, South Africa.) | Persons, Artists 
500490122 | Kamāl al-Mulk (Iranian court painter, 1848-1940) | Persons, Artists 
500489988 | Guan Yu (Chinese general, 160-220) | Non-Artists 
500490133 | Alvarado, Pedro de (Spanish conquistador, 1485-1541) | Non-Artists 
500490134 | Blake & Edgar (English photography firm, active 1871-1912) | Corporate Bodies 
500490135 | Hendricks, Francis (American photographer, 1834-1920) | Persons, Artists 
500489958 | Vawter, Will (American illustrator, 1871-1941) | Persons, Artists 
500476276 | Kattelson, Sy (American photographer, 1923-2018) | Persons, Artists 
500476277 | Colectivo de Acciones de Arte (Chilean artists' collective, active late 20th century) | Corporate Bodies 
500476278 | Pret, Miguel de (Spanish painter of Flemish origin, 1595-1644) | Persons, Artists 
500476279 | Rutishauser, Franziska (Swiss photographer, born 1962) | Persons, Artists 
500476280 | L., Nicola (French-Moroccan sculptor, designer, and performance artist, ca.1935-2018) | Persons, Artists 
500476281 | Gumucio, Ignacio (Chilean painter, born 1971) | Persons, Artists 
500476282 | Davie, D. D. T. (American photographer, 1816-1877) | Persons, Artists 
500476283 | Schlemmer, Tut (German editor, 1889-1987) | Non-Artists 
500476284 | Chandoha, Walter (American photographer, 1920-2019) | Persons, Artists 
500476285 | Cruz, José de la (Colombian architect, active 1637-before 1688) | Persons, Artists 
500476286 | Cruz, Bartolomé de la (Colombian architect and mason, active ca. 1635-1637) | Persons, Artists 
500476287 | Rico, Matías (Colombian architect, active ca. 1637-1688) | Persons, Artists 
500476288 | Kratsman, Miki (Israeli photographer, born 1959) | Persons, Artists 
500476289 | Montemayor, Diego Sánchez de (Colombian architect, active ca. 1686-1736) | Persons, Artists 
500476290 | Olivas, Noé (American printmaker, sculptor, and installation artist, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500476291 | García, Esteban (Spanish architect, active ca. 1637-1681) | Persons, Artists 
500476292 | Jawornicki, Antoni Aleksander (Polish architect, painter, and urban planner, 1886-1950) | Persons, Artists 
500489959 | Margolies, Samuel L. (American etcher, 1897-1974) | Persons, Artists 
500489960 | Mothner, Carol (American painter, born 1943) | Persons, Artists 
500486509 | Tapia, Leonidas (Native American potter, died 1977) | Persons, Artists 
500486510 | Abrahamson, Mark (American photographer, born 1944) | Persons, Artists 
500486512 | Béchard, Émile (French photographer, active late 19th century) | Persons, Artists 
500486513 | Cleur, Henri de (German landscape architect and urban planner, 1901-1991) | Persons, Artists 
500486515 | Hecker, Carl (German photographer, 1827-1897, active in the United States) | Persons, Artists 
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500486516 | Hecker, Caroline Teresa (American socialite and painter, 1858-1926) | Persons, Artists 
500486517 | TCL Corporation (global company, based in China) | Corporate Bodies 
500486518 | Westcott, Edward (American photographer, 1922-2019) | Persons, Artists 
500486519 | Biba (British fashion firm, 1963-1975) | Corporate Bodies 
500486521 | Wharton, Thomas Kelah (Ameerican painter of English birth, 1814-1892) | Persons, Artists 
500486522 | Sanu, Yaqub (Egyptian journalist, caricaturist, and playwright, 1839-1912) | Non-Artists 
500486523 | Casonato, Amelia da Forno (Italian painter, 1878-1969) | Persons, Artists 
500486524 | Lane, Edward William (English scholar, lexicographer, and translator, 1801-1876) | Non-Artists 
500486525 | Legh, Thomas (British politician and travel writer, 1793-1857) | Non-Artists 
500486526 | Jæger, Irma Salo (Finnish painter, born 1928, active in Norway) | Persons, Artists 
500486527 | Kitajima, Keizō (Japanese photographer, born 1954) | Persons, Artists 
500486528 | Cordeiro, Arsénio (Portuguese architect, 1940-2015) | Persons, Artists 
500486529 | Dal Mas, Roberta Maria (Italian architect and urban planner, 1931-2000) | Persons, Artists 
500486530 | Schroeder, Ernst (German painter, 1928-1989) | Persons, Artists 
500486531 | King, Hayward Ellis (American painter and sculptor, 1928-1990) | Persons, Artists 
500486532 | Fiore, Quentin (American graphic designer, 1920-2019) | Persons, Artists 
500486533 | Solomon, Phil (American experimental filmmaker, 1954-2019) | Persons, Artists 
500486534 | Haas, Robert (American graphic artist of Austrian birth, 1898-1997) | Persons, Artists 
500486535 | du Plenty, Tomata (American performer and painter, 1948-2000) | Persons, Artists 
500486536 | Hart, Verna (American painter, 1961-2019) | Persons, Artists 
500486537 | Light Bob (American performance artist, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500486538 | Bob & Bob (American performance artists, active from 1975) | Corporate Bodies 
500486539 | Dallinger, Johann, the elder (Austrian painter, 1741-1806) | Persons, Artists 
500486540 | Limbourg, Arnold (North Netherlandish sculptor, late 14th-15th century) | Persons, Artists 
500486541 | Limbourg Brothers (North Netherlandish miniaturists, 15th century) | Corporate Bodies 
500486543 | Balestrini, Nanni (Italian poet and visual artist, 1935-2019) | Persons, Artists 
500486544 | Gert, Valeska (German performance artist, 1892-1978) | Persons, Artists 
500486545 | Arnolfini, Giovanni di Nicolao (Italian merchant, ca. 1400 – after 1452) | Non-Artists 
500486546 | Francesco d'Este (Italian noble, ca. 1429-after 1486, active in Burgundy) | Non-Artists 
500486547 | Gemäldegalerie alte Meister, Kassel (German art museum, Kassel) | Corporate Bodies 
500486548 | Luxembourg Palace (French palace, repository) | Corporate Bodies 
500486549 | Frans Hals Museum, Haarlem (Dutch museum, contemporary, Haarlem) | Corporate Bodies 
500486550 | Auböck, Carl (Austrian architect and designer, born 1954) | Persons, Artists 
500486551 | Fong, Helen Liu (American architect and designer, 1927-2019) | Persons, Artists 
500486552 | Armet and Davis (American architectural firm, founded 1947) | Corporate Bodies 
500486553 | Montlaur, Guy de (French painter, 1918-1977) | Persons, Artists 
500486554 | Yamazaki, Tsuruko (Japanese multimedia artist, 1925-2019) | Persons, Artists 
500486555 | Pohfllepp, Sascha (German curator and artist, 1978-2019) | Persons, Artists 
500486557 | Lovett, John (American performance artist, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500486558 | Shearer, John (American photographer, 1947-2019) | Persons, Artists 
500486559 | Codagnone, Alessandro (Italian performance artist, 1967-2019, active in the United States) | Persons, Artists 
500485872 | Hertz, Martin (Dutch painter, born 1890) | Persons, Artists 
500485877 | Herz, Joseph (German engraver ) | Persons, Artists 
500485878 | Herzon, Belle Doris (American painter, born 1923) | Persons, Artists 
500485879 | Hes Yassour, Penny (Israeli sculptor, born 1950) | Persons, Artists 
500485880 | Heshbi, Michael (Israeli painter) | Persons, Artists 
500485881 | Hess, Amira (Iraqi painter) | Persons, Artists 
500485883 | Hess, Johanna (German designer, born 1955) | Persons, Artists 
500485884 | Hess, Josef (Romanian painter, born 1920) | Persons, Artists 
500485888 | Heyman, Hanna (German painter, born 1926) | Persons, Artists 
500485889 | Heymann, Dorothee (French painter, born 1957) | Persons, Artists 
500485890 | Heymann, Hanna (Israeli painter, born 1948) | Persons, Artists 
500485891 | Heymann, Roni (Israeli sculptor) | Persons, Artists 
500485892 | Hezroni, Joseph (Israeli painter, born 1927) | Persons, Artists 
500485893 | Hickman, Royal Arden (American designer, 1893-1969) | Persons, Artists 
500485894 | Hickmann, Fons (German artist, born 1966) | Persons, Artists 
500485896 | Hidemasa (Japanese painter) | Persons, Artists 
500485898 | Highman, Heather (English painter) | Persons, Artists 
500485899 | Hilaire, Al St. (American photographer) | Persons, Artists 
500485900 | Hilbert, Therese (German designer) | Persons, Artists 
500485905 | Hillel, Eitan (Israeli photographer, born 1955) | Persons, Artists 
500485906 | Hillel, Isaiah (Israeli painter, 1898-1979) | Persons, Artists 
500485908 | Hillman Schacherl, Jane (Austrian sculptor, born 1913) | Persons, Artists 
500485909 | Hilsberg, Shmuel (Polish painter) | Persons, Artists 
500485919 | Hirsch, Esther (Romanian painter) | Persons, Artists 
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500485921 | Hirsch, Rachel (German photographer, born 1937) | Persons, Artists 
500485922 | Hirschauge, Menachem (Israeli painter, born 1948) | Persons, Artists 
500485923 | Hirschbein, Edgar (Israeli photographer, born Yugoslavia, 1919-2006) | Persons, Artists 
500485926 | Hirschman, Jack (American poet, born 1933) | Persons, Artists 
500485928 | Hirshfeld, Arthur (painter, born 1923) | Persons, Artists 
500485929 | Hirshfeld, Shlomith (Israeli sculptor, born 1945) | Persons, Artists 
500485931 | Hirtum, Marianne van (French engraver, 1935-1988) | Persons, Artists 
500485932 | Hisday, David (Russian artist, born 1917) | Persons, Artists 
500485935 | Hoban, Tana (American photographer) | Persons, Artists 
500485937 | Hochman, Heinrich (Polish artist, born 1881) | Persons, Artists 
500485938 | Hochmann, Joseph (Argentine photographer) | Persons, Artists 
500485939 | Hock, A. Lone (American designer, died 1999) | Persons, Artists 
500485941 | Hod, Arieh (Algerian painter, born 1936) | Persons, Artists 
500485942 | Hod, Nir (Israeli painter, born 1970) | Persons, Artists 
500485945 | Lipshitz, Lippy (Lithuanian sculptor, 1903-1980) | Persons, Artists 
500485946 | Lipsi, Morice (Polish sculptor, 1898-1986) | Persons, Artists 
500485948 | Liraz, Margaret (Swiss embroiderer) | Persons, Artists 
500485949 | Liron, Tsiona (Israeli musician, born 1937) | Non-Artists 
500485950 | Liron, Dita (painter, born 1952) | Persons, Artists 
500481894 | Freiman, Gad (Israeli scribe, born 1936) | Persons, Artists 
500481895 | Freiman, Yehoshua (Israeli artist, born 1939) | Persons, Artists 
500481900 | Frenkel Eshet, Miri (Israeli painter, born 1962) | Persons, Artists 
500481901 | Frenkel, Josepha (Israeli painter of Chinese birth, born 1944) | Persons, Artists 
500481906 | Freund, Dvora (Russian sculptor, 1918-1995) | Persons, Artists 
500481908 | Freund, Tirza (Israeli sculptor, born 1967) | Persons, Artists 
500481912 | Fried, Eitan (Israeli painter, born 1953) | Persons, Artists 
500481913 | Fried, Esther (Ukrainian painter, born 1924) | Persons, Artists 
500481914 | Fried, Selina (Polish painter) | Persons, Artists 
500481915 | Friedberg, Albert (Russian artist, 1918-1953) | Persons, Artists 
500481916 | Friedberg, Alona (Israeli video artist, born 1970) | Persons, Artists 
500481918 | Friedkin, Anthony E. (American photographer, born 1949) | Persons, Artists 
500481921 | Friedland, Maud (Austrian sculptor, 1927-1996) | Persons, Artists 
500481922 | Friedlander, Bernhard (Russian designer, 1881-1934, active in Israel) | Persons, Artists 
500481923 | Friedlander, Eyal (Israeli artist, born 1957) | Persons, Artists 
500481925 | Friedman, Ayana (Israeli sculptor, born 1950) | Persons, Artists 
500481926 | Kali, Mary (American painter, 1929-1992) | Persons, Artists 
500481928 | Lugassy, Perla (American painter, born 1954) | Persons, Artists 
500481929 | Lugassy, Sydney (Moroccan painter, born 1936) | Persons, Artists 
500481931 | Luisada, Avigdor (Italian artist, 1905-1987) | Persons, Artists 
500481933 | Lukashevsky, Anna (Israeli painter, born USSR 1973) | Persons, Artists 
500481934 | Lukesh, Svetlana (Ukrainian painter, born 1960) | Persons, Artists 
500481935 | Lukin, Asia (Russian painter, born 1975) | Persons, Artists 
500481937 | Lundmark, Torbjorn (Swedish designer) | Persons, Artists 
500481938 | Lupo, Liron (Israeli installation artist, born 1969) | Persons, Artists 
500481939 | Lupu, Zehava (Israeli painter, born 1948) | Persons, Artists 
500481941 | Luria, Tzipora (Israeli painter, critic, and curator, born Romania, 1948-2008) | Persons, Artists 
500481943 | Lurie, Doron (Israeli restorer, born 1950) | Persons, Artists 
500481945 | Lurie, Raanan (caricaturist, born 1932) | Persons, Artists 
500481947 | Luski Duelle, Aim (Israeli photographer, born 1951) | Persons, Artists 
500481948 | Luski, Irena (Lithuanian painter) | Persons, Artists 
500481950 | Lustiger, Jenny (Belgian painter) | Persons, Artists 
500481951 | Lutken, Per (Danish glass designer, 1916-1998) | Persons, Artists 
500481952 | Lutski, Orna (sculptor, born 1967) | Persons, Artists 
500481958 | Luz, Daphna (ceramicist, born 1962) | Persons, Artists 
500481959 | Lyn, Tamar (Israeli embroiderer, born 1931) | Persons, Artists 
500481961 | Lyons, Louise (Scottish painter, born 1966) | Persons, Artists 
500481965 | Maari, Saher (Israeli painter, born 1974) | Persons, Artists 
500481966 | Maayan, Roy (Israeli artist, born 1976) | Persons, Artists 
500481970 | Mach, Yona (German artist, 1917-1999) | Persons, Artists 
500481975 | Mackler, Tina (American illustrator) | Persons, Artists 
500481977 | Macmillan, Ashley (American designer, born 1958) | Persons, Artists 
500481979 | McRea, Wendell (American photographer) | Persons, Artists 
500481980 | Madalsi, Tiran (Israeli painter, born 1968) | Persons, Artists 
500481982 | Madar, Gila (English embroiderer) | Persons, Artists 
500481986 | Madsen, Loren (American artist, born 1943) | Persons, Artists 
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500481987 | Maeda, Masao (Japanese printer, 1904-1974) | Persons, Artists 
500481988 | Maekawa, Senpan (Japanese painter, 1888-1960) | Persons, Artists 
500481989 | Maestro, David (Bosnian Herzegovinian photographer, born 1927) | Persons, Artists 
500481992 | Magal, Batia (painter, born 1953) | Persons, Artists 
500481993 | Magal, Ben Zion (Russian painter, 1908-1999) | Persons, Artists 
500481994 | Magal, Dorit (Israeli painter, born 1950) | Persons, Artists 
500481997 | Magen, Analia (Argentine artist) | Persons, Artists 
500489961 | Mouchon, Louis Eugene (French painter, 1843-1914) | Persons, Artists 
500489962 | Patissou, Jacques (French painter, 1880-1925) | Persons, Artists 
500489963 | Quante, Otto (German painter, 1875-1947) | Persons, Artists 
500489964 | Rougeron, Marcel Jules (French painter, born 1875) | Persons, Artists 
500489965 | Swann, James (American printmaker, 1905-1985) | Persons, Artists 
500489966 | Reindel, William George (American engraver, 1871-1948) | Persons, Artists 
500489969 | Thompson, Mayo (American musician and conceptual artist, born 1944) | Persons, Artists 
500489970 | Barredo, Gabriel (Filipino sculptor and installation artist, 1957-2020) | Persons, Artists 
500489971 | Phase 2 (American aerosol artist and performing artist, 1955-2019) | Persons, Artists 
500123557 | Wilson, Adrian (American architect, 1898-1988) | Corporate Bodies 
500299279 | Zschimmer, Emil (German artist, 1842-1917) | Persons, Artists 
500457185 | Alonso Martínez, Fernando (Spanish author, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500452377 | Triva, Antonio Domenico (artist, born 1626) | Unidentified Named People and Firms 
500452378 | Tizianello, approximately 1570-1650 (artist, 1596-1650) | Unidentified Named People and Firms 
500457204 | Agostini, Giulia (German writer and teacher, contemporary) | Non-Artists 
500457205 | Hebig, Haiko (German photographer, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500457251 | Angelaki, Eleftheria (Greek photographer, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500457401 | Jemolo, Andrea (Italian photographer, born 1957) | Persons, Artists 
500457402 | Arntz, Wilhelm F. (German lawyer and art collector, 1903-1985) | Non-Artists 
500457576 | Dheulland, Guillaume (French engraver, died ca. 1770) | Persons, Artists 
500457625 | Yasuda, Yukihiko (Japanese painter, 1884-1978) | Persons, Artists 
500457723 | Xinde, Shi (Chinese artist, born 1964) | Persons, Artists 
500355337 | Lucy, Saint (Italian saint, 238-304) | Non-Artists 
500453984 | Zidić, Igor (Croatian curator, born 1939) | Non-Artists 
500454223 | Montefusco, Vincenzo (Italian painter, 1926-1975) | Persons, Artists 
500486444 | Boaz, Moshe (painter, born 1949) | Persons, Artists 
500486446 | Bobrov, Valery (Russian painter, born 1945) | Persons, Artists 
500486447 | Bobta, Shlomo (Turkish artist, born 1933) | Persons, Artists 
500486449 | Bochman, Dvora (Israeli painter) | Persons, Artists 
500486454 | Bodum (Danish designer) | Persons, Artists 
500486456 | Boehm Frankel, Eva (Israeli painter, 1918-1998, born in Silesia) | Persons, Artists 
500486458 | Bogdanovsky, Ilya (Israeli printmaker, born USSR, 1945) | Persons, Artists 
500486459 | Bogelund, Thor Jensen (Danish designer, 1890-1959) | Persons, Artists 
500486460 | Bogen, Alexander (Lithuanian painter, 1916-2010) | Persons, Artists 
500486463 | Boiger, Peter (German sculptor, born 1941) | Persons, Artists 
500486464 | Boilly, Alphonse (French engraver, 1801-1867) | Persons, Artists 
500486466 | Boirat, Ahmed (Israeli painter) | Persons, Artists 
500486471 | Boker, Akiva (Israeli designer, born 1961) | Persons, Artists 
500486472 | Bokobza, Eliahou Eric (Israeli painter, born France, 1963) | Persons, Artists 
500486473 | Bokobza, Michaele (Tunisian painter, born 1950) | Persons, Artists 
500486478 | Bollman, Hermann (German cartographer, born 1911) | Persons, Artists 
500486485 | Bona, Tibertelli (Italian painter, born 1926) | Persons, Artists 
500486487 | Bonacic, Vladimir (Croatian graphic designer) | Persons, Artists 
500486488 | Bonneh, Shmuel (Israel painter, born Poland, 1930-1999) | Persons, Artists 
500486489 | Bonetecou, Lee (American artist, born 1931) | Persons, Artists 
500486493 | Ali Asghar (Persian painter, 16th century) | Persons, Artists 
500486494 | Mora, Aaroón Pinña (Mexican painter, born 1918) | Persons, Artists 
500486495 | Gardunño, Alberto (Mexican painter, 1885-1948) | Persons, Artists 
500486497 | Keler, Alain (French photographer, born 1945) | Persons, Artists 
500486498 | The Japan Folk Crafts Museum (Japanese repository, founded 1936) | Persons, Artists 
500486499 | Joshibi University of Art and Design (Japanese repository, established 1900) | Corporate Bodies 
500486500 | Richardson, John (English art historian and biographer, 1924-2019, active in the United States) | Non-Artists 
500486501 | Kyushu National Museum (Japanese repository, established 2005) | Corporate Bodies 
500486502 | Kawasaki Isago-no-Sato Musuem (Japanese repository, contemporary) | Corporate Bodies 
500486503 | Hajī Murād Bin Khuskadam (Islamic swordsmith, active 16th century) | Persons, Artists 
500486504 | Levine, Beth (American fashion designer, 1914-2006) | Persons, Artists 
500486505 | Enwezor, Okwui (Nigerian curator and administrator, 1963-2019) | Non-Artists 
500486506 | San Francisco Art Institute (American art school, founded 1871) | Corporate Bodies 
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500486507 | Sébah, Pascal (Turkish photographer, 1823-1886) | Persons, Artists 
500486508 | Boer, Anne (Dutch artist, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500453154 | Neumann, Ernst (German printmaker, 1907-1955) | Persons, Artists 
500476293 | Escola de Comunicações e Artes (Brazilian school, São Paulo, established 1966) | Universidade de Sao Paulo; Corporate 
Bodies 
500476294 | Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo (Brazilian school, São Paulo, contemporary) | Universidade de Sao Paulo; Corporate 
Bodies 
500476295 | Popa, Alina (Romanian conceptual artist, 1982-2019) | Persons, Artists 
500476296 | Angell, Truman O. (American architecht, 1810-1887) | Persons, Artists 
500476297 | Farrar, John (American painter, 1928-1972) | Persons, Artists 
500476298 | Okoshi, Sumiye (Japanese-American painter and graphic artist, 1921-2008) | Persons, Artists 
500476299 | Maolin, Yang (Taiwanese painter and sculptor, born 1953) | Persons, Artists 
500476300 | National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts (Taiwanese repository, established 1988) | Corporate Bodies 
500476301 | ARoS Aarhus Kunstmuseum (Danish museum, contemporary) | Corporate Bodies 
500476302 | PinchukArtCentre (Ukrainian repository, established 2006) | Corporate Bodies 
500476303 | Idojiri Archaeological Museum (Japanese repository, contemporary) | Corporate Bodies 
500476304 | Chang, Hsia-Fei (Taiwanese installation and performance artist, active in France, born 1973) | Persons, Artists 
500476305 | Verenghen, Georges-Beloni (French architect, 1881-1957) | Persons, Artists 
500476306 | Goldstein, Leon (American painter, born 1853) | Persons, Artists 
500476307 | Okada, Hiroko (Japanese photographer, born 1970) | Persons, Artists 
500476308 | Mizuma Art Gallery (Japanese art gallery, established 1994) | Corporate Bodies 
500476309 | Song, Sanghee (Korean video artist, born 1970) | Persons, Artists 
500476310 | Benyon, Kate (Australian painter, born 1970) | Persons, Artists 
500476311 | Suzuki, Ryoko (Japanese photographer, born 1970) | Persons, Artists 
500476312 | Gonzáles, José Gamaliel (Mexican painter, born 1933) | Persons, Artists 
500476313 | Arteche, Héctor Martínez (Mexican muralist, 1934-2011) | Persons, Artists 
500476314 | González, José Gamaliel (Mexican painter, born 1933, active in Chicago) | Persons, Artists 
500476315 | Cano Manilla, Ramoón (Mexican painter, 1888-1974) | Persons, Artists 
500476317 | Museo Colección Blaisten (Mexican repository, established 2007) | Corporate Bodies 
500476318 | Raviv, Baruch (photographer, born 1944) | Persons, Artists 
500476319 | Raviv, Hana (Moroccan painter, born 1945) | Persons, Artists 
500476320 | Raviv, Ilana (Israeli painter, born 1945) | Persons, Artists 
500476321 | Raviv, Ruth (Israeli painter, born 1952) | Persons, Artists 
500454572 | Tytla, Bill (Ukranian-American animator, 1904-1968) | Persons, Artists 
500455157 | Baldwin, Gordon (American art historian and curator, born 1939) | Non-Artists 
500455171 | Rossi, Filippo (Italian professor and art historian, born 1970) | Non-Artists 
500455401 | Wladimiroff, Igor (Dutch historian, born 1943) | Non-Artists 
500455917 | Velminski, Wladimir (Russian academic of Tajik birth, born 1976, active in Germany) | Non-Artists 
500456169 | Nazanskiĭ, Vladimir (Russian curator, born 1955) | Non-Artists 
500456585 | Nasedkin, Vladimir (Russian painter and conceptual artist, born 1954) | Persons, Artists 
500480754 | Engel, Semmy (German-Jewish architect, 1864-1948) | Persons, Artists 
500480798 | Erman, Sarah (Israeli painter, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500480867 | Hussl-Raudnitzky (Austrian graphic designers, 20th century) | Corporate Bodies 
500481225 | Itzhaki, Hannah (Israeli ceramic artist, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500481485 | Feller, Tova (Israeli painter, born 1932) | Persons, Artists 
500481510 | Filer, Sara (Israeli photographer, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500481570 | Jitzhak, Eliyahu (Israeli sculptor, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500487301 | Paeff, Bashka (American sculptor, 1893-1979) | Persons, Artists 
500487302 | Bien-Aimé, Gabriel (Haitian sculptor, born 1951) | Persons, Artists 
500487303 | Everett Elementary School (American school, Boston) | Corporate Bodies 
500487304 | Gounod, Charles (French composer, 1818-1893) | Non-Artists 
500487305 | Soubirous, Bernadette, Saint (French saint, 1844-1879) | Non-Artists 
500487306 | Maltese, Michael (American animator, 1908-1988) | Persons, Artists 
500487307 | Patterson, Ray (American animator, 1911-2001) | Persons, Artists 
500487308 | Chiniquy, Gerry (American animator, 1912-1989) | Persons, Artists 
500487309 | Williams, Moses (American silhouette artist, 1777- ca. 1825) | Persons, Artists 
500487310 | Sri Kahulunnan (Javanese queen, 9th century) | Non-Artists 
500487311 | Rakai Pikatan (Javanese king, reigned 838-850) | Non-Artists 
500487312 | Abbott, Mary (American painter, 1921-2019) | Persons, Artists 
500487313 | Gang, Zhao (Chinese printmaker, born 1966) | Persons, Artists 
500457797 | Xia, Mingyuan (Chinese painter, 1912-2015) | Persons, Artists 
500457815 | Henry-Baudot, Edouard-Louis (French painter, 1871-1953) | Persons, Artists 
500457880 | Heuser, Hans (German architect, 1904-1953) | Persons, Artists 
500457965 | Bachmayer, Renate (German painter and sculptor, born 1940) | Persons, Artists 
500458059 | Heinz, Gottfried (German graphic artist and painter, born 1936) | Persons, Artists 
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http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500433902  Capurro, Christian (Australian mixed-media artist, born 1968) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500433855 Francisco, Carlos Modesto Villaluz (Filipino painter, 1912-1969) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500450218  Tagliaferri, Antonio (Italian architect, 1835-1909) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500451138 unknown Selk'nam (Selk'nam cultural designation) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500475539 Havemeyer, Frederick C. (American industrialist, 1807-1891) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500475543 Traoré, Ismaïla (Malian architect, 19th-early 20th century) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500475544 Collection of Serge Goisse (Belgian private collection, contemporary) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500475545 Zürich Hauptbahnhof (Swiss repository, railroad station, Zurich, contemporary) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500475546 Juárez, Benito (Mexican president, lawyer, 1806-1872) 
500458081 | Hertz, Giovanni Gabriele (Italian printer, died ca. 1738) | Non-Artists 
500458207 | Ács, Irén (Hungarian photographer, 1924-2015) | Persons, Artists 
500458233 | Arredi, Marina Pia (Italian architect, born 1944) | Persons, Artists 
500458292 | Xu, Bingyan (Chinese engraver, born 1942) | Persons, Artists 
500458299 | Andujar Alba, Ana (Spanish writer, contemporary) | Non-Artists 
500458300 | Arraiz García, Noel (Spanish photographer, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500458316 | Yoshida, Zōtaku (Japanese painter, 1722-1802) | Persons, Artists 
500452379 | Tinelli, Tiberio (artist, born 1586) | Unidentified Named People and Firms 
500452380 | Stroiffi, Ermanno (artist, born 1616) | Unidentified Named People and Firms 
500452381 | Segala, Giovanni (artist, born 1663) | Unidentified Named People and Firms 
500459982 | Van Onck, Andries (Dutch artist, born 1928)   
500459984 | Imatake, Shichiro (Japanese artist, 1905-2000)  
500459985 | Tang, John (American artist, born 1959)  
500459986 | Cazalet, Peter (American artist, born 1969)  
500459987 | Chia, Benjamin (Unknown artist)  
500459992 | Jacobs, Jodiah (American artist, born 1962)  
500459993 | Mole, Arthur S. (American artist, born England. 1889-1983)  
500459995 | Palisa, Johann (Austrian artist, 1848-1925)  
500459996 | Wolf (Maximilian Franz Joseph Cornelius), Max (Austrian artist, 1863-1932)  
500459999 | Björnstjerna, Mikael (Swedish artist, born 1945)  
500460003 | Christiansen, Godtfred Kirk (Danish artist, 1920-1995)  
500460007 | Majozo, Estella Conwill (American artist, born 1949)  
500476253 | Cardo, Horacio (Argentine illustrator, 1944-2018) | Persons, Artists 
500476254 | Ayeroff, Loretta (American photographer, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500476257 | Harms, Carl (American puppeteer, actor, 1910-2005) | Persons, Artists 
500476258 | Fox, Hardy (American composer, producer, and performer, 1945-2018) | Persons, Artists 
500476259 | Rodewill, Rengha (German painter, author, and photographer, born 1948) | Persons, Artists 
500476261 | Chuck Olin Associates (American film producer, 20th century) | Corporate Bodies 
500476262 | Phoenix Learning Group (American film distributor, producer, contemporary) | Corporate Bodies 
500476263 | Asbury, Melody (American painter, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500476264 | University of California Extension (American educational entity, contemporary) | University of California, Los Angeles; Corporate 
Bodies 
500476265 | Horio, Sadaharu (Japanese conceptual and performance artist, 1939-2018) | Persons, Artists 
500476266 | Thesiger, Wilfred (English travel writer and photographer, 1910-2003) | Persons, Artists 
500476267 | Bloncourt, Gérald (Haitian photographer, 1926-2018, active in Paris) | Persons, Artists 
500476269 | Anderson, Harry (American illustrator and painter, 1906-1996) | Persons, Artists 
500476270 | Joan Flasch Artists' Books Collection (American library, contemporary) | Corporate Bodies 
500476271 | Wetzenstein, Ernst (Swedish painter, 1890-1982) | Persons, Artists 
500476272 | Wetzenstein, Svenja (German painter, born 1973) | Persons, Artists 
500476273 | temporary holding for revision (persons needing revision) | Unidentified Named People and Firms 
500476274 | temporary holding corporate bodies for revision (corporate bodies needing revision) | Unidentified Named People and Firms 
500476275 | Martins, Kunle (American painter and graffiti artist, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500459982 | Van Onck, Andries (Dutch artist, born 1928)   
500459984 | Imatake, Shichiro (Japanese artist, 1905-2000)  
500459985 | Tang, John (American artist, born 1959)  
500459986 | Cazalet, Peter (American artist, born 1969)  
500459987 | Chia, Benjamin (Unknown artist)  
500459992 | Jacobs, Jodiah (American artist, born 1962)  
500459993 | Mole, Arthur S. (American artist, born England. 1889-1983)  
500459995 | Palisa, Johann (Austrian artist, 1848-1925)  
500459996 | Wolf (Maximilian Franz Joseph Cornelius), Max (Austrian artist, 1863-1932)  
500459999 | Björnstjerna, Mikael (Swedish artist, born 1945)  
500460003 | Christiansen, Godtfred Kirk (Danish artist, 1920-1995)  
500460007 | Majozo, Estella Conwill (American artist, born 1949)  
500476253 | Cardo, Horacio (Argentine illustrator, 1944-2018) | Persons, Artists 
500476254 | Ayeroff, Loretta (American photographer, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
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500476257 | Harms, Carl (American puppeteer, actor, 1910-2005) | Persons, Artists 
500476258 | Fox, Hardy (American composer, producer, and performer, 1945-2018) | Persons, Artists 
500476259 | Rodewill, Rengha (German painter, author, and photographer, born 1948) | Persons, Artists 
500476261 | Chuck Olin Associates (American film producer, 20th century) | Corporate Bodies 
500476262 | Phoenix Learning Group (American film distributor, producer, contemporary) | Corporate Bodies 
500476263 | Asbury, Melody (American painter, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
500476264 | University of California Extension (American educational entity, contemporary) | University of California, Los Angeles; Corporate 
Bodies 
500476265 | Horio, Sadaharu (Japanese conceptual and performance artist, 1939-2018) | Persons, Artists 
500476266 | Thesiger, Wilfred (English travel writer and photographer, 1910-2003) | Persons, Artists 
500476267 | Bloncourt, Gérald (Haitian photographer, 1926-2018, active in Paris) | Persons, Artists 
500476269 | Anderson, Harry (American illustrator and painter, 1906-1996) | Persons, Artists 
500476270 | Joan Flasch Artists' Books Collection (American library, contemporary) | Corporate Bodies 
500476271 | Wetzenstein, Ernst (Swedish painter, 1890-1982) | Persons, Artists 
500476272 | Wetzenstein, Svenja (German painter, born 1973) | Persons, Artists 
500476273 | temporary holding for revision (persons needing revision) | Unidentified Named People and Firms 
500476274 | temporary holding corporate bodies for revision (corporate bodies needing revision) | Unidentified Named People and Firms 
500476275 | Martins, Kunle (American painter and graffiti artist, contemporary) | Persons, Artists 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500476089   Yang, Jun (Chinese installation and performance artist, born 1975 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500476201  Museo archeologico di Aidone (Sicilian repository, Aidone, contemporary) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500476202  Beato family (British family of photographers, of Italian origin, 19th century) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500476203   Stillfried & Co. (photography studio, located in Japan, 1861-1875) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500476204  Beato and Wirgman (photography studio, located in Japan, 1865-1877) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500476205   Wu family (Chinese clan, Eastern Han dynasty) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500476206  Wu, Liang (Chinese official, 78-151 CE) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500476207   Xu Gong (Chinese calligrapher, 8th century) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500249473   Shibusawa, Eiichi (Japanese entrepreneur, industrialist, and…) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500350651   Tenney, James (American composer and musicologist, 1934-2006) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500352000   Boumans, Bart (Dutch graphic artist, born 1940) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500374472  Eriksson, Annika (Swedish video and installation artist, born 1956) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500375466    Hauser, Jack  (Austrian artist, born 1958) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500375835   Gill, Simryn (Singaporean photographer, sculptor, and…) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500379220   Mosley, Joshua (American video artist and filmmaker, born 1974) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500351307    Okuda, Noriyuki  (Japanese video artist, born 1940) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500352821    Rybczynski, Zbigniew (Polish filmmaker and animator, born 1949) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500373438    Hong, Hao (Chinese graphic artist and photographer, born 1965) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500377984    Kanwar, Amar (Indian installation artist and filmmaker, born 1964) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500379425    Lee, Tim (South Korean photographer and conceptual artist, born 1975) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500438969    Fries, Moritz von (Austrian aristocrat, banker, and collector, 1777-1826) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500443099    Formes Gallery (Japanese gallery, active 1961-at least 1978) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500475841    Mosely, Ruth (American quiltmaker, 1928 – 2006) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500475842    Souls Grown Deep Foundation (American foundation, repository, contemporary) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500076377   Kolb, Anton (German merchant and print publisher, active 1500-1536 in Italy) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500060688   Lyon, Patrick (American inventor, businessman, 1769-1829) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500252546   Yamaoka, Juntaro (Japanese developer and businessman, 1866-) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500350533   Stansfield, Elsa (Scottish video artist and photographer, 1945-2004) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500062701  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500063265  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500065958  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500067082  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500083522  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500092404  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500121038  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500129503  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500187771  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500188370  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500188380  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500194103  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500214271  
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http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500225547  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500230945  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500233556  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500245972  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500258105  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500258331  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500264371  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500269655  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500276669  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500292434  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500293540  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500323384  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500330917  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500335183  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500350562  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ulan/500350615  
 [etc.] 
500475366  500475367  500475368  500475369  500475370  500475371  500475372 
 500475374  500475375  500475376  500475377  500475381  
500475382  500475385  500475387  500475388  500475391  500475392  500475393 
 500475394  500475395  500475396  500475397  500475398  
500475399  500475401  500475402  500475405  500475406  500475408  500475409 
 500475410  500475412  500475413  500475414  500475415  
500475416  500475417  500475418  500475419  500475420  500475421  500475427 
 500475428  500475429  500475430  500475431  500475432  
500475433  500475435  500475437  500475438  500475439  500475440  500475441 
 500475442  500475443  500475447  500475449  500475450  
500475452  500475456  500475458  500475459  500475460  500475463  500475465 
 500475467  500475472  500475473  500475475  500475479  
500475480  500475481  500475482  500475483  500475485  500475486  500475487 
 500475491  500475495  500475496  500475497  500475501  
500475505  500475510  500475512  500475513  500475514  500475517  500475519 
 500475523  500475524  500476208  500476209  500476210  
500476211  500476212  500476213  500476214  500476215  500476216  500476217 
 500476218  500476219  500476220  500476221  500476222  
500476223  500476224  500476225  500476226  500476227  500476228  500476229 
 500476230  500476231  500476232  500476233  500476234  
500476235  500476236  500476237  500476238  500476239  500476240  500476241 
 500476242  500476243  500476244  500476245  500476246  
500476247  500476248  500476249  500476250  500476251  500476252  500476253 
 500476254  500476257  500476258  500476259  500476261  
500476262  500476263  500476264  500476265  500476266  500476267  500476269 
 500476270  500476271  500476272  500476273  500476274  
500475366  500475367  500475368  500475369  500475370  500475371  500475372 
 500475374  500475375  500475376  500475377  500475381  
500475382  500475385  500475387  500475388  500475391  500475392  500475393 
 500475394  500475395  500475396  500475397  500475398  
500475399  500475401  500475402  500475405  500475406  500475408  500475409 
 500475410  500475412  500475413  500475414  500475415  
500475416  500475417  500475418  500475419  500475420  500475421  500475427 
 500475428  500475429  500475430  500475431  500475432  
500475433  500475435  500475437  500475438  500475439  500475440  500475441 
 500475442  500475443  500475447  500475449  500475450  
500475452  500475456  500475458  500475459  500475460  500475463  500475465 
 500475467  500475472  500475473  500475475  500475479  
500475480  500475481  500475482  500475483  500475485  500475486  500475487 
 500475491  500475495  500475496  500475497  500475501  
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500475505  500475510  500475512  500475513  500475514  500475517  500475519 
 500475523  500475524  500476208  500476209  500476210  
500476211  500476212  500476213  500476214  500476215  500476216  500476217 
 500476218  500476219  500476220  500476221  500476222  
500476223  500476224  500476225  500476226  500476227  500476228  500476229 
 500476230  500476231  500476232  500476233  500476234  
500476235  500476236  500476237  500476238  500476239  500476240  500476241 
 500476242  500476243  500476244  500476245  500476246  
500476247  500476248  500476249  500476250  500476251  500476252  500476253 
 500476254  500476257  500476258  500476259  500476261  
500476262  500476263  500476264  500476265  500476266  500476267  500476269 
 500476270  500476271  500476272  500476273  500476274  
 
 
  
CONA: 
700009685 | Totocalco (storehouse) | storehouse; unknown Aztec; under Montezuma II; 15th century; Mexico City (Distrito Federal, Mexico, 
North and Central ... 
700009686 | Totocalco (aviary) | aviary; unknown Aztec; under Montezuma II; 15th century; Mexico City (Distrito Federal, Mexico, North and 
Central ... 
700009639 | Het interieur van de Cunerakerk in Rhenen | painting (visual work); Pieter Saenredam (1597 - 1665); 1655; Mauritshuis (Hague, 
The, South Holland, Netherlands); 888  
700009640 | A Vase of Flowers | painting (visual work); after Jan Davidsz. de Heem (1606 - 1684); c. 1660 ; Ashmolean Museum (Oxford, 
Oxfordshire, England, United Kingd...; WA1940.2.36 
700009646 | Hollyhock House | house; Frank Lloyd Wright, with Rudolph Schindler and Lloyd Wright;...; 1919-1922; Hollywood (Los Angeles, 
Los Angeles, California, United Stat... 
700009647 | Het Sint-Nicolaasfeest | painting (visual work); Jan Havicksz. Steen; 1665/1668; Rijksmuseum (Amsterdam, North Holland, 
Netherlands); SK-A-385 
700009648 | Cephalus and Aurora | paintings (visual works); Poussin, Nicolas; about 1630; National Gallery (London, Greater London, 
England, United Ki...; NG65 
700009649 | Mr and Mrs Andrews | painting (visual work); Thomas Gainsborough; about 1750; National Gallery (London, Greater London, 
England, United Ki...; NG6301 
700009650 | Surya, The Sun God | sculpture (visual works); unknown, India, Karnataka or Andhra Pradesh; circa 1100-1150; Los Angeles 
County Museum of Art (Los Angeles, Los Angeles c...; M.86.94.1 
700009651 | Candi Plaosan | temples (buildings); unknown architects, under queen Sri Kahulunnan; mid-9th century; Bugisan (Jawa Tengah, 
Indonesia, Asia,  e TGN... 
700009652 | Palazzo degli Uffizi | palace; Giorgio Vasari, architect; Bernardo Buontalenti, associated ...; constructed between 1560 and 1...; 
Florence (Firenze, Toscana, Italia, Europe,  ... 
700009599 | Notre-Dame de Paris | cathedral (work by context); medieval patron, Maurice de Sully; 19th-century restorations...; 1163 to 1250, 
with many later ...; Paris (Ile-de-France, France, Europe,  e T... 
700009600 | The Lacemaker | painting (visual work); Johannes ou Jan Vermeer (Delft, 1632 - Delft, 1675); vers 1669/1670; Louvre Museum 
(Paris, Ile-de-France, France); M.I. 1448 
700009601 | The Secret of the Great Pyramid | installation (visual work); JR (French street artist, born 1983) ; March 26-29, 2019, destroyed 
M... 
700009602 | The Crucifixion; The Last Judgment | painting (visual work); Jan van Eyck (Netherlandish, Maaseik ca. 1390–1441 Bruges) a...; 
1440-1441; Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York City, New York state, U...; 33.92ab 
700009603 | Annunciation Triptych (Merode Altarpiece) | painting (visual work); Workshop of Robert Campin (Netherlandish, ca. 1375–1444 
Tour...; ca. 1427-1432; Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York City, New York state, U...; 56.70a–c 
700009604 | El Descendimiento de la Cruz | painting (visual work); Weyden, Rogier van der (Tournai, 1399 - Brussels, 1464); Before 1443; 
Museo del Prado (Madrid, Madrid province, Comunidad de Madri...; P002825 
700009605 | Les Très Riches Heures du duc de Berry | illuminated manuscript; frères de Limbourg, commandé par le duc Jean Ier de Berry; 
ca. 1411/1413–1416; Musee Conde, Chateau de Chantilly (Chantilly, Hauts...; MS 65 
700009606 | Ghent Altarpiece, The | painting (visual work); Hubert van Eyck, completed by Jan van Eyck; completed 1432 
700009607 | Saint Bavo Cathedral | cathedral (work by context); unknown Flemish architect; construction began 1274, on th...; Ghent (Oost-
Vlaanderen, Vlaams Gewest, Belgie, Europe, Wo... 
700009608 | Portrait of a Man (Self Portrait?) | painting (visual work); Jan van Eyck; 1433; National Gallery (London, Greater London, 
England, United Ki...; NG222 
700009609 | Portrait of Giovanni(?) Arnolfini and his Wife | painting (visual work); Jan van Eyck (active 1422; died 1441); 1434; National 
Gallery (London, Greater London, England, United Ki...; NG186 
700009610 | Francesco d'Este | painting (visual work); Rogier van der Weyden (Netherlandish, Tournai ca. 1399–1464 ...; ca. 1460; 
Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York City, New York state, U...; 32.100.43 
700009611 | Portinari Altarpiece, the | painting (visual work); Hugo van der Goes (Gand?, 1440 circa – Rode Klooster, Bruxel...; 1477-1478 c.; 
Galleria degli Uffizi (Florence, Firenze province, Tuscany, ...; 1890, nos. 3191-3192-3193 
700009612 | Nativity at Night, The | undetermined (information indicator); Geertgen tot Sint Jans (about 1455/65; died about 1485/95); 
possibly about 1490; National Gallery (London, Greater London, England, United Ki...; NG4081 
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700009613 | Tríptico del jardín de las delicias | painting (visual work); Bosch, Hieronymus; 1490/1500; Museo del Prado (Madrid, Madrid 
province, Comunidad de Madri...; P002823 
700009614 | Bauernhochzeit | undetermined (information indicator); Pieter Bruegel d. Ä. (um 1525/30 Breugel oder Antwerpen? - 1...; um 
1568; Kunsthistorisches Museum (Vienna, Vienna state, Austria); Gemäldegalerie, 1027 
700009615 | Merry Drinker | painting (visual work); Frans Hals (ca. 1581-1666) ; c. 1628 - c. 1630; Rijksmuseum (Amsterdam, North Holland, 
Netherlands); SK-A-135 
700009616 | Meat Stall, The | painting (visual work); Pieter Aertsen (born 1507/1508-1575); completed in 1551; Uppsala Universitet (Uppsala, 
Uppsala, Sweden) 
700009617 | La parabola dei ciechi | painting (visual work); Pieter Bruegel the Elder; 1568; Museo e Gallerie Nazionali di Capodimonte 
(Naples, Napoli pr... 
700009618 | Jakob segnet Ephraim und Manasse | painting (visual work); Rembrandt Harmensz. van Rijn (1606 - 1669), Maler/in; 1656; 
Gemäldegalerie alte Meister, Kassel (Kassel, Hessen state, G...; GK 249 
700008869 | Ceremonial Mask | ceremonial mask; unknown Taino; N/A; Museo de Historia, Antropologia y Arte (Rio Piedras, S...; unavailable 
700009581 | Pool Parlor | drawing (visual work); Lawrence, Jacob (American painter, 1917-2000); 1942; Metropolitan Museum of Art (New 
York City, New York state, U...; 42.167 
700009578 | [Composite Capital] | architectural drawing (visual work); attributed to Charles Bulfinch (American architect, 1763-184...; [between 
1819 and 1828] ; Library of Congress. Prints and Photographs Division ; LC control number: 2002712022 
700009579 | Architectural drawings for the United States Capitol, Washington, D.C. | architectural drawings (visual works); architect: Charles 
Bulfinch (American, 1763-1844); [1819-1828]; Library of Congress. Prints and Photographs Division ; LC control number: 95860727 
700009582 | The Photographer | drawing (visual work); Lawrence, Jacob (American painter, 1917-2000); 1942; Metropolitan Museum of Art 
(New York City, New York state, U...; 2001.205 
700009583 | The Shoemaker | drawing (visual work); Lawrence, Jacob (American painter, 1917-2000); 1945; Metropolitan Museum of Art 
(New York City, New York state, U...; 46.73.2 
700009584 | Blind Beggars | painting (visual work); Lawrence, Jacob (American painter, 1917-2000); 1938; Metropolitan Museum of Art (New 
York City, New York state, U...; 43.47.28 
700009585 | "Housetop" | quilt; Abrams, Nellie Mae (American quiltmaker, 1946 - 2005); ca. 1970; Souls Grown Deep Foundation  
700009586 | "Housetop" Variation | bed quilts; Abrams, Nellie Mae (American quiltmaker, 1946 - 2005); 1970s; Souls Grown Deep Foundation  
700009587 | Housetop | quilt; Abrams, Nellie Mae (American quiltmaker, 1946 - 2005); 1970s; Souls Grown Deep Foundation  
700009588 | Housetop Variation | quilt; Abrams, Nellie Mae (American quiltmaker, 1946 - 2005); 1970s; Souls Grown Deep Foundation  
700009589 | Struggle Series - No. 10: Washington Crossing the Delaware | painting (visual work); Lawrence, Jacob (American painter, 1917-
2000); 1954; Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York City, New York state, U...; 2003.414 
700009590 | Sweep | quilt; Abrams, Nellie Mae (American quiltmaker, 1946 - 2005); 1970s; Souls Grown Deep Foundation  
700009591 | Diamond Variation | quilt; Abrams, Nellie Mae (American quiltmaker, 1946 - 2005); between 1960 and 1980; Souls Grown Deep 
Foundation  
700009592 | The Adoration of the Magi | altarpiece; Bartolo di Fredi (Italian, active by 1353–died 1410 Siena); ca. 1390; Metropolitan Museum 
of Art (New York City, New York state, U...; 1975.1.16 
700009593 | The Adoration of the Shepherds | altarpiece; Bartolo di Fredi (Italian, active by 1353–died 1410 Siena); 1374; Metropolitan 
Museum of Art (New York City, New York state, U...; 25.120.288 
700009594 | Convento della SS. Annunziata | convent (built complex); N/A; N/A 
700009595 | Saint Mary Magdalen | altarpiece; Bartolo di Fredi (Italian, active by 1353–died 1410 Siena); ...; mid-14th century; Metropolitan 
Museum of Art (New York City, New York state, U...; 1975.1.14 
700009596 | [Interior of Hagia Sophia] | albumen silver print; Pascal Sébah (Turkish, 1823 - 1886); about 1870; J. Paul Getty Museum (Los 
Angeles, Los Angeles county, Calif...; 84.XP.1431.56 
700009597 | Salt Lake Temple | temple (building); Truman O. Angell (American architect, 1810-1887); 1853-1893; Salt Lake City (Salt Lake, 
Utah, United States, North and Ce... 
700009598 | Pyramid Monument to Abraham Lincoln | unrealized work; architect: John Russell Pope; designed 1912; unrealized 
700009619 | Raising of the Cross, The | painting (visual work); Peter Paul Rubens; 1609/1610; Antwerp Cathedral (Antwerp, Antwerpen 
province, Flanders, Be... 
700009620 | Marie de'Medici cycle | paintings (visual works); Peter Paul Rubens; comminssioned by Marie de'Medici; commissioned in 1621; 
painted ...; Louvre Museum (Paris, Ile-de-France, France) 
700009621 | Le Débarquement de la reine à Marseille, le 3 novembre 1600 | painting (visual work); Peter Paul Rubens (Flemish painter, 1577-
1640); 1622/1625; Louvre Museum (Paris, Ile-de-France, France); INV 1774 
700009622 | Die Landung in Marseille (Skizze zum Medici-Zyklus) | sketch; Peter Paul Rubens; 1622; Alte Pinakothek (Munich, Bavaria, 
Germany); 95  
700009623 | View of Het Steen in the Early Morning, A | painting (visual work); Peter Paul Rubens (1577 - 1640); probably 1636; National 
Gallery (London, Greater London, England, United Ki...; NG66 
700009624 | Het Steen | fortress; N/A; Medieval, served as prison fro... 
700009625 | Elewijt Castle | undetermined (information indicator); unknown architect; constructed 1340, remodeled in... 
700009626 | Charles Ier, roi d'Angleterre (1600 - 1649) | painting (visual work); Anthony van Dyck (Antwerp, 1599 - London, 1641) ; about 
1635; Musee du Louvre ; INV. 1236 
700009627 | De roeping van Mattheus | undetermined (information indicator); Hendrick ter Brugghen (Den Haag (?) 1588 - 1629 Utrecht); 
1621; Centraal Museum (Utrecht, Utrecht province, Netherlands); 5088 
700009628 | Malle Babbe | painting (visual work); Frans Hals (1582/83-1666); 1633/1635; Gemaldegalerie (Berlin, Berlin state, Germany); 
Ident.Nr. 801C 
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700009629 | De regentessen van het oudemannenhuis | painting (visual work); Frans Hals (born ca. 1581, died 1666); 1664; Frans Hals 
Museum, Haarlem ; Inventory number OS I-116 
700009630 | De regenten van het oudemannenhuis | painting (visual work); Frans Hals (born ca. 1581, died 1666); 1664; Frans Hals 
Museum, Haarlem ; Inventory number OS I-115 
700009632 | Polish Rider, The | painting (visual work); Rembrandt van Rijn (Dutch, 1606–1669); ca. 1655; Frick Collection (New York City, 
New York state, United Stat...; 1910.1.98 
700009633 | Portrait of the Artist | painting (visual work); Rembrandt van Rijn ; ca.1665-1668; Kenwood House (London, Greater London, 
England, United Kingd...; unavailable 
700009634 | Return of the Prodigal Son | painting (visual work); Rembrandt Harmensz. van Rijn. 1606-1669; Circa 1668; Hermitage Museum 
(Saint Petersburg, Saint Petersburg, Russia...; ГЭ-742  
700009635 | Christ Preaching, called La Petite Tombe | etching (print); Rembrandt (Rembrandt van Rijn); ca. 1657; Metropolitan Museum of 
Art (New York City, New York state, U...; 29.107.18 
700009636 | Fort on a River | painting (visual work); Jan Josephsz. van Goyen (Dutch, 1596–1656); 1644; Museum of Fine Arts (Boston, 
Suffolk county, Massachusetts, ...; 47.235 
700009637 | Der Judenfriedhof | painting (visual work); Ruisdael, Jacob van (1628-1682); Um 1655; Gemaldegalerie Alte Meister (Dresden, 
Saxony, Germany); Gal.-Nr. 1502 
700009638 | St. Cunera | church; architect unknown; tower completed in 1531; Rhenen (Utrecht, Nederland, Europe,  i... 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700002003  Old Trikuta temple temple (building); patron: Vikramaditya VI; unknown Calukya (Telingana); 
1075 CE; Calukyas of Kalyana (Built Works) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700002007  Laksmi-Narasimha temple temple (building); patron: Ganapatideva; unknown Telingana; first 
quarter of 13th century ... (Built Works) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700008477  Flagstaff Tower signal tower (elevated structure); unknown architect; ca. 1828; Delhi (Delhi, 
Bhārat, Asia,  ierarc...; (Built Works) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700008481  Zinat-ul-Masajid mosque (building); unknown architect; ca. 1700-1710 (Built Works) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009092  Arc de triomphe pour la place du Trone  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009089  Apostolic Palace of Castel Gandolfo palace; Carlo Maderno for Pope Urban VIII; 17th-century; 
Castel Gandolfo (Roma, Lazio, Italia, Europe, World, Top of ... (Built Works) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009111  Rubbing of the Inscribed Epitaph to Cui Youfu rubbing (visual work); unknown Chinese; [1967]; 
Henan Provincial Museum (Zhengzhou, Henan, China) (Movable Works) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009114  Wu Family Shrines assemblage (archaeological artifacts); various artists, unknown Han; Han 
dynasty (206 BCE–220 CE); (Movable Works) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009126  Hofburg numerous architects, including Filiberto Luchese, Lodovico B...; from 13th century 
through 19th...; Vienna (Wien, Österreich, Europe,  ...; (Built Works) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009148  Porcelain Pagoda of Peking pagoda (building); unknown Chinese; unavailable; Beijing (Beijing 
Shi, Zhongguo, Asia,  e TGN ... (Built Works) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009151  Oso House hotels (public accommodations); unknown American architect; patron: John C. 
Frémont; 1850/1860; (Built Works 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009238  Fagus Factory buildings, factory; architects: Walter Gropius (German American, 1883-1969); 
Ado...; constructed 1911-1913; additio... (Built Works) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009240  Notre Dame du Haut church (building); Le Corbusier (Swiss, 1887-1965, active in France); 
patron: M...; planning and construction: 195... (Built Works) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009286  Milvian Bridge  arch bridge; unknown ancient Roman architect; ca. 115 CE on location of an e... 
(Built Work) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009519  Golden Gate Bridge suspension bridge; architect/engineers: Joseph B. Strauss (American, 
1870-1938)...; 1933-1937; Golden Gate (San Francisco, California, United States, North... (Built Work) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009258  Great Mosque of Djenne mosque (building); construction supervised by Ismaïla Traoré; 1909; 
Djenné (Mopti, Région de, Mali, Africa, World, Top of ...; (Built Work) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009560  Ryōanji temple (building); founded by Hosokawa Katsumoto; first structure, 11th century;...; 
Kyoto (Kyōto, Japan, Asia,  ierarch...; (Built Work) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009559  The Daoist Immortal Liezi screens (furniture); Kano School; ca. 1606; Metropolitan Museum of 
Art (New York City, New York state, U...; 1989.139.1a–d; (Movable Work) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009561  Codice Fiorentino codex (bound manuscript); various Aztec illustrators; writer, Bernardino de 
Sahagún (...; 1569; Medicean-Laurentian Library (Florence, Firenze province, Tus...; (Movable Work) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009576  Madonna of the Trail Monuments statues; commissioned by the Daughters of the American 
Revolution (Am...; 1928-1929; various locations ( ierarchy) (Movable Work) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009558  Daybed from the Maison du Brésil daybed; Charlotte Perriand, Le Corbusier (Charles-Édouard 
Jeanneret)...; 1959; Museum of Modern Art (New York City, New York state, United ...; 145.2016; (Movable Work) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009552  Residence for Herbert Green, Cherry Ridge, Pennsylvania architectural model; architect: Paul 
Rudolph (American, 1918-1997); model makers:...; 1968-1972 (Movable Work) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009553  Green Residence house; Paul Rudolph (American, 1918-1997), architect; for Herbert G...; 1969; 
Cherry Ridge (Wayne, Pennsylvania, United States, North and ... (Built Work) 
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009219  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009222  
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http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009223  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009227  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009228  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009232  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009233  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009234  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009235  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009237  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009238  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009241  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009242  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009243  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009245  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009246  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009247  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009248  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009249  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009251  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009253  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009254  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009255  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009256  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009257  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009258  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009259  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009260  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009261  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009273  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009274  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009276  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009443  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009444  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009445  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009446  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700008855  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009216  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009307  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009308  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009447  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009449  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009450  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009451  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009453  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009454  
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http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009455  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009457  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009458  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009459  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009460  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009461  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009462  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009464  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009465  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009466  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009469  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009470  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009471  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009472  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009473  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009474  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009475  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009476  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009477  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009478  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009480  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009481  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009483  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009484  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009486  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009488  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009490  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009491  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009492  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009493  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009494  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009495  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009496  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009497  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009498  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009499  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009500  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009501  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009502  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009503  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009504  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009506  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009507  
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http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009508  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009509  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009510  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009511  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009512  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009514  
 
 
700000053 700000059 700000062 700000063 700000072 
700000079 700000083 700000090 700000110 700000116 
700000124 700000139 700000141 700000158 700000163 
700000168 700000169 700000170 700000174 700000175 
700000192 700000214 700000221 700000225 700000343 
700000344 700000345 700000346 700000347 700000349 
700000350 700000351 700000352 700000355 700000356 
700000357 700000358 700000360 700000361 700000362 
700000363 700000364 700000366 700000367 700000368 
700000369 700000371 700000372 700000373 700000374 
700000376 700000679 700000680 700000681 700000682 
700000683 700000684 700000685 700000686 700000687 
700000688 700000690 700000692 700000693 700000694 
 
 
  
  
IA 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002164   Ishkur (Sumerian deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002165   Shala (Mesopotamian deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002166   Nanna (Sumerian deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002167   Sin (Akkadian deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002168   Ninazu (Sumerian deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002169   Ninhursag (Sumerian deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002171   Utu (Mesopotamian deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002172   Anat (West Semitic deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002173   Chemosh (West Semitic deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002174   Good Samaritan, The (parable, Christian iconography) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002175   Saints Peter and John Healing the Lame Man (Christian iconography)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002176   Life of Saint John the Apostle (Christian iconography) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002177   Ten Commandments (Judeo-Christian laws) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002178   Othello (play, Shakespeare, published 1622) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002179   Othello (literary character, Shakespeare, Othello) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002180   Iago (literary character, Shakespeare, Othello) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002181   Desdemona (literary character, Shakespeare, Othello) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002182   Actaeon (Greek character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002183   Atropos (Greek deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002184   Circe (Greek deity, sorceress) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002185   Aeaea (Greco-Roman legendary island) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002186   Clotho (Greek deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002187   Lachesis (Greek deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002188   Decima (Roman deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002189   Nona (Roman deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002190   Morta (Roman deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002191   Parcae (Roman characters) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002193   Moirae (Greek deities) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002194   Diana and Actaeon (Roman narrative) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002195   Discovery of Erichthonius (Greek narrative) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002196   Erichthonius (Athenian legendary king) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002197   Sleeping Beauty (fairy tale, various authors, first known 1330) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002198   Meeting of David and Abigail (Old Testament narrative) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002199   Story of Ishmael and Hagar (Old Testament narrative) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002200   Abigail (Old Testament character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002201   Hagar (Old Testament character) 
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http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002202   Ishmael (Abrahamic religion character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002203   Story of Rinaldo and Armida (Italian narrative) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002204   Rinaldo Leaving Armida (Italian narrative) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002205   Gerusalemme liberata (epic poem, Tasso, 1581) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002206   Rinaldo (fictional knight, First Crusade) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002207   Armida (fictional character, First Crusade) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002208   Cyclopes (Greek characters) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002209   Cephalus and Aurora (Greek narrative) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002210   Chahk (Maya deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002211   Baby Jaguar (Maya character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002212   Witz (Maya legendary mountain) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002213   Witz monster (Maya creature) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002214   Life of Saint Teresa (Christian narrative) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002215   Ecstasy of Teresa (Christian narrative) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002216   Stations of the Cross (Christian iconography) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002217   Sedes Sapientiae (Christian theme) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002218   Maestà (Christian theme) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002219   Das Rheingold (opera, Wagner) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002220   Venus pudica (Classical theme) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002221   Omphale (Greek character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002222   Iardanus (Greek character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002223   Manoah (Old Testament character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002224   Moirai (Greek characters) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002225   Hylas (Greco-Roman character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002226   Sapho (opera, Gounod)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002227   Gideon (Old Testament character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002228   Art (allegorical character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002229   Architecture (allegorical character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002230   Industry (allegorical character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002231   Commerce (allegorical character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002232   Beauty (allegorical character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002233   Christianity (allegorical character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002234   Comedy (allegorical character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002235   Poetry (allegorical character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002236   Chinese heaven (Chinese religious concept)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002237   Uncle Sam (American theme) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002238   Renewal of Life (allegorical theme)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002239   Akṣobhya (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002240   Hārītī (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002241   Dhyānī Buddhas (Buddhist characters) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002242   Vairocana (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002243   Amoghasiddhi (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002244   Ratnasambhava (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002245   Vajradhava (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002246   Mara (Buddhist demon)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002247   Horns of Buddha (Buddhist theme) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002248   Buddha's footprint (Buddhist theme) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002249   Kuannon (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002250   Kuanti (Chinese deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002251   Tien-How (Buddhist character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002252   Tamdrin (Hindu-Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002253   Jambala (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002254   Gandharvas (HIndu-Buddhist characters) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002255   Maha Upakut (Buddhist character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002256   Daikoku (Japanese deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002257   Ebisu (Japanese deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002258   Amaterasu (Shinto deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002259   Benzaiten (Japanese deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002260   Hotei (Chinese character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002261   Jurojin (Taoist character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002262   Fukurokuju (Japanese deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002263   Vajrananga (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002264   Kāmadeva (Hindu deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002265   Vāgīśvara (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002266   Arapacana (Buddhist deity) 
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http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002267   Sthiracakra (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002268   Vadirat (Buddhist deity)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002269   Manjunātha (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002270   Sadaksari-Lokesvara (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002271   Simhanada (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002272   Khasarpana (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002273   Lokanatha (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002274   Halahala (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002275   Padmanarttesvaraya (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002276   Harihariharivahanodbhava (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002277   Trailokyavasankara (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002278   Raktalokeshvara (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002279   Nilakantha (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002280   Lokeshvara (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002281   Mahavala (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002282   Buddha delivering first sermon (Buddhist narrative) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002283   Dhammacakkappavattana Sutta (Buddhist text) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002284  Buddha defeating Māra (Buddhist narrative) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002285   Vajrayoginī (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002286   Yamāntaka (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002287   Cakrasaṃvara (Buddhist deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002288   Vajrakilaya (Buddhist deity)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002290   Trans-Mississippi and International Exposition (American event, 1898) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002291   Potlatch Ban (Canadian history, 1883-1951) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002293   Yakama War (American history, 1855-1858) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002294   Life and Death (miscellaneous theme) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002135   Aeneid (epic poem, Virgil, 30/19 BCE)(Literary works: Poetry, Named written and performed 
works, Literature and Performing Arts) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002136 China Principles (conservation principles, 1997-2000)(Literary works: Legal, Political, Governmental 
documents, Named written and performed works, Literature and Performing Arts)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002137 Principles of Seville (visualization principles, 2011)(Literary works: Legal, Political, Governmental 
documents, Named written and performed works, Literature and Performing Arts) 
 http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002138 Legend of Saint Bavo (Christian iconography)(Other Christian narratives, Christian iconography, 
Legend, Religion, Mythology)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002139 Blind Leading the Blind (Christian allegory) (Christian allegory, symbolism, theme, Christian 
iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002147 Little Ice Age (natural event, ca. 1400 and 1700 CE)(Global historical events, Named Events) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002148 Cunera, Saint (Christian saint, 4th century) (Christian characters, Christian iconography, Legend, 
Religion, Mythology) 
 http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002140 Joseph's sons blessed by Jacob (Old Testament narrative)(Life of Joseph, son of Jacob, Old 
Testament narratives, Old Testament iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002141 Raising of the Cross (Christian iconography) (Passion of Christ, Life of Jesus Christ, New 
Testament narratives, Christian iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002135  Aeneid (epic poem, Virgil, 30/19 BCE) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002137  Principles of Seville (visualization principles, 2011) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002136  China Principles (conservation principles, 1997-2000) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002134  Brazilian history 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002133  Argentine history 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002142 Life of Saint Matthew (Christian iconography)(Other Christian narratives, Christian iconography, 
Legend, Religion, Mythology)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002143 Calling of Saint Matthew(Life of Saint Matthew, Other Christian narratives, Christian iconography, 
Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
 http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002144 Battles of Amazons (Greco-Roman narratives)(Greek narratives, Greek iconography, Legend, 
Religion, Mythology) http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002146 <American characters>(American iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002149 Adad (Babylonian/Assyrian deity)(Ancient Near-Middle Eastern characters, Ancient Near-Middle 
Eastern iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002150 Hadad (West Semitic deity) (Semitic characters, Semitic iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002133   <Argentine history>(North and South American history, Named Events) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002134 <Brazilian history> (North and South American history, Named Events) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002151 El (West Semitic deity)(Semitic characters, Semitic iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002152 Asherah (West Semitic deity) (Semitic characters, Semitic iconography, Legend, Religion, 
Mythology) 
 http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002153 Nut (Egyptian deity)(Egyptian characters, Egyptian iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002154 Ptah (Egyptian deity)(Egyptian characters, Egyptian iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002155 Sekhmet (Egyptian deity) (Egyptian characters, Egyptian iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
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http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002156 Seth (Egyptian deity)(Egyptian characters, Egyptian iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002157 Assur (Assyrian deity) (Ancient Near-Middle Eastern characters, Ancient Near-Middle Eastern 
iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002158 An (Mesopotamian deity)(Ancient Near-Middle Eastern characters, Ancient Near-Middle Eastern 
iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002159 Enlil (Assyro-Babylonian deity)(Ancient Near-Middle Eastern characters, Ancient Near-Middle 
Eastern iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002160 Enki (Sumerian-Akkadian deity)(Ancient Near-Middle Eastern characters, Ancient Near-Middle 
Eastern iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002161 Ereskigal (Mesopotamian deity)(Ancient Near-Middle Eastern characters, Ancient Near-Middle 
Eastern iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
 http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002162 Inanna (Sumerian deity)(Ancient Near-Middle Eastern characters, Ancient Near-Middle Eastern 
iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002163 Marduk (Babylonian deity)(Ancient Near-Middle Eastern characters, Ancient Near-Middle Eastern 
iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002295   Occupation of Alcatraz (American history, 1969-1971) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002296   Indian Wars (American history, 1790-1890) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002297   Sixties Scoop (Canadian history, 1951-mid 1980s) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002298   A Dish With One Spoon (North American history, ratified 1701) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002299   The Trail of Tears (American history, 1838-1839) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002300   The Long Walk (American history, 1863-1866; 1868) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002301   Oka Crisis (Canadian history, 1990) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002302   Indian Art of the United States (American exhibition, 1941) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002303   Santa Fe Indian Market (American event, established 1922) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002304   Coup of 18 Brumaire (French history, 1799) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002307   Indian Removal (American history, 1830-1839) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002308   Ghost Dance Movement (American history, 1889-1890) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002309   Red River War (American history, 1874-1875) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002164  Ishkur (Sumerian deity)(Ancient Near-Middle Eastern characters, Ancient Near-Middle Eastern 
iconography...)  
 http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002165  Shala (Mesopotamian deity) (Ancient Near-Middle Eastern characters, Ancient Near-Middle 
Eastern iconography, ...) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002166  Nanna (Sumerian deity)(Ancient Near-Middle Eastern characters, Ancient Near-Middle Eastern 
iconography, ...)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002176 Life of Saint John the Apostle (Christian iconography) (Other Christian narratives, Christian 
iconography, ...)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002177  Ten Commandments (Judeo-Christian laws) (Literary works: Legal, Political, Governmental 
documents, Named written and performed works...)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002178  Othello (play, Shakespeare, published 1622) (Literary works: Drama (plays, etc.), Named written 
and performed works, ...)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002188 Decima (Roman deity) (Roman characters, Roman iconography, ...)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002189 Nona (Roman deity)(Roman characters, Roman iconography, ...)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002190 Morta (Roman deity)(Roman characters, Roman iconography, ...)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002200 Abigail (Old Testament character) (Old Testament characters, Old Testament iconography, ...)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002210 Chahk (Maya deity) (Maya characters, Maya iconography, Amerindian iconography, ...)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002211 Baby Jaguar (Maya character) (Maya characters, Maya iconography, Amerindian iconography, ...)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002212 Witz (Maya legendary mountain) (Maya legendary places, Maya iconography, Amerindian 
iconography, ...)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002222 Iardanus (Greek character) (x holding: in process contributions)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002235 Poetry (allegorical character) (x holding: in process contributions) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002106  1939 New York World's Fair (American event, New York, 1939-1940) (Named exhibitions, Named 
Events) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002107  Christ the Judge (Christian theme)  (Themes surrounding Jesus Christ, Christian allegory, 
symbolism, theme, Christian iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002108  Saint Michael weighing souls (Christian iconography) (Legend of Saint Michael the Archangel, 
Other Christian narratives, Christian iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002109  Lazarus, Saint (Chrisitian iconography) (Christian characters, Christian iconography, Legend, 
Religion, Mythology)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002110  Raising of Lazarus (miracle, Christian iconography) (Miracles of Christ, Life of Jesus Christ, New 
Testament narratives, Christian iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002111  Cold War (global event, 1947-1991)(Global historical events, Named Events)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002112  How Should We Live? Propositions for the Modern Interior (MoMA, October 1, 2016–April 23, 
2017)(Named exhibitions, Named Events) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002113  Spanish conquest of the Americas (conquest, from late 15th century) (North and South American 
history, Named Events)  
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http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002114  Centaurs (Greco-Roman beings)(Greek characters, Greek iconography, Legend, Religion, 
Mythology) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002115  Lapiths (Greco-Roman people) (Greek characters, Greek iconography, Legend, Religion, 
Mythology) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002116  Agni (Indian deity) (Hindu characters, Hindu iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002117  Savita (Hindu deity)(Hindu characters, Hindu iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002118  Mitra (Hindu deity) (Hindu characters, Hindu iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002119  Varuna (Hindu deity)(Hindu characters, Hindu iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002120  Soma (Hindu deity)(Hindu characters, Hindu iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002121  Rudra (Hindu deity) (Hindu characters, Hindu iconography, Legend, Religion, Mythology)  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002123   Colonization of Brazil 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002124   War of the Triple Alliance (South American history, 1864-1870) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002126   Treaty of Tordesillas (European history, 1494) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002127  Falkland Islands War (South American history, 1982) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002128  Battle of Pavon (South American history, 1861) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002130  Battles of Cepeda (South American history, 1820/1859) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002131  War of the Pacific (South American history, 1879-1883) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009463    Theatrvm civitatvm nec non admirandorvm Neapolis et Siciliæ regnorvm  (views (visual works); 
Blaeu, Joan (1596-1673) and Stopendaal, Bastiaen; 1663; Getty Research Institute, Special Collections (Los Angeles, Los Angeles county, 
California, United States); ID/Accession Number: 92-B27718; LC Call Number: NA9203 .B631 1663; http://primo.getty.edu/GRI:GETTY_) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009467    Bayeux Tapestry  (embroidery work; unknown embroiders; patron; probably Bishop Odo of 
Bayeux; 1070s; Bayeux Museum ) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009468    Bayeux Cathedral  (cathedral (building); N/A; consecrated 14 July 1077) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009505    Palette of Glass, A: The American Windows of Marc Chagall  (film (visual work); director, 
producer, writer: Chuck Olin; features Marc Chagall (Belorussian-French artist, 1887-1985); 1978) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009513    Red Heart  (multimedia work; Robert Rauschenberg (American, 1925 - 2008) and Gemini 
G.E.L.; published 1982; National Gallery of Art (Washington, DC, United States); 1988.74.125) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700008370    DeLuxe 2004-05  (collages (visual works); Ellen Gallagher (American painter and collagist, 
born 1965); 2004-2005; Whitney Museum of American Art (New York City, New York state, United States); 2006.340a-hhh) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009301    Chautauqua Auditorium  (auditorium; designed by Frank E. Kidder (American, 1859-1905) and 
E. R. Rice (American, active 19th century); 1898; Boulder (Boulder county, Colorado, United States)) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009305    DuSable Museum of African-American History  (history museum (building); designed as South 
Park Administration Building by D.H. Burnham and Company; designed ca.1915; Harold Washington Wing added in 1993, added Roundhouse 
in 2009) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009448    Washington, D.C. Government Charwoman  (black-and-white negative; Gordon Parks 
(American photographer, 1912-2006); August 1942; Library of Congress. Prints and Photographs Division ; LC-USF34- 013407-C [P&P] LOT 
156 [item]) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009452    A Prince Restrains a Rampaging Elephant  (watercolor drawings; unknown Indian; ca. 1780; 
Philadelphia Museum of Art (Philadelphia, Philadelphia county, Pennsylvania, United States); 2004-149-65) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009456    Healing Scroll  (magic scroll; Amhara or Tigrinya peoples; 19th century; Metropolitan Museum 
of Art (New York City, New York state, United States); 95.66) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009479    Salome, a Tragedy in One Act: Translated from the French  (illustrated book; Carl Hentschel, 
printmaker; with Aubrey Beardsley (artist) and Oscar Wilde (author); published 1894; National Gallery of Art (Washington, DC, United States); 
2007.99.1) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009217 Evening Dress (evening dress (garment); Madame Grès (French, Paris 1903-1993); N/A; 
Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York City, New York state, U...; 1983.284.1a, b;) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009220 Model 666WSP Chair (chair (furniture form); designed by Jens Risom (American, 1916-2016); 
manufactured b...; 1943; Cooper-Hewitt Museum (New York City, New York state, United ...; 1991-59-178; Object ID 18636863; Short URL 
http://cprhw.tt/o/2Dw6e/) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009225 Birth of Venus (canvas painting; Sandro Botticelli (Florentine painter, born 1444/1445-1510); 
1482/1485; Galleria degli Uffizi (Florence, Firenze province, Tuscany, ...; inv.1890, n. 878) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009226 Double-spout-and-bridge bottle depicting faces and centipedes (bottle; unknown Nazca; AD 300-
600; National Museum of the American Indian (Washington, DC, Unit...; 11/2781) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009229 Semiotics of the Kitchen (performance (performance art); Martha Rosler (American, born 1943); 
1975; Museum of Modern Art (New York City, New York state, United ...; 718.1981) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009236  RMB City (software; Cao Fei (Chinese sculptor, installation artist, and video ar...; launched in 
2008, available to...) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009240 Notre Dame du Haut (church (building); Le Corbusier (Swiss, 1887-1965, active in France); 
patron: M...; planning and construction: 195...) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009250 Wiltern Theater (theater (building); G. Albert Lansburgh (American architect, active early 20th 
c...; opened 1931) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/cona/700009278  Madre de Juarez (linocut (print); Mariana Yampolsky (American printmaker and photographer, 
192...; 1956; Library of Congress. Prints and Photographs Division ; DLC/PP-2003:162.1984w) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002105    Dissolution of the Monasteries (British History, 1537) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002104    El Dorado (legendary American place) 
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http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002103    American legendary places (GT) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002102    American iconography (GT) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002101    Ehecatl (Mesoamerican deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002100    Crested Animal (Precolumbian monster) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002099    Dove of Peace (allegorical character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002098    melting pot (metaphorical theme) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002097    De re aedificatoria (Alberti, treatise, 1443/1452) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002096    Salome (Wilde, play, 1891) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002095    Book on Navigation (Piri Reis, Ottoman, 1525) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002094    Maid of Orleans, The (Schiller, play, 1801) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002093    Manjushri Namasamgiti  (Buddhist text) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002092    Battle of Hastings (English history, battle, 1066) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002091    Norman Conquest of England (British history, 11th century) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002090    Book of Knowledge of Ingenious Mechanical Devices (Muslim treatise, 12th century) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002089    Phanuel, Archangel (Abrahamic religion character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002048   Brighella (Commedia dell'arte character) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002049    Tulip Mania (Dutch speculative market, 17th century) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002051  Qing Conquest of Central Eurasia (Chinese history, mid- to late 18th century) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002052  African diaspora (African history) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002053  Jewish diaspora (Middle Eastern event) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002054  Tonacatecuhtli (Aztec creator deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002056  Omecihuatl (Mesoamerican creator goddess) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002062  Coatlicue (Aztec deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002067  Huixtocihuatl (Aztec deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002071  Birth of Venus (Roman narrative) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002076  Maximon (Maya deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002077  Mixcoatl (Mesoamerican deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002086  Harpokrates (Hellenistic deity) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002087  Spanish Civil War (Spanish history) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002088  Chautauqua Movement (American cultural movement) 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002050  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002055   
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002057  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002058  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002059  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002060  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002061  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002063  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002064  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002065  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002066  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002068  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002069  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002070  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002072  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002073  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002074  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002075  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002078  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002079  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002080  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002081  
 
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002082  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002083  
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http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002084  
http://vocab.getty.edu/page/ia/901002085  
 
 
Endnote:  
For editorial reference, Queries: 
select count(distinct subject_id) from revision_history where (user_name like 'PHARPRING' or user_name like 'MROTHROCK'  
or user_name like 'RJOHNSON' or user_name like 'JWARD' or user_name like 'ABEECROFT')  and (date_time > '1 Apr 2022' and date_time 
< '1 Jul 2022') and (action like 'updated' or action like 'merged' or action like 'moved' or action like 'added') 
 
select count(distinct term_id) from term where date_time < ‘1 Jul 2022’ 
select count(distinct subject_id) from subject where date_time < ‘1 Jul 2022’ 
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